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an programma tic cost-es imates, an assessment of the implementation an
impact of CAMAC softwar^
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FOREWORD
A Cost and Utility Analysis of NIM/CAMAC Standards and Equipment for
Shuttle Payload Data Acquisition and Control Systems was performed by the
Defense and Space Systems Group of TRW, Inc. under Contract NAS9-14693 for
the Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center of the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration. The work was managed by Dr. Richard J. Kurz (Telephone
(213) 535-2936) of the Instrument • Systems Department, TRW Defense and
Space Systems Group. The study was administered under the technical
direction of Dr. Richard D. Eandi (Telephone (713) 483-5176) of the Space
Physics Branch, Johnson Space Center.
The results of the study are presented in three volumes
	
VOLUME I.	 SUMMARY
Overall summary of the analyses and conclusions
VOLUME II. TASKS 1 AND 2
Identification and.selection of representative payloads for analysis
and functional analysis of the selected paylaods for NIM/CAMAC equipment
applicability and commonality.
VOLUME III. TASKS 3 AND 4
Analysis of the modifications to NIM/CAMAC equipment required for
compatibility with the Spacelab environment and their estimated cost,
development of a management plan for the utilization of NIM/CAMAC equipment
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1•	 1. MODIFICATION ANALYSIS OF NIM/CAMAC EQUIPMENT (TASK 3)
1.1 INTRODUCTION
Our objectives in this task were: 1) to determine what modifications
NIM/CAMAC equipment in its current form, i.e., designed for ground-based
laboratory use, would be required to permit its use in the Spacelab environ-
ment, and 2) to estimate the cost of these modifications and identify the
most cost-effective approach to implementing them. Our effort was corres-
pondingly divided into two tasks, the first of which was performed in two
phases
Task 3A (First Phase) - Assemble and Evaluate NIM/CAMAC and Spacelab
Information
• Compile available NIM/CAMAC data and specifications.
• Review various Spacelab specifications and update the Rockwell
Spacelab/Experiment Equipment Interface Requirements (SEEIR) to
recommend design criteria.
• Assess incompatibilities between existing NIM/CAMAC equipment
and current Spacelab requirements.
• Determine needs for additional data on NIM/CAMAC equipment.
• Prepare preliminary recommendations to the Shuttle Environmental
Compatibility Test (SECT) program.
Task 3A (Second Phase ) - Analyze NIM/CAMAC Suitability for Spacelab
Environments
• Analyze NIM/CAMAC equipment with respect to dynamic, thermal,
electromagnetic compatibility; and parts, materials and pro-
cesses characteristics.
f	 • Prepare recommendations for SECT based on analytical results.
Review SECT results.
Task 3B	 Analyze Required Modifications and Determine Costs
V
• Determine NIM/CAMAC modifications required to meet Spacelab
environments.
• Estimate modification costs.
e Identify cost-effective modification source.
Due to its standardized nature, NIM/CAMAC equipment has a considerable
amount of inherent mechanical commonality, irrespective of manufacturer or
function. This fact has allowed us to perform much of the modification
1
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analysis in parallel with the functional analysis carried out in Task 2 of
the study. In addition, the greater applicability of CAMAC equipment found
in the course of performing Task 2 led us to place a greater emphasis on
CAMAC equipment in Task 3.
Because of delays in the SECT program, which was intended to be carried
out in parallel by JSC, test data were not available during the contract
period of performance for review as originally planned in the second phase
of Task 3A. As a consequence, we undertook a more extensive dynamic and
structural analysis than had originally been intended. Again, the standard-
ized nature of NIM/CAMAC equipment made it meaningful to perform detailed
analysis using a generalized structural computer model of the equipment.
Our original planning for Task 3B included an analysis of the trade-off
between the degree and costs of equipment modification and changes to the
cost-driving Spacelab environmental requirements. As we will see from the
results of Task 3 and the programmatic cost estimation in Task 4A (see
Section 2), the costs involved in even the most extensive equipment modifi-
cations that we will consider are relatively small on the scale of the costs
that would be involved in making significant changes to the important Space-
lab environments such as random vibration. We believe, therefore, that it
is clearly more cost effective to modify NIM/CAMAC equipment to be compat-
ible with the Spacelab environment rather than the converse.
The basic reference documents used in performing Task 3 are listed in
Table 1-1. A new version, Ma y
 1976, of the Spacelab Payload Accommodation
Handbook has recently become available, but the differences between the 1975
and 1976 versions do not significantly affect the results of this study.
Although they are not listed in Table 1-1, numerous catalogs and specifica-
tion sheets from NIM and CAMAC equipment manufacturers were also used in
addition to the publications listed in Table 1-1 of Volume II.
1.2 ANALYSIS OF NIM/CAMAC AND SPACELAB SPECIFICATIONS
(TASK 3A - FIRST PHASE)
1.2.1 NIM/CAMAC Equipment Characteristics and Specifications
The overall physical characteristics of NIM and CAMAC equipment are con-
trolled by the standards._ Specification drawings for both systems are avail-
able. Drawings for CAMAC are contained in ERDA Report TID-25875 and a
i
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Table 1-1. References Used in the NIM/CAMAC Equipment
Modification Analysis
I
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Spacelab Payload Accommodations Handbook, ESRO, May 1975.
Space Shuttle System Payload Accommodation, JSC 07700, Volume XIV, Revision D,
November 1975.
Analysis of Commercial Equipment and Instrumentation for Spacelab Payloads,
Rockwell SD74-SA-0047, September 1974.
Feasibility Study of Common Electronic Equipment for Shuttle Sortie Experi-
ment Payloads, Bendix BSR 4142, June 1974.
Natural and Induced Environments, ERNO SR-ER-0008, February 1976.
Random Vibration Flight Environments at Spacelab Equipment Locations, ERNO
TN-ER-40-020-75, October 1975.
Engineering Development Test Procedures for NIM/CAMAC Instrumentation,
NASA/JSC, March 1976.
Selected publications regarding NIM and CAMAC, see Table 1 . 1, Volume II of
this report.
drawing set (CAPE-1189) for NIM is available from the Clearinghouse for Fed-
eral Scientific and Technical Information. The general "physical character-
istics of the CAMAC system can be seen in Figures 1-1 through 1-4. Although
the construction details vary between models and manufacturers, the modules
shown in Figure 1-3 and 1-4, with side covers removed, are reasonably repre-
sentative of typical CAMAC and NIM, respectively.
The NIM and CAMAC standards do not specify environmental requirements
other than a general statement that the equipment is intended for use in
environments typically associated with laboratory instrumentation (e.g.,
the ambient temperature range of roughly 0 °C to 50 °C)	 Very little pub-
lished data on environmental chara:;teristics of NIM and CAMAC equipment
exist. The CERN laboratory of the European Organization for Nuclear Research
has generated a series of internal test reports on NIM and CAMAC modules
that include some thermal test results. Typically, individual modules are
checked for p roper functional performance over the temperature range of
0 to 60 °C. In several' cases, vibration tests were also performed but the
test conditions are not defined in the reports,
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Figure 1-1. Front View of CAMAC Modules Loaded in a CAMAC Crate
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Figure 1-2. Rear View of CAMAC Crate and I'lodules with
Power Supply Removed
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Figure 1-4. Typical NIM Module with Side Cover Removed
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In lieu of any published data or specifications, we contacted a number
of equipment manufacturers as well as equipment user's. In particular, a
trip was made to Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory of the University of California
where a large amount of NIM and CAMAC equipment is used and some special
purpose NIM and CAMAC equipment is designed and fabricated for internal use.
It was possible to both inspect a wide spectrum of NIM and CAMAC equipment
from a number of manufacturers and to discuss operating experience with
equipment users. In addition, several engineers at LBL are members of the
NIM Committee and have been involved in the standardization activity for
both NIM and CAMAC since its inception.
The results of this information gathering that are relevant to the
question of NIM/CAMAC usage in Spacelab payloads are summarized in the fol-
lowing sections.
1.2.1.1 Structur al and Dynamic Properites
Although the structural characteristics of NIM and CAMAC equipment are
reasonably well defined by the standards,and the manufacturers uniformly con-
form to the standards, essentially no formal analysis or testing of the
structural behavior under dynamic environments have been conducted.
1.2.1.2 Thermal Characteristics
Both NIM and CAMAC equipment depend on convective air flow for cooling.
In the case of NIM equipment, where the maximum power dissipation in a bin
is typically 72 watts, natural convection in a one-g environment is adequate
for reliable operation at ambient temperatures up to 50 °C. Fans are neces-
sary to provide increased air flow when either the power dissipation in an
individual bin is increased or when a number of bins of equipment are stacked
in one rack enclosure.
For CAMAC equipment, where the maximum power dissipation in a crate is
typically 300 watts, forced-air cooling must be used at-all times. The CAMAC
standards recommend at least 48 cfm of air-flow per crate and a forced-air
system is routinely included as part of the powered crate (see Figures 1-1
and 1-2). Fans, located in a plenum below the modules, draw ambient air
through a front panel filter and distribute the air up through the modules.
The actual air flow-provided 'in commercial crates is not specified. The
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manufacturers use whatever fan capacity is required to obtain reliable opera-
tion in the field. For example, one of the most commonly used crates, manu•-
factured by Standard Engineering Corporation, uses three fans that have a
total free-air capacity of 350 cfm.
1.2.1.3 Parts, Materials, and Processes Characteristics
The basic modules consist of a printed-wiring circuit board attached
to a metal frame (see Figures 1-3 and 1-4). The electronic parts used by
NIM and CAMAC manufacturers are almost universally industrial grade, 0 °C
to 70 °C operating range. Next to the required functional characteristics,
cost is usually the most important factor in parts selection. The frequently
used parts are of the type that are generally available in full military
temperature range (-55 °C to 125 °C) and high-reliability versions.
The types
defined by the
connectors are
edge connector
connector is a
guide pins and
contact mating
miniature, and
of connectors that can be used on NIM and CAMAC equipment are
standards. 50-ohm BNC type or NIM-CAMAC-Type 50-CM coaxial
specified. The CAMAC dataway connector is an 86-contact card
specified in the CAMAC standards. The standard NIM power
special multicontact, mating pin-socket connector that includes
sockets. The CAMAC standards recommend two types of multi-
rectangular connectors for auxiliary use: 52-contact 2D sub-
..,
88- o^ 152-contact WSS subminiature.
The types of materials used in NIM and CAMAC equipment are quite common.
Structural elements are aluminum, printed circuit boards are epoxy fiberglass
and wiring is multistrand, Teflon or PVC insulated. Subminiature RG-type
coaxial cable is frequently used for noise sensitive signal runs inside the
modules. Miscellaneous uncontrolled plastics are present in the form of
knobs and component cases.
Although the standards do not control manufacturing workmanship and
methods or specify any quality assurance requirements, the commercial modules
do conform uniformly to good standard commercial_ practice. The main process
of concern in module fabrication is soldering,and the general quality of
workmanship observed was good. With respect to wiring typically very little
stress relief or mechanical support to wiring is used.
1.2.2 Spacelab Environmental Requirements
`	 For the analysis of NIM/CAMAC equipment,we were primarily concerned with
the environmental requirements on equipment mounted in the racks of the 	 F
7
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rSpacelab module since this is the most likely location for NIM/CAMAC equip-
ment. Other possible locations for the equipment include rack-mounted on
the rear deck of the Orbiter cabin, mounted in a Spacelab Igloo, or pallet-
mounted in the payload bay. The Orbiter cabin environments are not signi-
ficantly different from the Spacelab module environments. The Igloos are
currently intended to be used only for Spacelab subsystem equipment. If
Igloos are available for experiment equipment, there is still at least one
significant difference in the environment from the standpoint of NIM/CAMAC
equipment. Although the Igloo is pressurized and temperature controlled,
no forced-air convective cooling capability is planned. It is possible to
consider modification of NIM/CAMAC equipment to allow operation without
convective cooling and the NASA/GSFC NIM/CAMAC activity is, in fact, doing
so. Although we will discuss this possibility briefly in our assessment of
NIM/CAMAC compatibility with the Shuttle environments, our primary attention
will be directed to the Spacelab module environment.
Assuming the equipment is located in the Spacelab module, the environ-
ments that are of principal interest are the dynamic and thermal environments.
At the time of our activity to establish environmental requirements for
Spacelab rack-moun ,%ed equipment, several different environmental specifica-
tions were available as design criteria. The appropriate specifications
contained in the first four references listed in Table l'-1 are compared in
Table 1-2 and the specification recommended for use in this analysis is
defined.
The recommended specification was an extrapolation of our own space-
craft experience, a comparison of acoustic levels, and an examination of
the shielding provided by the Shuttle and Spacelab. NASA/JSC, for their
SECT program,increased the proposed random vibration environment to an over-
all test level of 12 grms, and we consequently performed our dynamic analy-
ses using this level. The more recent references listed in Table 1-1 indi-
cate that equipment will be exposed to an even more benign environment
than that recommended by TRW in Table 1-2. The random vibration overall
level is down to 3.3 grms in SR-ER-0008 and the May 1976 Spacelab Payload
Accommodations Handbook. We expect that when complete Shuttle tests have
been conducted, the more benign environment will prove to be correct and
our calculations and the JSC tests will generallyhave been conservative.
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Table 1-2. Comparison of Shuttle Payload Environments
SPACELAB	 ROCKWELL	 BENDIX	 VOL XIV	 TRW RECOMMENDATION
Sinusoidal	 5-35 Hz	 x-axis	 Undefined	 5-35 Hz	 Nonrandom vibration would
Vibration	 0.25 g	 3-8.5 Hz	
(0.25 g)	 control in frequency-
(0.8" DA)	 sensitive region (>50 Hz).
8.5-35 Hz.	
A 1.0-g Sine Sweep from
(3.0 g)	 10-2000 Hz at l.0-Octave/Min is recommended for
35-50 Hz	 determination of dynamic
(1.0 g)	 characteristics
y- and z-axis
3-7 Hz
(0.8" DA)
7-35 Hz
(2.0 9)
Random
	
20-200 Hz 20-60 Hz Shape Undefined 50-110 Hz 20-200 Hz
(+8 dB/oct) (+6 dB/oct) (+6 dB/oct) (+8 dB/oct)
Vibration
200-700 Hz 60-500 Hz Probably Flat 110-700 Hz 200-700 Hz
(0.1	 g 2/Hz) (0.14 g2/Hz) from 70-130 Hz (0.9 g 2/Hz) (0.1	 g2/Flz)
700-900 Hz 500-2000 Hz 700-1200 Hz 700-900 Hz
(-18 dB/oct) (-9 dB/oct) (-9 dB/oct) (-18 dB/oct)
900-2000 Hz 900-2000 Hz
{0.02 g 2/Hz (0.02 g2/Hz)
Overall	 - Overall	 - Overall	 - Undefined Overall	 - 10-g rms
10-g rms 10.6-g rms 14-g rms
Duration Duration Duration Duration - 1 minute
Undefined Undefined Undefined
iTable 1-2. Comparison of Shuttle Payload Environments (continued)
SPACELAB	 ROCKWELL	 BENDIX	 VOL XIV	 TRW RECOMMENDATION
Acoustics
Overall	 138 dB	 Undefined	 Undefined	 145 dB	 None - random vibration
Max Level 130.5 dB	 131 dB	 135 dB	 is adequate to envelope
(1/3 Octave)	 effects of acoustics.
Frequency 200-500 Hz	 300-400 Hz	 200-500 Hz
1	
for Max
Level
Pyrotechnic Undefined Undefined Undefined Undefined None - considering the
Shock (Will 	 be less location of the equipment,
than vibration/ shock would be attenuated
acceleration) to nondestructive levels.
CD	 Landing 1.5 g Undefined Undefined 1.5	 g None - covered by vibration.
260 millisec (Will	 be less 260 millisec
Rectangular _
than vibration/
acceleration) Rectangular
Crash Shock
Level 40 g 9 g 8 g 40 g None - covered by vibration
Duration 11	 millisec Undefined Undefined 11	 millisec
for internal structure.
Pulse Sawtooth Sawtooth
Should only be used for
analysis of mounting hard-
Shape
ware to ensure no catastro-
phic failure
Constant 4.0 g	 (-x) 3.3 g	 (-x) +4 g all axes 4.4 g	 (x) None - covered by vibration.
Acceleration
(Worst Case)
r,o	 a P
Table 1-2.	 Comparison of Shuttle Payload Environments (continued)
SPACELAB ROCKWELL BENDIX VOL XIV	 TRW RECOMMENDATION
Temperature
(Air Cooled)
Max Inlet 35 °C 29 °C 29 °C N/A	 35 °C
Temp.
Min Inlet Undefined 26 °C 18 °C Not required
Temp:
Pressure 1.0 Bar 14.7 psia 14.7 psia 14.7 psia
Flow Rate .22 kg/hr/watt Undefined Undefined .22 kg /hr/watt
X
\1
T
Our recommended general structural and thermal analysis criteria are
presented in Table 1-3.
Table 1-3. Structural and Thermal Analysis Criteria
Structural
• The random vibration environment will be controlling since
it will excite resonances causing inertial loads exceeding
those of sinusoidal vibration, acoustics, pyrotechnic shock,
and landing shock for most structures. Crash shock should
be consideredfor mounting hardware only.
• Load factors for analysis will be based upon 3-sigma resonance
response of a single degree of a system having a transmissi-
bility of ten.
• A minimum resonant frequency is to be determined to preclude
peak circuit board deflections in excess of 0.1 inch, double
amplitude.
• Margins of,safety for structural members should be at least
1.25, based upon yield strength.
Thermal
9 Forced-air cooling will be available with a maximum inlet
temperature of 35 °C and a maximum flow rate of 0.22 kg/hr
per watt_of .power dissipated in the equipment.
• Allowable electronic part operating temperatures should not
exceed 125 °C maximum and 70 °C preferred.
LK-
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1.2.3 Preliminary Assessment of NIM/CAMAC Compatibility with
Spacelab Environments
1.2.3.1 Dynamic Environments
Based on experience with space electronics, our overall assessment after
examination of a variety of NIM/CAMAC equipment is that it should be capable
of surviving the dynamic environments without major structural modification.
The determination of the detailed modifications or changes needed will require
analysis and/or well-instrumented vibration testing.
The modifications that we thought would be required are:
Attachment of Crates or Bins to Racks - The normal front panel attachments
a	 and bins to a rack are inadequate.f the cr te 	 Front attachments by them-	 q
selves result in a large cantilevered load at a weak section of the front
1
panel. The structure must be modified to a rail mount that is compatible
with Spacelab rack design.
Module Attachment to the Crate - Modules must have top and bottom screws in-
stalled with a controlled torque rather than just one thumb screw as now used
typically. Also, spring fingers or other retaining devices should be placed
in the card guides to eliminate guide-to-card rail clearance.
Module Modifications - The corrective actions listed below should be taken
to prevent structural failures at the component level.
• Conformal coating is not used on the circuit boards.- Thin conformal
coating (3 to 5 mils) should be used to provide mechanical support
for small axial lead parts and to provide some vibration damping.
o Epoxy bond parts of five grams or heavier not having other support.
• Point-to-point wiring that is not stress relieved at points of
relative motion (such as from front of module to card) is susceptible
to fatigue failure. These wires should be routed with slack, and a
bond or other means of support provided near solder joints.
• Some axial lead parts have lead bends quite close to the part body
r
	
	
that can possible result in vibration failure of the leads. Manufac-
turing guidelines to preclude lead bending at the part body should
be imposed,
• Some part s, such as disc capacitors, are mounted vertically without
mechanical support for the part body. These should be laid down
and bonded or otherwise supported.	 i
• CAMAC card edge plug-in connectors are not flight qualified and may
be a vibration problem. Some structural support such as guide pins	
j
should be provided.
s
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• Printed circuit boards are quite large compared to most flight equip-
ment. For flight, some cards may require the addition of stiffeners.
• Integrated circuits in dual in -line packages (DIP's) are used exten-
sively. Problems have been experienced with DIP's failing after
environmental exposure. Manufacturing guidelines on lead forming and
part installation should be imposed to minimize installation stresses
at the DIP body..
• Fasteners are not locked. To preclude loosening during vibration,
torques should be specified and positive locking mechanisms provided
such as locking hardware or epoxy bonds.
1.2.3.2 Thermal Environments
Our general assessment of the compatibility of NIM/CAMAC equipment with
the Spacelab thermal environment is that the available forced-air convective
cooling capacity is marginal. Operation without forced-air cooling will not
be possible without significant modifications to reduce power consumption and
improve the conductive heat paths in the equipment.
To be compatible with the Spacelab module forced-air cooling system for
rack-mounted equipment, a plenum, which provides connection between a crate
or bin and the rack air return ducts, will be required. This plenum should
also be designed to provide uniform air flow over all of the modules mounted
in the crate or bin.
Even assuming such an arrangement is provided, the situation is marginal.
The Spacelab air flow rate-of 0.22 kg/hr/watt corresponds to 32 cfm for a
300-watt crate. This is significantly lower than the 48 cfm recommended in
the CAMAC standard, which itself may be below the flow rate used in commer-
cial crates. Analysis and testing are definitely required to determine the 	 j
degree of compatibility. The use of electronic parts capable of operating up
to 125 °C is probably desirable in any case.
A very simplified calculation of the heat paths available to conduct
	
	
j
a
heat from the electronic parts in a CAMAC module to the crate structure indi-
cates that the module part temperatures will rise roughly 25 °C above the
crate structure temperature for each watt of power dissipated in the module.	 !
j
	
	
Since the average power dissipation in commercial CAMAC modules is close to
ten watts, conductive cooling is not adequate. Even with military temperature
range parts, module power dissipations in excess of about four watts will not
f
	
	 be tolerable without significant mechanical changes to improve the conductive
heat paths available.
!	 14
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1.2.3.3 Electromagnetic Compatibility
f	 Although it is very difficult to judge without actual test data, we
f	 ^
k believe that no significant problems should be encountered with electromag-
netic compatibility. In general laboratory usage, electromagnetic compati-
bility problems within NIM/CAMAC systems or between NIM/CAMAG and other	 a
equipment seldom occur even though the application is frequently sensitive
to electrical noise. The basic construction of the NIM and CAMAC system pro- I
vides reasonably good (but certainly not complete) shielding of radiated
emissions. The question of conducted emissions is more problematical. Al-
though the standards provide for separate high-quality grounds and power
i
return lines, etc., commercial NIM/CAMAC equipment usually has only one com-
mon circuit ground which is also tied to frame ground. The grounding prac-
tices used in commercial equipment will have to be improved by consistently
maintaining isolation between circuit and frame grounds in order to preclude
problems in meeting Spacelab EM compatibility requirements. EMC testing
should be performed since it is very difficult to perform conclusive analysis
of the problem.
1.2.3.4 Parts, Materials, and Processes
Parts - As was previously discussed in Section 1.2.3.2, the thermal environ-
ment may require the use of parts capable of operating at case temperatures
Y
up to 125 °C. In other words, military grade parts would have to be used
in place of industrial grades. From the standpoint of quality assurance
requirements on electronic parts, the use of high-reliability parts may not
`
	
	
be necessary. NIM/CAMAC manufacturers frequently burn-in the active parts
used in commercial units and perform elevated temperature acceptance testing
of the equipment to eliminate defective com ponents. At a minimum, these types
of screening activities should be universally adopted for NIM/CAMAC equip-
ment to be used in flight applications.
The types of coaxial connectors used in NIM/CAMAG equipment are designed
for easy and convenient connect/disconnect. Users have experienced occasional
problems with the reliability of the NIM-CAMAC-type 50 CM. Substitution of
a space-qualified miniature 50-ohm connector type such as the Microdot S-50
series is recommended. The CAMAC dataway card edge connector is an open `ques-
tion. If circuit operation during the launch environments is required, the
f
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use of card edge connectors should be eliminated. However,, it appears Chat
very little, if any, of the payload NIM/CAMAC equipment needs to be operated
during launch. Thus,we are not convinced that the card edge connector is not
acceptable. The question should be settled by testing.
Materials - NIM/CAMAC equipment should present very few problems since the
basic materials used are the same as those frequently used in space electronics.
Some material substitutions will have to be made to assure consistent use of
flame retardant, low-volatility plastics. For example, only Teflon-insulated
wire should be used. No particular outgassing problems are expected, especial-
ly if conformal coating is used as recommended in Section 1.2.3.1. Naturally,
a low outgassing conformal coating, such as Solithane, should be sf-lected.
The same is true for epoxy bonding materials.
Processes - In view of the generally good quality of soldering observed in the
sample of NIM/CAMAC equipment inspected, strict imposition of NASA soldering
standards is probably not absolutely necessary. However, some criteria should
be adopted to assure a consistently high level of workmanship. The recommenda-
tions made in Section 1.2.3.1 with regard to part lead forming and installa-
tion practices as well as wiring stress relief are at least as important as
the soldering techniques
1.2.4 Recommendations for the SECT Program
Initial recommendations for the SECT program were presented to JSC at the
first briefing and review meeting. These recommendations were based upon the
activities described up to this point and dealt with dynamic and thermal
testing as the highest priority tests.
1.2.4.1 Dynamic Tests
Sinusoidal vibration testing was recommended to determine frequencies and
amplifications. The test results are to be used to check the analytical
results as well as to assist in understanding the system dynamics. Random
vibration tests were recommended to simulate the expected flight environment
in order to identify possible failure modes and to determine the peak random
vibration inertial loads at critical points of the system. No shock, acous
tic or constant acceleration tests were recommended because random vibration
would present more severe loads.
a
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ITest Levels -
• Sinusoidal Vibration
1 g, 10-2000 Hz at 1 oct/min - each of 3 axes
• Random Vibration	 Frequency (Hz)	 Level
	
20-200	 +8 dTctave
	
200-700	 0.1 g2/Hz
	
700-900	 -18 d6/octave
	
900-2000	 0.02 g2/Hz
Overall Level = 10-g ms
Duration	 = 1 minute per axis
each of 3 axes
Test Configuration -
• Each crate should have supporting devices to prevent cantilevering
of the crate as is currently done commercially.
• Modules should have screws at top and bottom for torquing into
crate structure.
• Card restraint should be used in crate card guide slots.
• Selected boards should be conformally coated so that identical
boards with and without conformal coat can be compared.
e Guide pins should be provided at the CAMAC dataway connector for
selected modules for comparison to identical modules without guide
pins.
® Structural support frames should be provided for selected boards
for comparison to identical boards without frames.
Test Instrumentation - Accelerometers for sinusoidal and random vibration
should be placed at the locations below in the axis of excitation. The number
of accelerometers has been limited to eleven per axis since this is typically
3
the limit per tape recorder.	
3
a
# l to 6	 on PC cards center of each' of 3 types with and without
modification.
# 7	 on one PC card near connector.
# 8	 - on one PC card center edge near front.
# 9	 - crate structure top center rear.
#10	 - crate structure bottom center rear.
#11	 - crate structure top edge rear.
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• Sinusoidal Test - Filtered transmissibility plots of each of the in-
line accelerometers for each of the three axes of
tests.
e Random Vibration Tests - Power spectral density plots of each in-line
accelerometer and very fast speed (ti20 in/sec) chart
recorder plots of g vs time for selected accelerom-
eters having the highest response. Data to be used
to pick highest q level for inertial loads.
1.2.4.2 Thermal Tests
The recommended thermal testing was intended to simulate the Spacelab
forced-air cooling system. The thermocouple and air flow measurements should
be made at locations that will provide results that can be used to check and
update our thermal analyses as well as at locations that are expected to be
the worst-case points.
Test Levels -
• Air Temperature - 35 °C
Flow Rate- .22 kg/hr/watt (.11 cfm/watt) and 25%, 50%, 150%, and
200% of the design rate.
Test Configuration -
• In simulated rack with full load of equipment.
Closed Air Flow
Thermocouple Measurements -
i Inlet and Exit Air
• Critical Board or Part Temperatures
Air Flow Measurements: Pressure and Velocity -
	 j
• At inlet and Exit
® At critical locations such as corners to evaluate flow patterns.
i
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t1.3 ANALYSIS OF NIM/CAMAC SUITABILITY FOR SPACELAB ENVIRONMENTS
, (TASK 3A - SECOND PHASE)
1.3.1 Dynamic/Structural Analysis
The detailed dynamic/structural analysis was undertaken to establish the
capability of NIM/CAMAC equipment to withstand the Spacelab environments.
Complete documentation of this analysis is contained in TRW Report 7517.2-854,
"CAMAC-Dynamic Structural Analysis," April 18, 1976. As discussed in the pre-
vious section, it is clear. that random vibration will be the structural design
driver, and that a design that can withstand vibration loads will be compatible
with the shock, acceleration, and acoustics environments.
Our vibration analysis was directed at obtaining resonant frequencies
and mode shapes so that the dynamic stresses on structural elements of crate
and modules could be calculated. In addition, printed circuit board deflec-
tions and peak accelerations in the system are required to evaluate the prob-
ability of failures at the component level.
1.3.1.1 Random Vibration Environment
The random vibration power spectral density used as the dynamic environ-
ment is shown in Figure 1-5 and is identical to the test levels to be used in
the SECT program.
1.3.1.2 Crate Dynamic Model
A simplified drawing of the crate dynamic model used in the computer
analysis is shown in Figure 1-6. The dynamic model assumes that the front
upper and lower card guide castings are held together with three module front
beams. This simulates the actual condition of multiple module front beams.
The only physical tie between the modules and crate that affects the
crate structure is the module front panel which is attached to the crate by
an upper and lower fastener. The weight of the modules is distributed to the
crate node points along the card guide locations. The model assumes all
module guide slots are filled, and that the modules are free to slide in one
dimension in the guide slots.
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The mass applied at each node is assumed to be acting simultaneously
61
	
along all the orthogonal axes, which does not affect uncoupled modes. The
forces applied for the static stress analysis were also app lied simultaneously.
However, the extreme fiber bending stresses were calculated at cross-section
positions to reflect load direction independently.
The dynamic model assumes the modules are held in place by two fasteners,
For commercial applications, only a single attachment screw is located at the
bottom of the module front panel. For flight application, it would be neces-
sary to include a second fixing screw at the top of the front panel similar to
the NIM modules. The CAMAC standards for the crates make optional a threaded-
hole pattern on the top crate rail to accept NIM modules. Most manufacturers
produce their crates with the same 25 threaded-hole pattern on the top crate
rail as on the bottom rail. The top screw is thus a change to only the CAMAC
modules.
The crate dynamic model has 284 joints, 14 constrained joints, 10 beam
section properties, 283 members, and 32 plate elements. Full fixity boundary
conditions were assumed at the four corners of the bottom surface and at two
points on the edges of the two front panel mounting flanges. All other sur-
faces, including the top, were considered free in all six directions, with
the exception of plate element nodes which were rotationally fixed in the
a
local vertical direction.
1.3.1.3 Module Dynamic Model
The module dynamic model has 15 joints, 13 constrained joints, 3 section
properties, 12 beam members, and 16 plate elements. The model is depicted in
Figure 1-7. The module was considered to be pinned in the crate guide rails
(lateral movement prevented but no rotational constraint). All plate element
nodes were considered rotationally fixed in the local vertical direction.
1.3.1.4 Analysis Criteria
Stress Criteria - Material properties will be minimum as specified in MIL-
HDBK-5. A factor of safety of 1.25 with respect to the material yield is
desired for stresses on structural members; plastic yielding will not be
allowed.
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Dynamic Analysis
Stiffness Considerations - Frequently, allowable deflections rather than stress
will control the design of electronic equipment structure. This is particu-
larly true for printed circuit boards, connector mounts, and, in general,
wherever wiring interconnections are of prime consideration. Maximum printed
circuit board deflections should be below 0.1 inch, double amplitude to avoid
problems.
Design Load Factors - The design load factor is an equivalent static accelera-
tion by which the mass of a resonating structural member is multiplied to
f	 obtain an equivalent static load for purposes of calculating stress.
The design load factors are determined from the peak Rayleigh three-sigma
acceleration, G p , which is given as a function of frequency by:
1/2
Gp3(2QfW)
t	 where Q is the assumed transmissibility, f is the frequency, and W is
E	
the random vibration power spectral density at frequency, f. The peak accel-
d	 4 b t	 F	 1 5eration calculated from the ran on, vi ra ion-spectrum shown in lgure
with an assumed transmissibility of ten is plotted in Figure 1-8. The assumed
transmissibility of ten is toward the lower end of the values expected for
this type of hardware. A maximum expected value would be twenty. 	 j
f x
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The design load factor at a particular resonant frequency, fn, of a
structural member is the value of the peak acceleration at f n given in
Figure 1-8 after multiplication by a correction factor ranging from 0.5 to
1.0 to take into account the particular structural configuration.
1.3.1.5 Dynamic Analysis Results and Conclusions
Natural Frequencies	 The calculated natural frequencies of the crate struc-
ture and the module printed circuit boards are listed in Table 1-4. The funda-
mental and second mode frequencies are relatively low, which will result in
significant motions. Cable harnesses and wiring will, therefore, need to be
supported along their lengths to avoid overstressing at cable terminations.
a
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Table 1-4. Calculated Natural Frequencies of the
CAMAC Crate/Module System
Crate Natural	 Frequencies Module Printed Circuit Board 	 i
Natural
	
Frequencies
Mode Frequency (Hz) Mode	 Frequency (Hz)
1 53 1	 53
2 92 2	 101
3 125 3	 220
4 128 4	 251
5 130
6 139
Crate Dynamic Stresses - Basic structural elements are stressed well below
nominal yield stresses. The maximum stress found was 4806 psi which gives a
margin of safety of 1.9, based upon a yield value of 14,000 psi. The stress
levels are sufficiently low that fatigue of the basic structure will not be
a consideration. However, all bolts and screws will need to be properly
torqued and locked.
Module Dynamic Stresses and Deflection - The maximum dynamic stress found was
600 psi, which is well below the levels allowed in standard aerospace practice. 	 }
The maximum printed circuit board deflection was 0.044 inch, double amplitude.
Although significant, this value is not as large as one would expect intui-
tively, There is adequate clearance to preclude collision between adjacent
boards. However, the deflections are sufficiently large to require attention
to wire routing and attachment to the board. Stress relief and spot bonding
E	 will be required. Flexing of part leads due to board curvature is normally
i
acceptable for board deflections up to 0.07 inch, double amplitude at a mini-
mum. Stiffening or additional support to the boards should, therefore, not
be required to preclude part lead failures.
Peak Accelerations - The peak accelerations shown in Figure 1-8 are, in gen-
eral, 25 to 35 percentof the peak levels typically seen in spaceflight hard-
ware. Since the types of parts used in NIM/CAMAC equipment are physically
similar to space-qualified parts, we do not expect internal part failures to
be a concern. The only components that might be susceptible to the predicted
r
peak accelerations are electromechanical devices such as switches, circuit
breakers, relays, and crystals. With the exception of switches, such devices
E	 are only rarely used in NIM/CAMAC equipment.
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The overall result of the dynamic analysis is that the calculated stresses,
deflections, etc. are all below the levels that are typically encountered in
spaceflight equipment. Therefore, only relatively minor structural modifica-
tions should be required to make NIM/CAMAC equipment compatible with the
Spacelab dynamic environments. This conclusion is further strengthened by
the fact that the random vibration level actually used in the analysis is
well above the most recent expected value (see Section 1.2.2).
1.3.2 Thermal Analysis
The thermal analysis addressed the use of NIM/CAMAC equipment in the
forced-air, convective-cooled environment of the Spacelabe module experiment
racks. The primary purpose of the analysis was to determine the following:
• the forced convective heat transfer coefficient as a function of
air flow rate and location on the printed circuit boards,
• the maximum board temperature as a function of air flow rate and
power dissipation,
• the maximum part case temperature as a function of power density
and air flow rate.
In addition, the air flow distribution system for the rack-mounted equipment
was reviewed, and test techniques were recommended. The analysis is des-
cribed in detail in TRW Report 7517.1-348, "Thermal Study of NIM/CAMAC Rack-
Mounted Experiment Equipment for Spacelab Application," April 6, 1976.
1.3.2.1 System Configuration
The crate or bin of the NIM and CAMAC systems contains equipment modules
with their electronic parts mounted on printed wiring boards, and the modules
are installed vertically into slots in the housing structure. Openings are
provided on the top and bottom housing structures next to the boards. For
Spacelab applications, an air flow distribution plenum is located on the top
of the housing ("see Figure 1-9). The crate or bin is mounted inside a rack
(cabinet), and is connected to the distribution duct located in the back of
the rack with flexible connections (see Figure 1-10).
According to the Spacelab Payload Accommodations Handbook, cooling of
the crate or bin is accomplished by suction pressure in the following manner.
Each rack is connected to the avionics loop supply duct and return duct,
which are located under the floor of the module housing the racks. Air enters
25
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i
the rack from the supply duct, flows through the crate(s) or bin(s) from the
bottom to the top, exits from the distribution plenum, and is then sucked
through the distribution duct to the return duct. Each inlet to the distri-
bution duct contains an adjustable orifice that is used to control the air
flow through the connected crate or bin according to its needs. Unused in-
lets are capped off.
The cooling air flow distribution system described herein appears to be
feasible. However, in order to achieve an equal quantity of air flow among
the boards, the air flow distribution plenum must be designed properly.
Detailed design of the plenum was beyond the scope of this study.
1.3.2.2 Thermal Analysis Assumptions
The basic assumptions employed in the analysis are listed below. The
first two defined critical parameters of the Spacelab cooling system that
had not been fixed when the analysis was started. The rest of the assump-
tions were made to simplify the analysis.
• Cooling air temperature is 23 °C (74 °F) inlet and 40 °C (104 °F)
exit.
Standard cooling air flow rate is 21.8 kg/hr (48 lb/hr) per 100 watts
of puwer dissipation.
• All boards receive the same quantity of cooling air.
e All boards dissipate the same amount of power.
• The power dissipations are uniformly distributed on the boards.
s The total surface area of all parts mounted on a board equals the
surface area of one side of the board.
• The convective heat transfer coefficient of the parts equals that
of the board to which the parts are mounted.
• Steady-state thermal and air flow conditions prevail.
• The boards are 28 cm (11 inches) wide x 20 cm (8 inches) high.
s The effective air flow spacing between the boards is 13 mm (0.5 inch)
for the crate and 25 mm (1.0 inch) for the bin.
1.3.2.3 Convective Heat Transfer Coefficients
From Figure 1-9, it is seen that the air flow spacing between the boards,
formed by two adjacent boards and the front and back panels of the crate or
bin, resembles a rectangular duct. The convective heat transfer coefficient,
h, as a function of air flow rate and board location  i s shown in Figures 1-11
28	
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and 1-12. The coefficient, h, decreases rapidly with increasing flow length,
X, and the difference between the h values in the middle of the board and
near the exit (top of the board) is insignificant.
Fora given air flow rate, power dissipation, and board location, there
is a fixed temperature difference, AT, which consists of two components:
one component, AT, is from the board or part case to the cooling air, which
is due to heat transfer from the surface to the air. The other component, AT,
is due to increase in the enthalpy of the cooling air, as the air absorbs the
heat.
These AT's change in value from inlet to exit, and the maximum value
occurs near the exit where the coefficient, h, is minimum and the enthalpy
is maximum. Since the worst-case maximum temperature dictates the design,
the maximum AT's were calculated and were added to the air inlet temperature
of 74 °F to obtain the maximum board temperature.
In looking over photographs of the NIM/CAMAC equipment printed wiring
boards with parts mounted on them, it was observed that most parts are DIP's
(Dual In-line Packages) and the packaging density is such that the surface
area of the parts approximately equals or is somewhat less than the area of
one side of the board. The parts are usually separated from the board by a
gap of 0.020 inch and the boards are not conformal coated. The parts are
exposed to the cooling air, and the convective heat transfer coefficients of
the parts are generally equal to or higher than that of the board (depending
on the orientation of the parts with respect to the air flow direction). In
general, the temperature difference between the case and the board tends to
be insignificant. Therefore, for practical purposes, the case temeprature
was considered equal to the board temperature.
-1.3.2.4 Thermal Analysis Results and Conclusions
The principal results of the thermal analysis are presented in the four
graphs shown in Figures 1-13 to 1-16. These graphs show the relationship
between maximum board or part case temperature, power dissipation and air
flow rate for the CAMAC and NIM configurations. The results are presented
in parameteric form to allow their use in analyzing a variety of specific	
i
cases. Our overall conclusions are based on the average or nominal situation.
Several examples to illustrate the use of the results for specific cases are
also given.
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Overall Conclusions - The average power dissipation in a commercial CAMAC
module is about ten watts. From Figure 1-13, we see that at the standard
Spacelab air flow rate, the maximum board temperature, assuming uniform power
dissipation in the module, will be 61 °C (142 °F). Therefore, the maximum
operating case temperature for industrial grade parts (70 °C) is not exceeded.
However, the margin is not very great. A twenty-five percent increase in
either local power dissipation (see Figure 1-15) or total module power dissi-
pation will increase the maximum temperature to the limit of 70 °C. If the
maximum allowable temperature is increased to 125 °C (257 °F) by using military
grade parts, the air flow rate can be reduced to under one-half of the standard
value while still maintaining a comfortable margin on the part temperatures.
Obviously, the most effective modification from a thermal standpoint would be
to reduce the power dissipation by using low-power versions of the parts that
are functionally acceptable. If the average module power dissipation were
reduced to five watts, the flow rate could be halved and the maximum tempera-
ture of 50 °C (122 °F) would be well below the limit on industrial grade parts.
Careful attention to any residual high-powe ,, parts would be needed, since
they would be points of high local power dissipation and, hence, hot spots.
The aver s power dissipation in a NIM module is about six watts. From
Figure 1-14, it can be seen that the nominal situation is very similar to the
CAMAC case. The fact that the thermal situation is not better for NIM than
CAMAC is due in large part to the last assumption listed in Section 1.3.2.2.
The wider effective duct width for the NIM module results in a less efficient
use of the cooling air flow (compare Figures 1-11 and 1-12).
Modification of the module top and bottom covers to concentrate the air
flow on the internal circuit boards would tend to equalize the convective
heat transfer coefficients for the two cases.
Illustrative Examples -
Example 1: A crate containing 25 boards dissipates a total of 250 watts, and
is cooled by air at an inlet temperature of 74 °F. Assuming all boards dissi-
pate the same amount of heat and uniform heat distribution on the boards,
determine the maximum board temperature if the cooling air flow rate is
(a) standard, (b) 50 percent of standard, and (c) 150 percent of standard.
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Power dissipation per board Q = 250 watts/25 boards
= 10 watts/board.
From Figure 1-13, Note No. 5, standard air flow rate is 0.48 lb/hr-watt,
W = 0.48 lb/hr-watt x 10 watts = 4.8 lb/hr.
From Figure 1-13, for Q = 10 watts/board,
W = 4.8 lb/hr, Tboardmax
W = 2.4 lb/hr, Tboardmax
W = 7.2 lb/hr, Tboardmax
142 O F	 (a)
172 O F	 (b)
132 O F	 (c)
Example 2: An 11-inch wide x 8-inch high printed wiring board, with 16 lead
DIP'S mounted on it, is to be used in a crate. The board has a total power
dissipation of ten watts, and is to be cooled with 74 O F air at a rate of
4.8 lb/hr. Assuming all parts dissipate the same amount of power and have
the same heat transfer coefficient, determine the part case temperature if
the packaging density is such that (a) the total surface area of all parts
equals the board area; (b) there are 12 rows of 13 parts each; and (c) there
are 17 rows of 7 parts each.
For average cases, such as the example given herein, heat transfer from
the part surface that faces the board may be assumed negligible, since there
tends to be low air flow through the small gap (0.020 inch) between the part
and the board. Also, heat transfer from the leads may be assumed to be
negligible due to the small surface area of the leads, although the heat
transfer coefficient over the leads may be high. These simplifying assump-
tions should yield slightly higher temperatures, which is a conservative
approach. However, for extreme cases with high power dissipation, every pos-
sible'heat path should be included.
Aparts	 Aboard	
11 x 8 = 88 in 
	
(a)
A10  
W	 0.114 W/in 2	114 mWi n2
parts
	 88 in
From Figure 1-15, 
Tcase	
142 OF
max 
	
.
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A
parts = 0.725 x 0.265 + 2(0.725 x 0.160) 	 (b)
+ 2(0.265 x 0.160) = 0.509 in2/part
A
parts = 12 rows x 13 parts/row x 0.509 in2/part
= 79.4 in2(total)
From Figure 1-15, 
Tcasemax	
149 OF
A
parts = 17 rows x 7 parts/row x 0.509 in 2/part	 (c)
= 61.0 in2(total)
A	 = 10 W	 W/2 = 0.164	 in 2 = 164 mW /in2parts	 61 in
From Figure 1-15, Tcase max173 OF
The foregoing example shows the importance of surface area. For the same
power dissipation and air flow rate, the temperature increases as area de-
creases, and vice versa. Also, when the total surface area of all parts
equals the board area, the case temperature equals the board temperature for
the same air flow rate and heat load as indicated in Examples l(a) and 2(a).
It should be alerted that, when using figures 1-13 and 1-14, one must pay
s
attention to the difference between the total part surface area and board
area, because for a reduction in area of 31 percent (from 88 in 2
 to 61 in2),
the temperature increased 31 OF (from 142 O F to 173 °F) [see Examples 1(a)
and 2(c)]. If one knows that the total part surface area is less than the
board area, he should use Figures 1-15 and 1-16 instead of Figures 1-13 and
1-14 to estimate the temperature, as was done in Example 2.
The study considered mainly the ideal case with the heat load uniformly
distributed on the board. For less _ideal cases, such as heat load concentrated
a
on the left or right half of the board, or the upper or lower half of'the
board, the results developed for the ideal case can be used to estimate the
temperatures with sufficient accuracy when simple factors are applied, as
shown in Figure 1-17 and the following example:
3
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tCASE I. Heat Load Uniformly Distributed on the Board:
EXIT//7-7,
Q WATTS	 i
A i n2 USE CURVES AS THEY ARE	 a
INLET
W lb/hr
CASE 2. Heat Load Concentrated on Left or Right Half of the Board:
EXIT	
3
Q WATTS
	
USE CURVES FOR Q	 = 2Qeffective
/ A in2
INLET
W lb/hr
CASE 3. Heat Load Concentrated on Upper or Lower Half of the Board
EXIT
Z
Q WATTS	 USE CURVES FOR Q
	 = 1.5Q
_./ / ^—/ -/-- effective
A in 
	 AND ADD 20°F TO 
TMAX 
OBTAINLU
INLET
f
W lb/hr
f
Figure 1-17. Cases for Uniformly Distributed and Concentrated
Heat Load Conditions
t
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Example 3: Same as Example 1 except instead of uniform heat distribution, h.lat
is concentrated on the (a) left half of the board; and (b) upper half of the
board. Determine the maximum board temperature for a cooling air flow rate
of 4.8 lb/hr (standard).
From Figure 1-17, Case No. 2, determine the temperature by using 	 (a)
the curves for 
Qeffective	 2Q'
From Figure 1-13, for Q = 2 x 10 = 20 W, 
T board max
	
210 °F.
From Figure 1-17, Case No. 3, determine the temperature by using	 (b)
the curves for 
Q
effective = 1.5 Q and add 20 OF to the temperature
so obtained.
From Figure 1-13, for Q = 1.5 x 10 = 15 W, T board max
	
176 x 20 = 196 °F.
1.3.2.5 Recommendations for the SECT Program
As part of the thermal analysis effort, more definitive recommendations
for thermal testing in the SECT program at JSC were generated. The objec-
tive of the tests, as described here, is to simulate the Spacelab environment
for rack-mounted equipment. The recommended configuration is shown in
Figure 1-18. The equipment will be operated in a laboratory ambient environ-
ment with ambient air sucked through it to provide cooling. An air distri-
bution plenum, with a long flexible duct attached to it, will be installed
on top of the crate. Located near the other end of the flexible duct is a
fan, which will be utilized to suck the air through the crate.
For this test, the following measurements should be performed:
• Total electrical power input to the crate, and if possible, power
input to some typical and high-power boards (same boards whose
temperatures are to be measured).
a Temperatures of typical and high-power boards and parts mounted on
them; at least two boards located in the middle and two boards on
one side of the crate, and the high-power dissipating and low-power
disci atin	 artsp	 g p
® Total cooling air flow rate through the crate, and preferably air
flow rates over typical and high-power boards, as well as the
middle and side boards (whose temperatures are to be measured).
y,
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Figure 1-18. Recommended Test Techniques for Thermal Testing of
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rEvery attempt should be made to measure the power dissipations of the
boards, because without knowing the values of this parameter, comparison of
the test and analytical results would not be meaningful.
For temperature measurements, it is recommended that thermocouples be
bonded to the boards and parts with a thermally conductive epoxy.
To determine the total air flow through the crate, an inclined water
manometer can be used to measure the static pressure across the fan, and from
the fan characteristic curve, the volume air flow rate can be determined.
In order to calculate the weight air flow rate, the air temperature upstream
of the fan should be measured, from which the density of air can be deter-
mined. It is desired to test the equipment at the following air flow rates:
(a) standard, (b) 50 percent of standard; and (c) 150 percent of standard.
The air flow rate can be varied with a damper that should be located down
stream of the f an.
The adequacy of the air distribution plenum can be determined by mea-
suring the air flow rates over the boards that are located near the middle
and near one side of the crate. Calculations showed that the air velocity
over the boards is approximately 30 ft/min, and in order to measure this
low velocity with sufficient accuracy, it is recommended that hot-wire ane-
mometers should be located in the exit openings (upper structure of the crate
which keeps the boards in the vertical position), where the area can be
measured accurately. The air temperatures at the same locations should be
measured with thermocouples, which allow the determination of the density
of air. Finally, the weight air flow rate can be determined by the equation
of continuity.
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	 1.4 RECOMMENDED MODIFICATIONS AND ESTIMATED COSTS
(TASK 3B)
1.4.1 Recommended Modifications
The preliminary assessment of the modifications that would be required
to make NIM/CAMAC equipment compatible with the Spacelab environments, pre-
sented in Section 1.2.3, was reevaluated in light of the results of our
dynamic and thermal analyses to arrive at our final recommendations for equip-
ment modifications. The modifications are treated in two categories. First,
we will consider the minimum modifications that are required to use NIM/CAMAC
equipment with at least some degree of confidence in its reliable operation.
Second, we will consider those modifications that would essentially assure
reliable operation. At the same time, these more extensive modifications
will allow the incorporation of the changes needed to alleviate the convec-
tive cooling requirements of NIM/CAMAC equipment.
1.4.1.1 Module Modifications
In general, the minimum modifications required correspond to the pre-
liminary assessment except in the area of structural changes where the
situation was found to be better than our intuitive judgment indicated.
The minimum module modifications required are given in Table 1-5. They
apply to both NIM and CAMAC modules, with the few exceptions noted. These
modifications are all of the type that could be performed on a commercial
module after its original fabrication with the possible exception of the
isolation of circuit and frame grounds. Changes in the printed circuit
board layout, which are difficult to implement after the fact, may be re-
quired to obtain ground isolation.
The second class of modifications considered for NIM and CAMAC modules
are more extensive and involve a significant amount of redesign prior to
module fabrication. These modifications could not be performed on commercial
modules after their original fabrication. The general approach would be the
following: starting with the existing circuit design, perform design and
reliability analyses directed at reducing power consumption, replacing com-
mercial electronic components such as parts and connectors with items
selected from a NASA-approved parts list, and increasing the circuit relia-
bility under worst-case conditions. Once the circuit redesign is completed,
43
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Table 1-5. Minimum Modifications Required for
NIM and CAMAC Modules
• Conformally coat the printed circuit boards.
• Mechanically support or spot bond unsupported parts weighing mo
five grams and vunerable parts such as vertically-mounted capac
• Stress relieve and spot bond point-to-point wiring.
• Lock all fasteners by spot bonding or substituting self-locking
• Isolate circuit ground from frame ground.
• Review materials (especially plastics) and replace with accepta
materials; e.g., Teflon-insulated wire.
a Analyze power dissipation to identify local hot spots. Correct
lation of heat sinks or replacement with extended temperature r
a Inspect soldering and lead forming on parts, Rework or replace
items as required.
a Install top front panel attachment screws on all CAMAC modules.
• Install guide pins to provide mechanical support for the rear card edge
connectors on all CAMAC modules.
• Review electromechanical devices such as switches, potentiometers, etc.,
and replace with vibration-qualified devices or hard-wired parts. These
devices are mostly found in NIM modules.
a new product design, primarily involving a modified printed circuit board
E
	
	
layout, would be performed. Again, this board layout would presumably start
with the existing layout and incorporate both the circuit and component changes
as well as the modifications identified as minimum modifications in Table 1-5.
The fabrication of the redesigned module would be done in conformance with
Current NASA-approved processes and assembly techniques for space electronics.
The inspection and test activities would also be handled in much the same
way as they currently are for experiment electronics to be flown on unmanned
scientific spacecraft.
This approach to implementing NIM and CAMAC equipment for spaceflight
`	 experiments is being actively pursued by NASA/GSFC. Three manufacturers of
i
commercial CAMAC and NIM equipment are each investigating this type of approach 	 j
for several specific modules under contract to GSFC (see Table 1-2, Volume II).''
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One of the objectives of the GSFC work is to reduce the power dissipation to
the point at which conduction cooling of the spaceflight versions of NIM/
CAMAC equipment is possible. If this is feasible, some further mechanical
changes to the modules will be required to improve the heat conduction paths
inside the modules and from the modules to the crate or bin. These changes
would be incorporated into the new product design for the modules discussed
in the preceding paragraph.
1.4.1.2 Crate or Bin Modifications
The minimum modifications that must be made to the CAMAC crate or NIM
bin correspond very closely to our preliminary assessment. The essential
result of the dynamic analysis was to confirm that the basic structure was
adequate with a comfortable margin of safety. The minimum crate/bin modifi-
cations required are listed in Table 1-6.
Table 1-6. Minimum Modifications Required for
NIM Bins and CAMAC Crates
9 Provide bottom surface mechanical support and attachment to Spacelab
rack structure.
• Provide top surface plenum with connection to the Spacelab cooling air
return ducts.
e Lock all fasteners by spot bonding or substituting self-locking hardware.
• Add retaining mechanisms to all card guide rails.
• Add attachment points for module top front panel screws (already on NIM
bins and some CAMAC crates).
• Provide guide pin sockets for CAMAC dataway connectors.
As was discussed in Section 3 of Volume II, because of the inherent
high degree of commonality present in the requirements for system- common
equipment, such as the crates or bins, a reasonable effort can justifiably
be invested in developing spaceflight versions of the equipment. This is
not particularly significant so far as the crate mechanical structure is
concerned because the existing design is basically adequate. However, this
point has a very significant influence on the choice of the best approach
for the crate or bin low
-voltage power supply. The most reasonable approach
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is to design, develop, and qualify a crate low-voltage power supply speci-
fically for Spacelab use. The redesign would be primarily directed at
increasing the supply efficiency and reducing the supply weight. If a suf-
ficient weight reduction is achieved, the supply could be mounted on the
rear of the crate or bin as it is in the existing equipment. Otherwise the
supply could be independently mounted to eliminate the large cantilevered
load on the rear of the crate or bin.
To a large extent, this approach corresponds to going directly to the
second category of more extensive type modifications discussed in the pre-
vious section for modules. Again, if it turns out to be feasible to reduce
the power consumption to the level at which conductive cooling can be con-
sidered, more extensive mechanical modifications to the crate will be needed
to improve the thermal conduction paths.
1.4.2 Modification Costs
In estimating the modification costs, we have taken advantage of the
inherent commonality of NIM and CAMAC equipment. The types of modifications
that have to be performed are relatively independent of the particular func-
tion or supplier of the module. Therefore, we have estimated the modifica-
tion cost for an average single-width module (i.e., containing one printed
circuit board). As a point of reference, the current average retail price
of NIM or CAMAC modules is about $700.
The actual modification cost for any particular module may vary consider-
ably from the average cost we have estimated depending on the complexity of
the unit and the amount of modification needed (see, for example, the results
of the GSFC-sponsored studies by three CAMAC manufacturers). However, the
principal use of our cost estimates will be to . generate programmatic cost
estimates in Task 4. As will be seen in the discussions of Task 4, the num-
ber of modules involved in the programmatic estimates is large. Thus, to
well within the overall accuracy of the programmatic cost estimates, any
variations in actual modification costs for different types of modules will
average out.
Cost estimates were developed for three cases. The first two correspond
'to the minimum modification_ approach and the more extensive modification
approach discussed in the previous section. The third case deals with a
i
s
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so-called custom-built approach that corresponds closely to current aerospace
practice for the development of unmanned spaceflight experiment electronics.
This case is included for the purpose of comparing the cost of using modified
NIM/CAMAC equipment for Spacelab payloads with the cost of continuing to use
current methods of implementing payload electronics.
Since the crates and bins, with their associated power supplies, consti-
tute a small fraction of the projected equipment usage (less than seven per-
cent), no separate cost estimate was generated. As discussed in Section
1.4.1.2, the best approach for these equipment items is a one-time develop-
ment of a version specifically designed for spaceflight use. Although the
powered crate or bin is a distinctly different type of hardware compared
with the modules, the development and production costs are not expected to
be sufficiently different from the module costs to significantly affect the
overall programmatic cost estimates.
1.4.2.1 Minimum Modification Costs
The minimum modifications needed to adapt NIM/CAMAC modules for Spacelab
use (see Table 1-5) are essentially identical to the type of modifications
identified in the Rockwell analysis of commercial equipment for Spacelab pay-
loads. Therefore, the Rockwell cost estimates have been used as the basis
for our minimum modification cost estimates. The basic approach investigated
by Rockwell involved modification of an actual commercial unit after its
original manufacture. As stated in Section 1.4.1.1, this approach is appli-
cable for what we call minimum modifications.
In the Rockwell study, a wide variety of commercial equipment that was
likely to be used in Spacelab payloads was analyzed. Four items of NIM equip-
ment were included in the analysis. Two of the items, the NIM bin power
supply and the Nuclear Data multichannel analyzer, are not good representa- 	 {
tions of NIM/CAMAC modules. Although the multichannel analyzer contained
three NIM modules, the majority of the hardware was not NIM and the module
modification costs were not separately identified. In the case of the two
other items, the Tennelec timer consisted of three NIM modules and the ORTEC
particle counter consisted of four NIM modules.-
	 i
A certain amount of analysis and interpretation was necessary to extract
module modification costs from the Rockwell report in a suitable form for our
purposes here. Most importantly, the nonrecurring engineering and test costs
estimated by Rockwell for the items composed of several NIM modules took ir,tt;
account the fact that the individual modules are very similar. Our interpre-
tation of their cost estimates for the Tennelec timer and the Ortec particle
counter is that the engineering and test costs are independent of the nu; breK
of individual modules in the equipment. It is generally true of the Rockwel
modification cost estimates that the engineering and test costs are relatively
insensitive to the retail price and complexity of the equipment. Therefore,
we have taken the mean of the engineering and test costs for the Tennelec
timer and the Ortec particle counter as the best estimate for a single rnodul^.
It is certainly true that in actuality advantage would be taken of the coc,-
monality of NIM/CAMAC equipment to reduce the modification costs. Hov+ever,
for consistency, all of our cost estimates are based on the assumption that
each module is treated independently since we cannot see a nonarbitrary way
of choosing, at this point, how many modules would be modified by one
organization.
The best estimate of the average manufacturing cost per module is
straight forward. The total manufacturing cost for the Tennelec timer arid
the Ortec particle counter was divided by seven, the number of modules in-
volved. For documentation and program management, Rockwell ratios of ten
percent and five percent, respectively, of engineering, manufacturing and
test were used. Finally, the costs were divided into nonrecurring design,
development, test and engineering, and recurring unit costs. The Nockwell
test category includes the costs associated with development verification
testing of the first unit which is basically nonrecurring whereas the tali-
bration and testing of subsequent units is included in the manufacturing
costs.
The resulting cost estimate is shown in Table 1-7. A check on our
interpretation of the Rockwell cost estimates can be obtained by comparing
the ratio of the modification cost to the retail unit cost in Table 1-7 with
the summary plot of this quantity versus retail unit cost for , NI11 --juiamer,t
shown in Figure 3-33 of Volume II of the Rockwell report ($11,513/695
	 16.5
from Table 1-7 compared with 16 for a retail unit cost of 5700 in Figure 3-33).
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Table 1-7. Estimated Costs of Minimum Modifications
for an Average NIM/CAMAC Module
(adapted from Rockwell study)
Nonrecurring	 Recurring
Engineering	 5,850
	 --
Verification Test
	 3,680	 --
Manufacturing and Test	 485
Documentation
	 953	 49
Program Management	 477	 24
Original Module Cost	 -	 695
Totals	 $ 10,960	 $ 1,253
I
1.4.2.2 More Extensive Modification Costs
Our estimated costs for the more extensive approach to modification for
Spacelab use, described in Section 1.4.1.1, were derived from a recent TRW
study of low-cost approaches to scientific experiment implementation for
Shuttle-launched and serviced spacecraft (Contract NAS w-2717). As part of
that study, a cost was computed for producing standard electronic modules
that were similar to NIM and CAMAC modules in function and complexity, but
designed specifically for spaceflight use. The costs were generated using
detailed cost estimating relationships based on our experience with developing
spaceflight scientific experiment electronics. The costs are broken out in
accordance with a rather detailed work breakdown structure.
The cost estimate for the modification approach under consideration here
was developed by modifying the level of effort devoted to each of the tasks
in the work breakdown structure to correspond to the modification approach
discussed in Section 1.4.1.1.. The important changes to the "low-cost approaches
study" estimate for development of a standardized electronic module were:
• Start from existing circuit design and printed circuit board layouts.
• Reduce number of qualification units produced and extent of the
qualification test program.
a Concentrate reliability effort into parts selection and application
review, worst-case analysis, and test requirements.
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The resulting cost estimate is shown in Table 1-8, broken down into major
task categories as well as nonrecurring and recurring costs.
Table 1-8. Estimated Costs for More Extensive
Modifications to an Average
NIM/CAMAC Module
Nonrecurring Recurring
Design Engineering 10,750 -
Product Engineering 7,500 -
Reliability .2,500 -
Parts, Materials and Processes	 4,000 2,900
Quality Assurance 3,750 400
Manufacturing 13,630 1,150
Test 7,000 330
$ 49,130 $ 4,830
1.4.2.3 Custom-Built Module Costs
This case does not actually correspond to modification of an existing
NIM/CAMAC module, but rather represents the costs required to develop and
produce an equivalent unit using a conventional, present-day approach for
experiment electronic hardware intended for use on an unmanned scientific
satellite. The unit is equivalent in the sense that it satisfies the same
functional requirements as the NIM/CAMAC module. Our cost estimate for this
case is taken directly from the TRW low-cost approaches study discussed in
the previous section. The module cost estimate generated in that study is
applicable without any adjustment.
The cost estimate, broken down into major task categories and nonrecur-
ring and recurring costs, is given in Table 1-9.
r
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Table 1 =9. Estimated Costs for a Custom-Built
Equivalent of an Average NIM/CAMAC
Module
'	 Nonrecurring	 Recurring
Design Engineering 27,500 -
Product Engineering 12,500 -
Reliability 6,250 -
Parts, Materials and Processes	 23,375 3,150
Quality Assurance 12,500 590
Manufacturing 34,125 2,130
Test 8,750 380
Totals $ 125,000 $ 6,250
1.4.3 Analvsis of Alternative Modified E q ui pment Sources
In their analysis of commercial equipment for Spacelab payloads, Rock-
well reached the conclusion that the original manufacturer is clearly the
preferred modifier. In the particular case of NIM/CAMAC equipment being
considered here, we came to essentially the same conclusion for many of the
same reasons. However, the choice is not as clear. For NIM/CAMAC equipment,
some of the factors to be considered in determining the most cost-effective
source differ significantly from the general case analyzed by Rockwell.
R;
The extremely nonuniform procurement profile used by Rockwell (Large
E -
	
	 peaks every five years) almost immediately ruled out any centralized agency
because of the inefficient utilization of personnel and facilities. As we
will see in the discussion of Task 4A to follow, the procurement profile
for NIM/CAMAC equipment is reasonably constant. In addition, if an equip-
ment pool is adopted, a central agency that has other related functions to
perform already exists.
Secondly, the inherent commonality of NIM/CAMAC equipment due to its
standardized nature reduces the advantage the original manufacturer has
because of his familiarity with his can equipment.
Finally, a centralized source could take greater advantage of the com-
monality in the _kinds of modifications that are required to reduce the non-
curring costs involved. Recall that in the discussion of modification costs
51
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in Section 1.4.2.1, it was pointed out that, whereas our cost estimate
assumed independent efforts for each type of module, in actuality, nonrecur-
ring costs should be lower when more than one type of module was being modi-
fied by the same organization. Obviously, the greater the number of modules
being handled in common, the greater the cost reduction.
On the other hand, due to the many types of NIM/CAMAC modules being used
and the fact that most of the manufacturers each produce all or most of the
types, many more than one type of module would usually be supplied by a
particular manufacturer in any case.
In addition, the original manufacturer still has many advantages in
terms of familiarity and available facilities and stock. This 'is especially
true for the case of minimum modifications. Most importantly, he can incor-
porate the modifications during the original manufacturing cycle, as opposed
to after the fact, and, hence, avoid the costs of disassembly, discarded com-
ponents, retesting, etc. For the case of minimum modifications, our conclu-
sion is that incorporation of these modifications during the original
manufacture of the equipment is the most cost-effective approach.
For the case of the more extensive modifications, the modifications
clearly must be incorporated during the unit fabrication and assembly. The
only question is whether the most cost-effective manufacturer is the manu-
facturer of the commercial unit on which the redesign was based or someone
else. The current U. S. suppliers of NIM and CAMAC do not produce military
or aerospace equipment (the same is not true of the European suppliers).
Therefore, they have the disadvantage of not having the special facilities
for, or experience with, the production of aerospace equipment to military
or NASA standards.
In this case, their willingness to learn the practices, procedures, and
techniques required becomes a key factor. The willingness of at least some
of the NIM/CAMAC suppliers to do so has been demonstrated by the GSFC-sponsored
activities. Assuming this interest and willingness continues, they may well
be the most cost-effective source. On the other hand, the alternative source
of a contractor with experience in producing aerospace electronics, possibly
gaining access to the original supplier's familiarity with the equipment
through a licensing agreement, would probably not be significantly less cost-
effective.
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2. IMPLEMENTATION ANALYSIS AND MANAGEMENT PLAN DEVELOPMENT
FOR NIM/CAMAC EQUIPMENT (TASK 4A)
2.1 INTRODUCTION
The study effort to this point has demonstrated the general applicability
of NIM and CAMAC equipment for Spacelab payloads and has defined the necessary
modifications and costs involved to make NIM/CAMAC equipment compatible with
the Spacelab environment. In this task, we used these results to estimate
the projected usage and costs of NIM/CAMAC equipment in Spacelab payload opera-
tions during the time period of 1980 to 1991.
Two alternative general approaches to providing the NIM/CAMAC equipment
required for Spacelab payloads were considered.
a A shared-equipment implementation in which the various Spacelab
users draw their required complement of standard NIM/CAMAC equip-
ment for a given flight from a common equipment pool.
i A dedicated-equipment implementation in which each of the users
is responsible for procuring either their own NIM/CAMAC equipment
or its custom-built equivalent.
The obvious objective of the shared-equipment approach is to take advantage
of the commonality found in the NIM/CAMAC requirements of the various pay-
loads in order to minimize the total amount of equipment, and hence cost,
needed to support the Spacelab payload operations. The basic assumption,
which makes this approach attractive to consider, is that by committing the
NIM/CAMAC equipment needed in a particular payload to that payload for only
the length of time it is actually required for a given flight, the overall
efficiency of equipment utilization will be significantly increased.
Experience with NIM/CAMAC use in ground-based laboratories strongly in-
dicates that an equipment pool is a cost-effective method of satisfying user
requirements for standard modules in a situation that has many factors in
common with Spacelab payload operations. A simplified version of the situa-
tion for Spacelab payloads has already been considered in the commonality
analysis of Task 2 (see Section 3.9.2, Volume II). Comparison of the extreme
cases; namely, completely shared equipment usage in a serial flight series
of the eleven representative payloads versus completely dedicated usage in a
parallel flight series, indicated that equipment sharing between payloads -
r
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would reduce the total amount of equipment required from 687 items to 217
items, in the case of CAMAC equipment; and from 406 items to 245 items,
in the case of NIM equipment. Thus, an overall reduction by a factor of
about 2.4 was obtained in this overly simplistic scenario.
Our work in Task 4A was directed at making a more accurate and real-
istic assessment of the impact of equipment sharing in the Spacelab era.
Hence, we have concentrated on determining the most efficient type of equip-
ment pool implementation for Spacelab payloads. However, in order to pro-
vide a baseline for comparison, we have also estimated the costs of
dedicated equipment implementation approaches that do not involve a pool.
Although a number of simplifying assumptions were necessarily made in our
analysis, we believe that the overall results present a reasonably accu-
rate projection of the cost reductions that can be achieved through the
use of NIM/CAMAC in a pooled-equipment implementation approach. In actu-
ality, many detailed factors will vary from the model used here, but the
overall results should remain valid. Our approach to Task 4A was sub-
divided into the following four tasks:
Task 4A.1 - Develop time-phased NIM/CAMAC equipment requirements.
® Define a baseline Spacelab traffic model'
• Establish a schedule for module use by an individual payload.
0 Project overall NIM/CAMAC usage in the baseline payload model
using the results of Task 2 for representative payloads.
i
Task 4A.2 - Perform a tradeoff analysis of NIM/CAMAC equipment pool
concepts. 1
1
® Define alternative pool concepts.
s Tabulate pool size requirements for the alternatives.
a Select the optimum pool concept.
Task 4A.3 - Prepare a management plan based on the recommended pool
concept.
e Refine pool size requirements taking into account equipment
replacement rates.
a Prepare a budgetary cost estimate for pool equipment.
® Develop a recommended NIM/CAMAC equipment procurement plan and
a recommended pool management plan.
5a
sTask 4A.4	 Prepare comparative equipment cost estimates for program
implementations that do not involve a pool approach.
A
e Tabulate equipment requirements based on no equipment sharing.
e Prepare cost estimates based on nonshared NIM/CAMAC equipment
and on nonshared custom equipment.
The first three tasks will result in a management plan for the recom-
mended pool concept. The fourth task will provide the information neces-
sary to determine the expected cost savings from implementing an equipment
poos using NIM/CAMAC equipment.
The documentation used in the performance of Task 4A is listed in
Table 2-1. These references were primarily used in our effort to define
a baseline Spacelab payload flight traffic model that constitutes a reason-
able representation of the number of Spacelab flights that will occur be-
tween 1980 and 1991. Because Shuttle mission planning activities are still
in the formative stages, the payload flight traffic model will undoubtedly
change. The overall results of our analysis,for the most part,can simply
be scaled with the total number of Spacelab flights in the model, unless
the payload mix significantly varies.
Finally, some definitions of the nomenclature being used here should
r	 be noted. As previously discussed in Section 2.1 of Volume II, we are
using the term "payload to mean a collection of instrumentation that re-
	 1
quires approximately the full resources available in a given Spacelab flight. 3
A flight simply means one sequence of the operations (payload integration,
launch, orbital operations, return, etc.) necessary to carry out a mission
with a given payload.
Since it is anticipated that many payloads will be flown more than
	
9
once, with refurbishment and possibly modification between flights, the num-
ber of flights will always be greater than the number of payloads. For the
case of equipment sharing, the NIM/CAMAC equipment requirements are deter-
mined primarily by the number of flights since the equipment is not uniquely
identified with a given payload. The overall equipment requirements are
relatively insensitive to variations in the makeup of the payload for any
particular flight as long as the overall distribution of missions among the
different disciplines is not changed.
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On the other hand, the equipment requirements are primarily determined
by the number of payloads in the case of dedicated use, and the results are
relatively sensitive to questions such as how many times is a particular
payload flown without making modifications that result in new requirements	 A
for NIM/CAMAC equipment. As we will see in Section 2.5, this makes the
realistic estimation of equipment requirements more difficult in the
dedicated equipment case.
a
Table 2-1. References Used in NIM/CAMAC Management
Plan Development
Summarized NASA Payload Descriptions - Sortie Payloads (SSPDA),
NASA/MSFC, July 1974.
The 1973 NASA Payload Model - Space Opportunities 1973-1991,
NASA/Headquarters, 1973.
Updated Flight Model for Use in Shuttle, Spacelab, and IUS/Tug
Procurement and Operations Analysis (Yardley Memorandum), NASA/
Headquarers, October 1974.
Shuttle Era Mission Model - Sortie Payload Missions/Experiments,
NASA/GSFC, December 1974.
Spacelab Briefing for AMPS, NASA/MSFC, November 1975.
2.2 TIME-PHASED NIM/CAMAC EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS
2.2.1 Baseline Spacelab Flight Traffic Model
In Task 2 of this study representative Spacelab payloads for a wide
4
range of disciplines were analyzed. In order to transform this data into
a measure of the total requirements for NIM/CAMAC equipment, the Shuttle
flight frequency for each of the disciplines is required. The selection
of this flight traffic model is important since the subsequent definition
of an appropriate pool concept, management plan and program cost is based
on this model. However, the precise details of the flight traffic model
are not critical, as the aim of this task is to define the order of magni-
tude of a NIM/CAMAC pool. After consideration of several models, the
Shuttle traffic model of October 1974 was chosen as a baseline because it
is in good agreement with a model generated directly from the SSPDA docu-
ments. The 1974 traffic model stipulates that there are 226 Spacelab ope-
rations out of a total of 572 Shuttle flights between 1980 and 1991.
s
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The SSPDr", documents were used to identify the experiments that are
projected to be flown during each year between 1980 and 1991. An estimate
of the number of flights per year that are required by each discipline was
obtained by adding together the reentry weights for each of the experiments
and then dividing the total reentry weight by the Shuttle experiment payload
capability. The payload capability varied for each discipline as it was
based on whether the discipline required the pallet-only, pallet-module or
module-only mode. The numbers of flights that were required each year by
the different disciplines on the basis of the SSPDA documents are tabulated
in Table 2-2 along with the same information from the 1974 flight traffic
model. The di >iplines have been grouped in a way that corresponds to the
applicability of the results for the representative payloads that were
selected and analyzed in Tasks 1 and 2 of this study (see Sections 2 and 3
of Volume II). As might be expected in the early years, up through 1982, the
SSPDA model indicated that substantially more flights were required than
projected by the flight traffic model. However, after 1982, the agreement
between the two models was good. In other words, in the early years the
SSPDA document oversubscribes the number of flights whereas the 1974 flight
traffic model indicates the actual maximum number of flights that are pos-
sible.
I
a
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2.2.2 Payload Equipment Usage Schedule
The NIM/CAMAC equipment requirements for each discipline were based
on the representative payload equipment requirements that were compiled in
Task 2 of this study. The equipment requirements for each year could be
obtained on a qualitative basis by simply multiplying the number of units
of CAMAC and NIM that were required by the representative payloads, by the
number of flights per year projected by the baseline model. However,
equipment requirements generated in this manner do not take into account
the length of time the equipment hasto be committed to a payload for a
particular flight. If the payload equipment has to be committed only for
a length of time that is less than the time between flights, the actual
equipment requirements would be less than the simple estimate would indi-
cate. Conversely, if the period of commitment is longer than the time
between flights, the actual_ requirements would be increased. In order to
take this factor into account, we will examine the payload development
sequence before projecting the equipment requirements.
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Table 2-2.	 Baseline Spacelab Flight Traffic Model (Flights/Year)
Year: 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 Totals
Astronomy
SSPDA Model 12 2 2 4 52 62 72 32 5 3 4 22 47
1974 Traffic Model - 1 2 3 2 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 35
High-Energy Astrophysics
SSPDA Model 12 12 2 3 3 2 2 22 2 2z 2 2 26
1974 Traffic Model 1 - 1 2 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 2 17
Solar Physics
SSPDA Model 1 1 1 12 2 2 12 2 12 2 12 2 19
1974 Traffic Model - 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 20
Atmospheric & Space Physics
SSPDA Model - 1 1 1 3 3 4 3 4 3 4 3 30
1974 Traffic Model - 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 20
^	 Earth Observation &
Earth & Ocean Physics
SSPDA Model 3	 3	 3 3 22 22	 3
1974 Traffic Model -	 -	 2 2 3 2	 3
Life Sciences
SSPDA Model 1	 1 1 1 1	 i
r	 1974 Traffic Model
_
1	 1 2 2 2	 2
Space Processing &
Space Technology
3	 3 3 3 3 35
3	 4 4 5 6 34
1	 12 12 12 12 13
2	 2 2 2 2 20
SSPDA Model 3 6z 7 62 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 79
-	 1974 Traffic Model - 1 3 4 7 7 7 8 8 8 9 10 72
Multidiscipline
1974 Traffic Model 1 1 1 - - 1 - 1 - 1 1 1 8
Totals
SSPDA Model 10 16 17 20 24 24 26 22 24 22 23 21 249
1974 Traffic Model 2 6 12 17 19 21 21 24 24 24 27 29 226
1
s
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T2.2.2.1 Spacelab Payload Development Sequence
Because the latter phases of the sequence of operations involved in
a typical Spacelab flight are better defined, it is more convenient to dis-
cuss the sequence in reverse order. After the flight is over, the post-
flight operations will include a post-flight calib-ration of the instruments
followed by removal of the payload from the Spacelab. Following payload
disassembly, the NIM/CAMAC units would be tested, maintenance or recalibra-
tion performed, as required, and they would be returned to a storage area,
ready for their next assignment. We estimate that this sequence would re-
quire about three months at the most. It is probably desirable to delay
disassembly of the instruments until at least some data analysis has been
performed.
The flight itself lasts for seven to thirty days with the vast
majority of flights being seven days.
The pre-flight integration period is essentially composed of four
phases. In the first phase (Level IV) each experiment or instrument is
integrated with the racks and pallet segments that it requires and quali-
fication tests performed. This phase should require about five months.
In the next phase (Level III) the combination of instruments composing the
payload are integrated and checked out. In Level II the payload integra-
tion and checkout is extended to include the Spacelab flight subsystem sup-
port elements. Finally, Level I is composed of integration and checkout
of the Spacelab with the Shuttle Orbiter. Level III through I integration is
currently estimated to take one month. The total integration time for
Levels IV through I is therefore about six.months.
The payload equipment to be used in the flight, including the NIM/
CAMAC equipment, will definitely have to be committed to the payload for
the duration of the operations discussed up to this point. Thus the mini-
mum period for which the flight NIM/CAMAC equipment must be committed is
about nine months.
The payload development activities prior to Level IV integration will
involve the design, development and testing of the individual instruments
by the organizations responsible for the experiments or their contractors.
&	 We estimate that this activity will typically require at least nine months
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and, frequently, several years may be needed. The existence of commercial
units that are functionally identical to the NIM/CAMAC equipment to be*
flown, allows an approach to the phases of instrument development sequence
prior to Level IV integration that may be very cost-effective. Normally
the approach used during instrument development and testing prior to inte-
gration of the actual flight hardware involves a sequence of progressively
more flight-like hardware such as breadboards, prototypes, etc. This de-
velopment hardware is often nearly as expensive as the flight hardware..
However, in the case of the NIM/CAMAC equipment, commercial units could be
used if they are functional counterparts of the modified versions to be
used in flight. We will consider the potential benefits of using commer-
cial NIM/CAMAC equipment during instrument development in the next section.
2:2:2.2 Commercial NIM/CAMAC Equipment Use for Instrument Development
The use of commercial NIM/CAMAC units during instrument development
and testing offers several advantages with respect to the use of equipment
that has been modified and qualified for flight use.
Cost - Since the instrument development and testing prior to Level IV inte-
gration will require nine months or longer, the use of flight equipment
during this phase of the instrument development would at least double the
length of time that the flight units would have to be committed to a par-
ticular payload. Consequently, the amount of flight equipment needed in a
pool to support the Spacelab payloads would also be about doubled. The
cost benefit to be derived from using commercial counterparts during in-
strument development, and hence reducing the number of flight units neeaed
by about one-half, can be assessed by recalling the modification costs dis-
cussed in Section 1.4.2. Considering recurring unit costs only, NIM/CAMAC
modules suitably modified for flight are estimated to be two to seven times
as expensive as commercial units, depending. on whether the modifications are
minimum or more extensive (see Tables 1-7 and 1-8). Therefore, the total
NIM/CAMAC equipment costs will be reduced from 25 to 43 percent compared
to the approach in which flight units are usedthroughout the instrument
development sequence
Maintainability	 Since the instrument development activities prior to
Level IV integration will be carried out by a variety of organizations at
t _.	 many different places, maintenance ofthe flight-qualified status of flight
7
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requipment will
	
pose a problem.	 If the flight modules were used for in-
strument development and testing, they would require a flight status certi-
fication after the return of the units from instrument testing, and prior
to integration into the Spacelab. 	 In contrast, if commercial	 units are
used prior to Level
	
IV integration, the flight modules would never be more
widely dispersed than to the payload Level 	 IV integration centers and cer-
tification of their flight qualification could be much more easily con-
trolled and maintained.	 Any instrument qualification testing at the de-
veloper's facilities will now represent a qualification of the instrument
sensor systems only.	 The full	 instrument qualification would occur during
Level	 IV integration.
Flexibility - During the instrument development phase it is unlikely that
the modules that were originally designated for the instrument will 	 be a
perfect selection.	 Changes in this complement of modules will be more
difficult if flight modules are used.	 The paperwork, delay in receiving
the new units and recertification of the old units will
	
take time and
cause inconvenience to the development program.	 If commercial modules were
used for the instrument development, changes could be made quickly as the
restrictions on their use should be minimal	 due to their low cost and non-
flight status.
On the basis of these factors, the use of commercial units for in-
strument development and testing is clearly preferred. 	 The availability
of this option arises naturally in the case of NIM/CAMAC equipment due to
the existing wide range of commercial units.	 Consequently, in our further
discussion of NIM/CAMAC implementation for Spacelab payloads, we will 	 assume	 f
that commercial units are used prior to Level
	
IV integration and that the
	 3
flight units will 	 be committed to a given payload for a particular flight	 1
for a period of nine months.
2.2.3	 NIM/CAMAC Equipment Usage Projections
a
Having established the baseline position that the flight equipment
will need to be committed for about nine months for any flight, we can
` return to estimating the NIM/CAMAC equipment usage across the baseline
Spacelab flight traffic model. 	 The nine-month commitment period means that
	 j
the equipment usage can be projected on an annual
	
basis,	 i.e., on the
average, equipment for payloads flying during any given year will 	 have to
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be committed to those payloads only during the flight year. On the other
hand, the schedule margin is close enough to preclude the use of the same
equipment for more than one flight in a year. 	 y
Hence, a reasonable estimate of the project annual NIM /CAMAC usage
is given by simply multiplying the equipment requirements for the repre-
sentative payloads by the number of flights per year given in Table 2-2
for the corresponding discipline. The NIM and CAMAC equipment require-
ments for the representative payloads were taken from Tables 3-53 and 3-54
in Volume II of this report. In the disciplines where results from more
than one representative payload were available (astronomy, high-energy
astrophysics and space physics) an average of the requirements for the
available payloads was used. For multidiscipline payloads an overall
average of the requirements from the numerous disciplines was used. The
resulting overall NIM and CAMAC equipment usage per year, obtained by
summing over the various types of modules and the different disciplines,
is presented in Table 2-3.
Table 2-3. NIM/CAMAC Equipment Usage
Equipment Usage (Units/Year)
	
{
Year	 Flights	 CAMAC	 NIM	 Total
1980	 2	 156	 210	 366
1981	 6	 425	 141	 566
1982	 12	 645	 324	 969
1983	 17	 965	 478	 1443
1984	 19	 990	 366	 1356
:
1985	 21	 1066	 507	 1573
1
1986	 21	 1096	 376	 1472
1987	 24	 1156	 523	 1679	
i
1
1988	 24	 1218	 387	 1605
1989	 24	 1071	 523	 1594
1
1990	 27	 1255	 398	 1653	 4
1991	 29	 1292	 548	 1840
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lThe annual usage rises up through 1983 as the number of flights per
year increases to reach a level that remains fairly constant for the rest
of the period covered by the baseline flight traffic model. The average
annual usage from 1983 onward is about 1125 CAMAC units per year and 450
NIM units per year. It should be emphasized that these numbers are the
projected usage in contrast to the annual number of units that must be
procured. The procurement requirements could only equal the usage rate in
the unlikely event that each unit was only used once. Before turning to
the question of procurement requirements, we will investigate the charac-
teristics of an equipment pool that could support the projected usage,
2.3 NIM/CAMAC EQUIPMENT POOL AI4ALYSIS
4
In any pooled equipment approach the following functions would be the
responsibility of the pool organization:
Procurement of equipment
® Distribution of equipment to users
e Maintenance and calibration of equipment
* Provision of technical information and support to users.
The main question that needs to be addressed is what type of equipment pool
f	 organization would perform these functions most efficiently and cost-effec-
tively for the case of NIM/CAMAC equipment to be used in Spacelab payloads.
An obvious starting point is to draw upon the experience gained with
f
	
	
NIM/.CAMAC equipment pool operations at ground-based laboratories. However,
	
i
there are significant differences between these examples and the situation
that will apply for Spacelab payloads. In the typical case of the larger
high-energy physics laboratories such as the National Accelerator Labora-
tory, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, Stanford Linear Accelerator Center,
etc,, the equipment users are located at the facility during the perfor-
mance of their experiments. In this relatively simple situation where all
of the demand for equipment comes from local sources, one central pool at
each facility is clearly the answer. In the case of Spacelab payload ope-
rations, during experiment development the experimenters will be widely
scattered throughout the U.S. and conceivably the world. As payload inte-
I	 gration proceeds the activities will become progressively more centralized,?	
4
n"
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culminatin in final int egration at the Shuttle flight centerg	 either9	 9	 ^
Kennedy Space Center or Vandenberg Air Force Base). Therefore, a different
pool organization may be more efficient in this case.
2.3.1 Alternative Pool Concepts
In principle, a wide spectrum of equipment pool concepts ranging from
one centralized pool supporting all Spacelab users to a number of pools
that each support a particular segment of the user community such as ex-
perimenters in one discipline or one geographical area could be considered.
However, a centralized pool will always be more cost-effective in direct
terms because of the following factors:
® Less duplication of effort and more efficient utilization
of pool manpower
• More uniform demand for services due to averaging over a
larger community of users
• Higher level of consolidation in equipment procurement.
Therefore, we have taken the approach of starting from the concept of one
centralized pool and attempting to identify what requirements, if any,
cou I d. justi fy the adoption of a more decentralized pool organization.
The disadvantages that normally arise from overcentralization mainly
involve a loss of flexibility to deal with special user requests, inability
to respond to demands for rapid service from a widely dispersed user com-
munity and intolerance to ill-defined or frequently changed user require-
ments. If any of these circumstances apply during the development and in-
tegration of Spacelab payloads, the resulting user inconvenience and de-
lays could translate into cost increases that-offset the cost advantages
of a centralized equipment pool.
In considering the case of NIM/CAMAC equipment for Spacelab payloads,
we could identify only a limited number of potentially significant pro-
blems that might occur with a centralized pool organization.
In terms of the functions of the pool organization, the procurement
of flight NIM/CAMAC equipment and the provision of technical information
and support would definitely be more efficiently handled by a centralized
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organization. In addition, if the use of flight NIM/CAMAC equipment is
limited to Level IV and higher integration phases as discussed in the pre-
ceding section, no problems were foreseen with maintenance and calibration
of the flight equipment by a centralized organization.
Problems could arise with a centralized pool organization in the
area of equipment distribution if a requirement for rapid service to
widely dispersed users occurred. However, during the phases of the Space-
lab payload operations sequence when rapid response is critical, i.e.,
during Level II, II and I integration, the users will all be located at one
of the two flight centers. Thus, if the equipment pools are also located
at the flight centers, delays would be held to a minimum.
During instrument development and testing prior to Level IV integration
the users are widely dispersed and user requirements may also be ill-defined
and frequently changed. However, in this case only commercial units
would be involved. The distribution of commercial units could be handled
by the central pool without restrictive controls because of their rela-
tively low cost and the absence of any requirements to maintain a flight-
qualified status. The instrument developers could also have the option
of going directly to commercial suppliers if the central pool was unable
to provide adequate service.
No meaningful comparison can be made at this time between the total
inventory of equipment that must be maintained to support payload usage
with alternative pool concepts. More data is needed than is available
with the limited sample of representative payloads on the variation of
equipment requirements from payload to payload in the segments of the
user community served by individual pools in a multiple pool approach.
In general,a centralized pool would be expected to require less equipment
because of the averaging over a larger number of users. A rough indica-
tion of the differences that can be anticipated is provided by a compa-
rison between the total equipment procurement requirements for a centra-
lized pool to be calculated in Section 2.4 and for a dedicated equipment
approach to be calculated in Section 2.. As we will see, the dedicated
approach, which to a certain extent represents a maximally decentralized
approach, requires about 33 percent more equipment over the first six
years of Spacelab operations.
GI
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In summary, we do not foresee any factors in the Spacelab user re-
quirements for NIM/CAMAC equipment that could offset the overall cost
advantages of a centralized pool approach if commercial equipment is used
during the instrument development phase and provision is made for rapid
response service at Vandenberg when Spacelab payloads start operating from
-there.
2.3.2 Recommended Pool Concept
The recommended pool concept is shown diagrammatically in Figure 2-1.
The organization includes a control center for pool operations and equip-
ment pool and distribution centers at the Shuttle flight centers (KSC and
VAFB). The control center is a permanent element that performs the func-
tions of overall pool management, technical information support for users
and equipment procurement. The contro l; center would most likely be located
PROCUREMENT NIM/CAMAC
CENTER SUPPLIERS
TECHNICAL
INFORMATION
CENTER
POOL
C NTEROL EXPERIMENTERSAND INSTRUMENT
DEVELOPERS	 - 3
POOL i
DISTRIBUTION
CENTER (VAFB)
POO L
DISTRIBUTION
CENTER(KSC)
Figure 2-1.	 Recommended Organization of the	
I
NIM/CAMAC Equipment Pool
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Aat KSC but this choice is not critical. The actual number of distribution
centers in operation at any time will depend on the demand. For example,
in the initial years of Spacelab operations only the distribution center
at KSC will be needed since Shuttle operations will not start at Vandenberg
until 1983. Additional distribution centers can be established if the
sufficient demand exists.
The estimated manpower required to operate this pool and approximate
annual labor costs at current rates are given in Table 2-4 for both the
initial phase of operation in 1980 and for 1984 when equipment usage has
reached a stable level and the pool is at its full size. The operational
costs of the pool have to be considered when estimating the total cost of
implementing a shared equipment approach for NIM/CAMAC equipment. How-
ever, most of the functions provided by the pool will have to be provided
by somebody in any approach, so only a small fraction of the pool opera-
tional costs can be uniquely associated with the use of an equipment pool.
Table 2-4. Manpower Requirements and Costs for .
Operation of the Recommended Pool Concept
0
Number of Persons and Cost/Year ($000)
Location Labor Category 1980 1984
Manager 1 @ 65 =	 65 1 @ 65 =	 65
Control Procurement Officer 1 @ 50 =	 50 1 @ 50 =	 50
Center Information Officer 2 @ 50 = 100 2 @ 50 = 100
Clerical	 & Support 2 @ 25 =	 50 3 @ 25 =	 75
KSC
Supervisor 1 @ 50 =	 50 1 @ 50 =	 50
Pool
Technician 1 @ 40 =	 40 3 @ 40 = 120
Clerical
	
& Support 1 @ 30 =	 30 3 @ 30 =	 90
VAFB
Supervisor - 1 @ 50 =	 50
Pool
Technician l @ 40 =	 40
Clerical	 & Support 1 @ 30 =	 30
Total	 Cost $385K $670K
tl	
,
2.4 EQUIPMENT COSTS AND POOL MANAGEMENT PLAN
Before NIM/CAMAC equipment costs can be estimated for the pooled-equip-
ment approach, the time-phased procurement requirements to support the
estimated yearly usage shown in Table 2-3 must be determined.
2.4.1 Pool Equipment Procurement Requirements
The minimum pool equipment procurement requirements were calculated
directly from the detailed equipment usage requirements as follows: starting
with the tabulation of the numbers of each type of NIM and CAMAC equipment
item used in each year by the payloads in each discipline (i.e., the number
of flights in each discipline for each year times the appropriate represen-
tative payload equipment requirements), the annual usage requirements for
each NIM and CAMAC equipment item were determined by summing over all of
the disciplines. The annual procurement requirement for each equipment
item is equal to the number of units that must be added to the pool each
year to maintain an inventory that is at least equal to the number of units
to be used in the year. The results of this calculation for the first four
years of Spacelab operations (the period of primary pool buildup) are tab-
ulated in Table 2-5. These minimum procurement requirements were next ad-
justed upwards to take into account the needs for spare units. and
replacement units.
2.4.1.1 Space Unit Requirements
We assumed that a number of spare units approximately equal to twenty
percent of the number of units in the pool should be available to cover
contingencies and variations in user requirements. However, because of the
small size of the pool in the early years, the procurement profile was
adjusted to provide close to forty percent spares in the first year and a
gradual decline in the number of spare units to an average of about fifteen
percent when the pool has reached full size. This approach has the added
advantage of smoothing out the fluctuations in the yearly procurement
profile.
2.4.1.2 Replacement Unit Requirements
Since the equipment has a finite life expectancy, new units will have
to be procured as old units are removed from inventory. The effective life
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1.
Analog to Digital Converters
High Resolution - Fast 161
Multichannel	 - Slow 161
Time Digitizers 161
Digital to Analog Converters 162
Multiplexers 164
Branch Drivers 211
Crate Controllers 231
Crates W/Power Supply 411
CAMAC Totals
Table 2-5. Equipment Pool Procurement Requirements for 1980-1983
(no spares or replacements included)
CAMAC Year
CAMAC Equipment Item Code 80 81 82 83 NIM Equipment Item
Scalers ill 23 0 13 23 Shaping Amplifiers
Preset Scalers 113 1 4 3 3 Fast Amplifiers
Position Encoders 117 6 8 8 12 Delay Amplifiers
Input Gates 121 6 15 15 11 Sum/Invert Amplifiers
Input Registers 122 1 6 8 0 Linear Gates
Logic Units 123 4 0 2 2 Fast Linear Fan-Ins
Interrupt Registers 127 2 4 3 5 Fast Linear Fan-Outs
Clocks & Pulse Generators 131 4 6 2 12 Fast Integral Discriminators
Cn
1°	 Output Registers 132 5 12 14 16 Slow Integral	 Discriminators
Output Drivers 133 11 23 30 20 Single Channel Analyzers
Stepping Motor Controllers 145 16 42 26 44 Zero Crossing Discriminators
18 56 12 48
15 40 25 37
	
16	 0	 0 12
	
4 15	 6 14
	4 23	 0	 .9
	
2	 5	 4	 5
9 19 14 21
9 19 14 21
156 297 199 315
Constant Fraction Discriminators
Coincidence Units
Pulse Height Analyzer
High Voltage Power Supplies
NIM Bins W/Power Supply
Special Modules
Sequence Discriminator
Wave Analyzer
Differential Amplifier
NIM Totals
Year
80 81 82 83
	
37	 7 25 35
2 0 0 0
	
3	 0	 0	 1
	
32	 0	 1 19
	1 	 0 16	 0
	
9	 0	 0	 3
	
3	 0	 0	 1
	
21	 0	 0 11
	
6	 9	 3 12
	
1	 3	 7	 6
5 0 0 3
8 0 0 4
	
15	 0	 0	 7
	
1	 1	 0	 0
38 0 34 38
	
21	 0 11
	
6
5 0 4 7
	
1	 3	 0	 2
	
1	 0	 0	 0
210 2.3 101 155
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expectancy of NIM/CAMAC equipment being used in Spacelab payloads is a
difficult quantity to estimate. The possible factors to be considered in
arriving at an estimate are:
• Failure rates
• Maintenance costs vs. replacement costs
• Obsolescence
Conventional failure rates for NIM/CAMAC equipment can be estimated
from failure rate data on the types of electronic components used in the
circuits. Even for industrial-grade parts, the corresponding life expec-
tancies are greater than ten years. In addition, the units can be repaired
so the calculated failure rates don't represent the actual situation. The
real failures will probably occur because of overstressed components, mar-
ginal design, or misuse. Recalling the discussion of the modifications for
Spacelab use in Section 1.4, the first two causes are much more likely to
occur in equipment with minimum modifications since the commercial circuit
design and part selection are used without modification. For this type of
failure, repair by simply replacing the failed part does not cure the prob-
lem. In any case, the life expectancy due to actual failures will probably
be on the order of five to ten years for minimum-modified equipment and
greater than ten years for more extensively modified equipment.
Another limit on the effective life of the equipment is the point at
which it becomes more expensive to continue maintaining a unit than to re-
place it. We estimate the typical maintenance cycle for a unit will cost
about $200. Hence, at a rate of one cycle per year, even the minimally
modified units could be maintained for six yea .rs before the maintenance
costs equal the original cost.
The factor that we believe will really control the effective useful
life of the equipment is obsolescence. If new units with improved perfor-
mance are available, users will tend to quit using the older models. The
situation is actually a tradeoff between the increased costs of a higher
replacement rate and the users' preference for the latest model. The most
cost-effective approach will be for the pool to resist the users' tendency
to switch to a new model unless it is truly required. Experience with NIM/
CAMAC equipment pools indicates that the useful life of a unit in these
circumstances is about seven years, on the average. We, therefore, have
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used this number for the life expectancy of a more extensively n
unit. In view of the lower unit cost and higher expected failur
minimally modified equipment, we have assumed four years to be i
life expectancy.
the average life expectancies were factored into the equipment procure-
ment requirements by using an annual replacement rate for pool equipment
that , results in total replacement of the inventory in a period equal to the
average life expectancy.
2.4.1., 3 Refined Pool Equipment Procurement Requirements
The annual NIM/CAMAC equipment procurement requirements for the recom-
mended pool concept, which were calculated as described in the preceding
sections, are given in Table 2-6.
Table 2-6. NIM/CAMAC Equipment Pool Procurement Requirements
NIM/CAMAC Units Procured per Year
Minimum
	
More Extensive
Year
	
Pool Si ze	 Modification
	
Modification
1980	 500	 500	 500
1981
	 785	 410	 356
1982	 1200	 611
	
527
1983	 1720	 820	 691
1984
	 1720	 430
	 246
1985	 1800	 510	 326
1986	 1800	 450	 257
1987	 1850	 500	 307
1988
	 1850	 463	 264
1989	 1850	 463	 264
1990	 1850	 463
	 264
1991	 1850	 463	 264
E,
€	 2.4.2 Cost Estimate for 	Pool Equipment
NIM/CAMAC pool equipment costs were estimated on the basis of both
minimally modified and more extensively modified flight units. The non-re-
t
curring design, development and test costs as well as the recurring unit
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costs were given in Tables 1-7 and 1-8. For our purposes here, these esti-
mates were used to generate the average module cost including non-recurring
development as a function of the number of units procured. This relation-
ship is plotted in Figure 2-2 for both modification cases. The cost esti-
mates for the NIM/CAMAC pool equipment were then generated using annual
procurement requirements for each type of NIM and CAMAC equipment item (the
equivalent of Table 2-5 after spare and replacement units were added) and
the curves in Figure 2-2. The results are given in Table 2-7. Two sig-
nificant points should be noted. First, the relatively low cost of the
pool equipment in general, especially after the initial buildup period.
Second, although the more extensively modified units are initially four to
five times as expensive as the minimally modified units, the difference over
the entire 1980-1991 period is only a factor of two due to the large quanti-
ty of units procured.
These cost estimates cover only the NIM /CAMAC flight equipment. An
equal quantity of commercial units will need to be procured for instrument
development and testing. The total cost of commercial units over the twelve-
year period is about $3.6 million or an average of $0.3 million/year. Al-
though significant, this cost is well below the flight unit costs. Also
the pool operational costs given in Table 2-4 should be included for a more
complete NIM/CAMAC pool cost estimate. The cumulative pool operational cost
over the twelve-yeas period is $8.0 million. Including the commercial units
and pool operational costs, the total pool cumulative costs for 1980-1991
are $20.8 million and $30.6 million, respectively, for the minimum and more
extensive modification cases. Hence, the cost difference between the two
levels of modification is even less significant when the fixed overhead of
the equipment pool is taken into account.
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Figure 2-2. Average Module Costs Including Nonrecurring Development
Versus Numbers of Units Produced
Table 2-7.	 Estimated Costs for NIM/CAMAC Pool Equipment
Equipment Costs	 (M$)
Minimum Modification More Extensive Modification
Year Cost/Year Cumulative Cost/Year Cumulative
1980 1.15 1.15 4.25 4.25
E 1981 0.66 1.81 1.71 5.96
1982 0.92 2.73 2.30 8.26
1983 1.23 3.96 2.59 10.85
1984 0.60 4.56 0.92 11.77
1985 0.71 5.27 1.22 12.99
1986 0.63 5.90 0.96 13.95
1987 0.70 6.60 1.15 15.10
k 1988 0.65 7.25 0.91 16.01
1989 0.65 7.90 0.99 17.00
j 1990 0.65 8.55 0.99 17.99I,
E 1991 0.65 9.20 0.99 18.98
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2.5 DEDICATED EQUIPMENT APPROACHES
Our primary objective in considering implementation approaches in
which the NIM/CAMAC equipment used by each payload was assumed to be dedi-
cated to that payload and not available to other users was to provide a
cost comparison with the pool approach. In addition to providing the basis
for the determination of the cost impact of equipment sharing by users, con-
sideration of a dedicated equipment approach also allowed us to make a cost
comparison between the use of standard NIM/CAMAC equipment and the use of
functionally equivalent, custom-built equipment. This type of equipment
would by definition be dedicated to the payload for which it was developed.
2.5.1 Equipment Requirements for Dedicated Approaches
It is important to realize that even in a dedicated equipment approach,
the equipment will in general be used a number of times if the payload to
which it is dedicated is reflown. The relative cost of dedicated equipment
usage compared to the adoption of an equipment pool thus depends critical-
ly on the number of payload reflights. This can be seen by considering the
situation in which a payload using dedicated equipment is flown every year.
In this case, it makes no difference if the equipment is dedicated to the
payload or is part of an equipment pool. Therefore, it is necessary to
establish the actual new payloads in our baseline Spacelab flight traffic
model as opposed to reflights of existing payloads.
2.5.1.1 Baseline Model for New Payloads
The number of new payloads in the baseline Spacelab traffic model was
estimated on the basis of the mis:lon frequency information contained in the
1974 version of the SSPDA documents. The method used was similar to that
previously described in Section 2.2.1. In this case, however, an instru-
ment or payload listed in the SSPDA tabulation was only included in the
calculation of the number of full payloads in each discipline for the first
year in which it appeared. In other words, reflights were not counted.
This information was converted to the number of new payloads in the base-
line model by assuming that the fraction of the total number of flights
per year in each discipline which were new payloads_ was the same as that
found in the SSPDA tabulations.
h
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Baseline Traffic Model
Year Flights New Payloads
1980 2 2
1981 6 6
1982 12 8
1983 17 4
1984 19 1	 1/2
1985 21 1	 1/2
Minimum More Extensive
Modification Modification
383 383
656 615
1064 963
888 698
645 408
705 458
i
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The result of this process was that only 23 out of a total of 77
flights in the first six years of the baseline model (1980-1985) involved
new payloads and essentially all flights after 1985 were reflights. Nat-
urally, this simply reflects the understandable fact that there is a very
large number of reflights projected in the SSPDA tabulation and all of the
payloads identified are assumed to fly for the first time before 1985. This
is undoubtedly not a realistic representation of Spacelab payload operations,
but no better information is available on which to base the estimate. Since
the number of new payloads estimated in this way becomes increasingly un-
realistic in the later years of the payload model, we only carried the exer-
cise on dedicated equipment through 1985.
2.5.1.2 NIM/CAMAC Equipment Procurement Requirements for a Dedicated
Approach
Given the number of new payloads in the baseline model, it is a straight-
forward process to estimate the amount of equipment that must be procured
each year in a manner that is analogous to that used for the pooled equip-
ment case. The same assumptions were used to adjust the initial estimated
requirements to take into account the finite life expectancy of the equip-
ment and the need for spare units to cover contingencies (i.e., replacement
cycles of four and seven years, respectively, for minimum and more extensive
modifications; and 20 percent spare units). The resulting total numbers
of units that must be procured each year are given in Table 2-8.
Table 2-8. Dedicated NIM/CAMAC Equipment
Procurement Requirements
NIM/CAMAC Units Procured per Year
t	 f
ff
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The total procurement requirement over the 1980-1985 time period is
only about 33 percent greater than in the pool approach for both minimum and F
more extensive modific;.ations. The advantages of the pool approach would
probably be more significant in the following years. Whereas the pool has
attained full size by 1985 and only requires a reasonable amount of replace-
ment to be maintained, new requirements will continue to arise in the dedi-
cated equipment case. A reasonable approximation of the 1986-1991 time
period for the dedicated case would probably be, given by assuming a repeat
of the 1980-1985 requirements. If so, the dedicated equipment approach
would require procurement of about twice as many modules as the pool
approach.
2.5.2 Estimated Costs for Dedicated Approaches
2.5.2.1 Dedicated NIM/CAMAC Equipment Costs
The cost estimates for the dedicated 'NIM/CAMAC equipment were gene-
rated in the same way as for the pool equipment. In particular, it was
assumed that although the equipment would be dedicated to individual pay-
loads, the procurement requirements for the various payloads would be
consolidated. Even if this assumption was not literally valid, the unit
prices of the equipment would certainly reflect the overall level of pro-
curement. The results are given in Table 2-9.
2.5.2.2 Custcm-Built Equivalent Equipment Costs
It is also a straightforward process, given the number of new payloads
in each discipline, to estimate the comparable cost of implementing the
payloads in the way it is conventionally done 'at present. For this case,
equipment that is functionally equivalent to the NIM/CAMAC equipment re-
quired by the payload would be developed and manufactured specially for
each payload. It was assumed that advantage would be taken of the com-
monality of requirements that existed within each payload. Thus, a unit
cost versus number of units curve, analogous to those in Figure 2-2, but
based on Table 1-9, was used to estimate the cost of the equipment re-
quired for each representative payload plus 20 percent spare units	 No
k	 equipment replacement was included in the estimated cost. The costs of
i
`
	
	 the representative payload in each discipline were simply multiplied by the
numbers of new payloads in the disciplines to arrive at the programmatic
r
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.4-4
Year
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
r	 `^
Table 2-9. Equipment Costs for Dedicated Approaches
Equipment Costs	 (M$)
Minimum Modification More Extensive Modification Custom-Built
Cost/Year Cumulative Cost/Year Cumulative Cost/Year Cumulative
0.88 0.88 3.26 3.26 8.66 8.66
0.98 1.86 2.74 6.00 16.60 25.26
1.49 3.35 3.35 9.35 24.40 49.66
1.24 4.59 2.15 11.50 12.65 62.31
0.90 5.49 1.26 12.76 3.80 66.11
0.99 6.48 1.41 14.17 4.56 70.67
^p}
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cost estimates. The results are given in Table 2-9 along with those for
modified NIM/CAMAC equipment.
2.5.3 Comparison of Costs for the Alternative Approaches
Because of the low number of new payloads in the baseline payload model
used and the assumption of consolidated procurement, the estimated cumula-
tive equipment costs for a dedicated implementation approach are only
slightly greater than the comparable pool equipment costs ($6.5 million
versus $5.3 million and $14.2 million versus $13.0 million, respectively,
for the minimum and more extensive modification cases).
Although the frequency of reflights has probably been overestimated,
these results do indicate that the cost saving to be -realized by the es-
tablishment of an equipment pool will probably not be great in the early
years of Spacelab payload operations. As already discussed, the cost bene-
fits of a pooled-equipment approach will probably be more significant in
the later years of payload operations. This suggests that the most reason-
able approach would be to start out by setting up the amount of central
control needed to establish the standards to which equipment is to be built
and to coordinate the equipment requirements and procurements of the various
3
payloads, but to not set up an actual equipment pool. As the situation
evolves, actual equipment pool operations can be initiated when warranted
by the level of equipment usage and degree of user acceptance.
In contrast to the relative costs of pooled and dedicated approaches,
the cost of comparable custom-built equipment is seen to be five to ten
times greater than the implementations using standard NIM/CAMAC equipment.
While this is due in part to the higher nonrecurring development and re-
curring unit costs used for this equipment, the largest portion of this
cost increase is due to the assumed absence of standardization beyond the
payload level. In other words, the amortization of nonrecurring development
costs is greatly reduced in this case.
In order to illustrate this point, our analysis of alternative imple-
mentation approaches can be generalized to consider all of the available
options. The generalization can be viewed as an investigation of the equip-
ment costs as a function of two independent parameters: the level of equip-
ment modification and the degree of standardization in the implementation
approach.
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So far as the level of modification is concerned, we already have the
necessary information for three levels, if what we have been using to this
point as the approach for custom-built equipment (see Section 1.4.2.3) is
interpreted as the maximum level of modification. The estimated costs
(Table 1-9) do not depend on whether the equipment is standard or custom-
built.
Two key questions are involved in the alternative implementation ap-
proaches: is the equipment shared by users or dedicated to individual
payloads and is the equipment procured in common for all payloads or pro-
cured separately for each payload? Out of the four possible combinations,
the case of separate procurement but shared usage is not germane. Thus
three alternatives are available.
The comparable equipment costs for all nine possible options can
easily be estimated using the methods and assumptions already described.
In fact, five options have already been estimated. The estimated 1980-85
cumulative costs for the complete matrix of possible options are given in
Table 2-10. The results illustrate the fact that the sharing of nonrecur-
ring development costs made possible by standardization is more important
than shared usage of the equipment. As would be expected, this conclusion
becomes stronger as the level of modification, and hence the nonrecurring
development cost, increases.
Table 2-10. Comparative Costs of Alternative Equipment Implementations
Cumulative Equipment Costs for 1980-1985	 (M$)
Equipment
Degree of Modification
Implementation
Approach Minimum More Extensive Maximum
Pooled Standard Equipment 5.3 13.0 22.3
•	 shared usage
•	 common procurement
for all	 payloads
Dedicated Standard Equipment 6.5 14.2 26.1
dedicated usage
s	 common procurement
for all	 payloads
Dedicated Custom Equipment 8.9 35.6 70.7
•	 dedicated usage
• separate procurement
for each payload	 79
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3. IMPLEMENTATION AND IMPACT OF CAMAC ON
SPACELAB EXPERIMENT SOFTWARE (TASK 4B)
3.1 INTRODUCTION
In order to properly assess the cost effectiveness of adopting the
NIM/CAMAC standards for Shuttle experiment data acquisition and control sys-
tems, one cannot ignore the associated software development and implementa-
tion costs. No cost savings can accrue to NASA if, in the effort to minimize
expenditures, an economical hardware standard is adopted that requires ex-
tensive additional software expenditures cancelling or exceeding the savings
originally derived from the hardware standards. If a CAMAC hardware system
is implemented for experiment control and data management, significant por-
tions of the software will directly support the hardware functions and
since these hardware functions will be common to many experiments there will
also be considerable commonality in the supporting software. Therefore,
those portions of the experiment software systems that directly support the
CAMAC hardware functions need be written only once and can be supplied to
the individual experiments in parallel, with the pooled hardware.
3.1 .1 Scope of the Software Task
The objective of this task is to investigate the impact and implementa-
tion of such a software system. The effort was divided into four subtasks.
Task 4B.1 Survey and summarize representative existing CAMAC
software systems.
Task 4B.2 Survey and summarize current information on the
Spacelab software system.
Task 4B.3 Investigate a system of pooled CAMAC support software
Task 4B.4 Analyze the major software requirements for two
representative payloads.
Four existing CAMAC software systems were selected from the available
examples. These four systems provide a reasonable sample of the range of
CAMAC software system concepts used in different applications that each
have at least some key requirements that will be encountered in implement-
ing Spacelab payload software. All of the available documentation on these
software systems was obtained and a summary of the relevant -features of each
was prepared with an emphasis on their approach to user application program
s0
tt
implementation.
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Next, the available documentation describing the Spacelab software
environment for payloads was reviewed and summarized with emphasis on
those features most relevant to payloads using CAMAC hardware.
The results obtained in the surveys of existing CAMAC software sys-
tems and the Spacelab software system were applied to investigate software
implementation for CAMAC systems used in Spacelab. Functional criteria
were identified to distinguish two general categories of CAMAC usage in
Spacelab payloads and recommended approaches to handle each Were formu-
lated. The types of standard CAMAC software to be provided for users
were defined and the impact of the use of CAMAC hardware on experiment
software development costs was assessed.
Finally, the major software requirements were analyzed for two of
the representative payloads selected and analyzed in Tasks 1 and 2. Top
level software system diagrams were developed to provide specific examples
of the recommended approaches to CAMAC software implementation and the
standard CAMAC interface subroutines required by each payload were identi-
fied.
3.1.2 General Experiment Software System Requirements
The following major elements are required in a software system to be
used for experiment control and data acquisition:
a The operating system for the processor which handles executive
services such as task scheduling, system resource allocation
and system initialization and loading.
a Input/output drivers which handle data transfers to and from
peripheral hardware.
a A utility library which provides commonly-used computation and
analysis routines, display control routines etc.
a The application program which defines the sequence of operations
required by the experiment.
o Software development aids such as high-order language compilers,
assemblers, editors and simulators.
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The operating system of the software is unique to the computer central
	 a
processing unit and is usually supplied by the computer manufacturer. The
A
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operating system is a collection of programs such as the monitor program,
executive program, system loader, system preparation routine; i.e., those
programs required to allow the hardware to perform the desired functions of
a computer. The operating system is written in efficient machine language.
The input/output drivers handle communications between the central
processing unit and peripheral hardware such as tape recorders, printers,
disc memories, keyboard units, display units, and of particular interest
here, experiment data acquisition and control hardware such as CAMAC.
Most software systems include a library of utility routines that per-
form commonly used functions such as special mathematical functions, statis-
tical analyses, matrix manipulation, display control, etc. These utility
routines are usually designed to be called from a high-order language pro-
gram and facilitate the user's development of his application program,. The
utility routines are frequently written in assembly language to maximize
operating efficiency.
The application program is the software which has been created to pro-
vide the events and data acquisition desired by the experimenter. This
must be accomplished within the constraints of the operating system and the
hardware system. This software can be in a high-level language to minimize
programmer time or in assembly language to minimize core requirement and/or
minimize machine time.
The software development aids are all intended to minimize the user's
effort required to generate, integrate, and check out his software.
All of these elements except the applications program, which must be
developed for each specific experiment, are usually provided to the user by
the host software system and certainly should be provided for Spacelab users.
The magnitude of the experiment software effort depends critically on the
availability and convenience of use of these software system elements.
Ideally, the experiment software development should only involve developing
the applications program.
3.1.3 Impact of CAMAC on Software Requirements
The use of CAMAC hardware really only directly impacts the software
system by allowing the use of standard input/output drivers for the CAMAG
x _
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hardware.
	
The drivers should ideally make the details of the host software
` system as transparent as possible to the user.
The CAMAC driver routine loads all the CAMAC commands, which are yen--
erally provided by the application program, into the registers of the CAMAC
` I branch driver (serial or parallel) or of the crate controller if a stand-
alone type U crate controller. 	 Since bit manipulation and transfers C",
specific core addresses are often required, this must be accomplished by a
low-level
	 language.	 In addition, as the low-level	 language depends on the
computer and the registers candiffer among branch drivers, this portion of y
the software is usually unique for each computer and each manufacturer's
branch driver.	 While used often, this routine really only transfers four
standard CAMAC pieces of information; i.e., 1) CAMAC function, '2) CAMAC
address, 3) CAMAC data (when required), and 4) CAMAC status.
The actual manipulation of CAMAC commands and data is accomplished
differently by the various ,users as will
	 be pointed out in the discussions
of the `four 'CAMAC applications which are reviewed in the following sectiLIIS.
Most CAMAC software implementations aimed at simplifying the creation of fhe
application program are based upon a subroutine for each CAMAC module 1-10
a
construct the desired call to the CAMAC driver.
In considering the implementation of the Spacelab software system, it
is evident that compared to completely unique systems for each experim rit
there are many potential advantages to working with a subsystem of CAMAC
software interfacing with CAMAC hardware in the experiment control and data
f management system.
f A major advantage of a CAMAC system is that the hardware, sOl— iware,
terface is firmly established.	 This means 'that` the details of 'rhe inter face
do not have to be readdressed each time the software for a new experiment
is being generated.	 The experiment unique-software has only to intelli-•
gently call the module level
	 subroutines in order to communicate with the
hardware.	 This results in a significant reduction in the amount of soft-
ware that has to be written for each individual experiment-.
Another advantage'is that since the CAMAC system software need be
written only once to handle all
	 experiments`,	 it can be written in the
assembler language of the host system.
	 This minimizes the core space
r
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required by the subroutines and maximizes their efficiency. It also means
that the CAMAC software can be documented more thoroughly as it is generated
making it more accessible to new users and review personnel.
A final advantage of the CAMAC software system is the ease with which
it is understood. Since it is structured to directly support the pool of
hardware, there is never any indecision about the software requirements of
a given hardware system. As soon as the hardware modules for an experiment
are chosen, the software support functions required by these modules are
known. The process of reviewing and approving an experiment software system
for flight is greatly simplified since large sections of that software will
be from the CAMAC software pool.
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3.2 EXISTING SOFTWARE SYSTEMS
^.
	
	
Four examples of software implementation for CAMAC systems were selected
from the large number of available examples. As in the case of CAMAC hard-
ware (see Section 3.1.2 and Appendix I, Volume II), a CAMAC Product Guide
for software is published in each issue of the CAMAC Bulletin. The edition
from Issue No. 14 (December 1975) is reproduced in Appendix I of this volume
to illustrate the amount and type of CAMAC software currently available.
3.2.1 Hot Fuel Examination Facility
3.2.1.1 General Description
The Data Acquisition and Process Control System at the Hot Fuel Examin-
ation Facility is primarily a dedicated system for computerized automatic
control and data acquisition of fuel element examination via two CAMAC par-
allel highways. The software system is relatively static because of its
dedicated function. The software system, operating on a Datacraft 6024/3
central processor, makes extensive use of assembly language to achieve high
operating efficiency.
Hot-cell examinations such as gamma scanning produce vast amounts of
data, and only so much data can be taken during an eight- hour shift. Auto -
mation of the examination device has improved the situation by making it
possible to operate the device twenty-four hours a day without operator
attention and by improving the efficiency of the machine through automation.
The Data Acquisition and Process Control System uses a Datacraft 6024/3
central processing unit. This is a medium-sized computer with a word length
of 24 bits, a cycle time of 1 microsecond, and 32•-k-word magnetic core mem-
ory. Peripheral equipment consists of a 28-megabyte moving head disc, two
9-track magnetic tape units, four 7-track magnetic tape units, card reader,
line printer, teletype, encineering display terminal, three remote terminals,
and the two CAMAC parallel highway systems. Figure 3-1 is a schematic of
the system.
3.2.1.2 Software System Description
Operation System - The Disc Monitoring System (DMS-III) operating system
provides foreground multiprogramming concurrently with background batch pro-
o-	
cessing. The real-time, application programs are run in foreground and
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receive highest priority. Background programs, which carry out the data
reduction, are serviced as time permits. Each time a significant event
occurs; e.g., an operation that causes an active program to become idle,
the program list is examined from top to bottom to find a program to run,
the dispatcher enters in idle loop to await another significant event; i.e.,
an operation that causes a suspended program to become active.
For high-speed devices such as magnetic tape or disc units, the trans-
fer of data one word at a time under program control is too slow. The
Datacraft operating system provides for Automatic Block Transfer Channel
(ABC). After the ABC is initialized with information on size of block and
storage locations, data is transferred twenty-four bits at a time without
CPU action. An individual channel is capable of using one out of every
three memory cycles for a rate of 333-k words per second. By means of
special instructions, multiple channels can be overlapped to achieve an
aggregate rate of one million words per second.
Application Programs
..
- Programs for DAPCS have been designed in modular
fashion; i.e., usually each CAMAC module has a corresponding subroutine.
Where several CAMAC modules are similar, more generalized subroutines have
been designed. These subroutines reside as members of the disc library
files and can be accessed by any program.
The data word output from the software system to the CAMAC system is
twenty-four bits in length. This is possible due to the computability of
the computers 24-bit word and the standard CAMAC 24-bit word.
The six parts of the CAMAC command word are standardized as crate
address (CR), station or module number (N), subaddress'(A), function code
(F), initialize (Z), and graded-L request (BG). These components of the
CAMAC command word are arranged from the most significant bits to least
significant bits (left to right) as follows: (BG), (Z), (F), (A), (N), and
(CR).
a
The CAMAC command words are given mnemonics that correspond to the
x
CAMAC task to be performed. 	 For example, the mnemonics for the command
word to read the ADC Multiplexer for the fuel element-clamping-guide force
(CR N AD FO ) is RADCCG.	 Broken down,	 this	 is Read (FO )	 the ADC (N)
	 for
i
Clamping Guide force	 (AO }.	 Similarly, RADCSR refers to Read (FO ) the ADC
Y
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(N) for Sense Rod position (A2 ). The command words and their mnemonics
are stored in the subroutine or program where they are used.
The components (F A N CR) of the command word could be passed to the
CAMAC driver with the actual command word put together in the CAMAC driver.
This would eliminate the storage of command words; however, the same com-
mand words would have to be assembled many times and the CAMAC driver would
be lengthy. As indicated in the previous paragraph, the command words are
defined and stored in the program where they are used.
CAMAC Driver - The CAMAC driver for the DAPCS is a subroutine OUTWD. It is
necessarily written in Datacraft assembly language. The efficiency afforded
by the assembly language is also important because the CAMAC driver is
called over 2-1/2 million times per Gamma Scan. In an average precision-
gamma-scanning program,around 300 spectra are taken and OUTWD is called
roughly 8300 times per spectrum.
The main features of the routine OUTWD as the means of implementing
CAMAC commands are as follows:
e OUTWD provides a standard method of addressing all CAMAC systems.
All real-time programs are written in a similar way. Training
required for new programmers is 'reduced and programming time
required for experienced programmers is decreased.
® The subroutine can be called from a main program written in
assembly language or a higher-level language such as FORTRAN.
e Each time a command word is output to a remote crate, the on-line
status of that crate is automatically checked.
e Handshake must be returned from the addressed crate before the
program will continue.
® A second try to output the command word is attempted if the hand-
shake is lost because of electrical noise.
e Transmission errors are checked for in either direction.
e A second try to output the command word is attempted if a trans-
mission error occurs because of electrical noise. This includes
parity, framing, and stop/start bit errors.
e The advantages of a subroutine such as OUTWD outweigh the over-
head time in its execution. A normal execution of OUTWD takes
approximately 100 machine cycles or 100 microseconds, #^	 a
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3.2.2 Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory
3.2.2.1 General Description
The Basic Instrument for the Support of On-Line Needs (BISON) system
at Fermilab provides high-speed communication links using CAMAC equipment
to interconnect two central CDC 6600 ' s with a variety of user minicomputers
(mostly DEC PDP-11's) in a multiplexed star network. The software system
provides for efficient, transparent data transmissions between users and the
central computers. For immediate data analysis, each experiment is allowed
to transfer one 1024 -word buffer from its minicomputer to the CDC-6600's,
per accelerator cycle. The majority of the data are reduced and analyzed
either by the controlling minicomputer with visual display or batch pro-
cessed by the CDC-6600's.
The intercomputer communication is by CAMAC modules which provide hard-
ware independence. Each station consists of a transmit / receive module and
two 1024 -word, 24-bit memories. One memory is the transmit memory and the
other the receive memory. At the other end of two coaxial cables is a
similar set of modules, and each set of modules is connected by a proper
interface to a computer. This provides CAMAC-controlled computer-to-
computer communication. This communication link is shown schematically
in Figure 3-2. Figure 3-3 illustrates a typical PDP -11 BISON configuration.
3.2.2.2 Software System Descriptionion
The Fermilab has developed a library of software to support the CAMAC
instrumented experiments. A number of PDP -11 operating systems are used.
In addition to operating systems provided by Digital Equipment Corporation
(DEC), Fermilab has developed their own PDP -11 operating systems called
SPEX and BSX. Of course, each experimenter must develop his specific appli-
cation program, but Fermilab has many subroutines to aid in debugging pro-
grams, handling data, displaying data, formatting, etc. FORTRAN callable
CAMAC handlers or drivers in assembly language are provided for several
branch driver/ PDP-11 interfaces.
Fermilab has developed an interpreter to format desired CAMAC commands
t	 into Task tables that are then used by the CAMAC driver. This aids in tr::
development of application programs by the experimenters.
^	
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nOperating Systems - As mentioned above, a number of operating systems are
available to be used at Fermilab. The PDP-11 operating systems include
1
DEC's Real-Time RT-11 disc operating system, DEC's RSX multitask system,
and Fermilab-developed systems SPEX and BSX. SPEX is the spectrometer
executive developed by Experiment 96 for use at the Meson Laboratory's
Single-Arm Spectrometer. It is a core-resident multitask supervisor that
swaps tasks in from the disc as they are required and frees core for addi-
tional swapping as tasks exit.
BSX is the primary operating system for PDP-11's. It is a core-resident
real-time interrupt-driven multitask supervisor that is operated with DEC's
DOS. The PDP-11's trap directives are used to control the various Tasks,
by changing the Program Counter (PC) and the Processor Status Word(PS). A
trap is effectively an interrupt generated by software. When a trap occurs,
the contents of the current PC and PS are pushed onto the processor stack
and they are replaced by the contents of a two-word trap vector containing
a new PC and new PS.
Application Programs - Appropriate subroutines are provided at Fermilab to
allow FORTRAN application programs to operate in real-time. In addition,
FORTRAN callable utility subroutines are provided to retrieve parts of
words, shift bits of words, modify words, and work with specific addresses.
The application programs used at Fermilab are numerous and constantly
changing, as contrasted to those at DAPCS where a few programs are used
month after month. At Fermilab there are two ways to implement CAMAC systems.
One used the Kinetic Systems serial branch driver in an inexpensive data
transfer approach. For the Kinetic Systems KSOOli,-a table of directives,
properly formatted, provide experiment contron and data transfer under pro-
gram control (i.e., no hardware block transfers). The FORTRAN callable
routine, KS0011, transfers the desired CAMAC commands.
The other method at Fermilab for data transfer, including block trans-
fer of data by Direct Memory Access (DMA), uses an EG&G BD011 branch driver
and at least one DEC Device Register Interface (DR11-A). The BSX operating 	
f
system provides for much of the task priorities, interrupt, and CAMAC
handling. For example, a PDP-11 assembly language application program can
define eight word task tables, define specific tasks, and proceed to accom-
plish the tasks under program control solely by BSX. The trap directives
are all FORTRAN callable.	 91
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While BSX can perform CAMAC handling, the general FORTRAN approach
uses BSX through various subroutines. A labeled common (CAMCOM) of seven
one-word integer variables is used to provide for "CAMAC BRANCH DEMAND
interrupts," status of buffers, etc.
The routine CAMVL is used to initialize the Branch Driver (BDO11) and
up to four DR11-A's. This allows up to four high-priority (DMA) events;
i.e., non-BD011 interrupts, to be initiated by DR11-A's. Included in the
Call statement are the interrupt vector address and respective list of
CAMAC commands for up to four interrupts. Also included is a word control-
ling the mode in which event-associated CAMAC processing will be performed,
The lists of commands are coded with the first five words defining event
variable, maximum word count, release and initialization flags, and a "non-
interrupt routine" address before the actual CAMAC commands which are
regular BD011 crate selection-word count and instruction words.
In addition to the above DR11-A interrupts set up by CAMVL and normal
Branch Demand interrupts, explicit program calls to the routine CAMIO will
initiate specified CAMAC operations. This provides for lower priority
CAMAC operations. Up'to eleven calls may be queued up at a given time and
these tasks specified by task vectors will then be processed on a FIFO
(first in first out) basis.
Other FORTRAN calls are available to handle buffers, branch demands,
errors, etc. and also to enable or disable the DR11-A interrupts. These,
along with the FORTRAN utility programs, must have the task vector format
to conform to the standard BSX task table.
CAMAC Driver - The system does not have a directly identifiable CAMAC driver.
The Operating System, BSX, in many respects serves the function of a CAMAC
driver; i.e., CAMCOM (common block), CAMVL and CAMIO combine to establish
the CAMAC command that BSX then passes to the branch driver (BDO11) and,
hence, to the CAMAC system. Similarly, a call to KS0011 passes the desired
command to the KS0011 branch driver. The cal? itself includes the list of
commands coded per simple setup and action words. A standard FNA is in the
action word while the crate number, number of CAMAC words to be transferred,
and the control bits are contained in the setup word. This, within the
established formats, both parallel and serial CAMAC branch drivers are
FORTRAN programmable.
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3.2.3	 Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory
3.2.3.1	 General
	 Description
The software system for data acquisition in experiments using CAMAC at
Los Alamos is designed to support high-speed data acquisition on CAMAC sys-
tems controlled by a PDP-11 via a microprogrammable branch driver (MBD).
The software system provides CAMAC drivers for the PDP-11/branch driver.
combination, utility routines and a special task-oriented language inter-
preter to facilitate user application program development.
The arrangement rel-ative to the PDP-11 unibus is illustrated as Figure
3-4.	 The dotted arrow indicates the additional six CAMAC crates that could
be added to the system.
	
The event trigger is a special CAMAC module that
was designed to identify the various different classes of events, to facili-
tate control and testing of the equipment, and to facilitate communication
between different modules in the system.
The MBD contains a full-fledged processor withan instruction time of
350 nsec, eight priority structured DMA channels which share access to the
CAMAC branch and unibus, and a sharable control memory (1024 words). 	 The
MBD controls the CAMAC branch, is ;capable of performing DMA data transfers
to PDP -11 memory, and can interrupt thePDP-11.
iThe MBD was required at Los Alamos because many of the experiments have
Ik	 high event rates and very high data rates.	 Their minimum system requirements
f are: two DMA channels for experimental data, one DMA channel to display accu-
mulated data, and one DMA channel for communication with Los Alamos Meson 	 1
Physics Facility terminal' computers.
The three major parts of the MBD are: the PDP-11 computer interface,
the CAMAC branch driver, and the microprocessor.	 The computer interface
	
1
has five 16-bit registers.	 These are:	 1) memory address register (MAR), 2)
memory data register (MDR), 3) control and status register, 4) program data
register, and 5) mask register. 	 The MAR and MDR are DMA ',channel	 registers
controlled by the processor which controls the PDP-11 data during all DMA
transfers.'
The branch driver is a conventional design with three basic registers;
w	 the 16-bit command register (CNAF), the 24-bit branch data register, and
the 24-bit:; graded-L register.	 In order to get around the problem of the
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command requiring seventeen bits, three different command types are defined:
read, write, and control/test.	 Bit F8 is omitted from the command word and
is provided by the processor. The processor is in complete control of the
branch driver.
The microprocessor is the control device that gives the MBD the speed and
flexibility such that transfers between registers is faster and requires less
hardware than with gates alone. 	 The arithmetic and logic unit (ALU) is the
heart of the processor and it connects the Source bus and the Destination
bus.	 One microinstruction of the ALU transfers words between any of the regis-
ters connected to the buses.	 An important function of the processor is to
multiplex and control the eight DMA channels. 	 In addition, the processor con-
trols all communication between the CAMAC branch and the computer I/0. 	 This
frees the PDP-11 for use in real-time data computations.
The Event Trigger Moudle provides for 32 external signals to be entered
into the system Via the CAMAC dataway on a priority basis. 	 Receipt of an
external trigger generates a Look-at -Me, causing the MBD data acquisition
channel to begin execution, and it signifies that one of the 32 user-defined
events has occurred.	 The trigger module also provides "busy" 'outputs that
x
can be monitored.
3.`2.3.2	 Software System Description
Operating System - The PDP-11-operating systems at Los; Alamos are DEC RSX-11D
or RSX-11M, interrupt-driven multitask supervisor systems.	 Where the Fermi-
lab operating system (BSX) accomplished most of the CAMAC operations through
task tables, at Los Alamos most of the CAMAC data acquisition is accomplished
by the application program and CAMAC (QA) handler. 	 Figure 3-5 is a simplified
software block diagram.	 The operating system is involved with the tape unit,
the display, disc histograms, core histograms, and the histogram display;	 i.e.,
the _computer non-CAMAC I/O functions. 	 A portion of the QMBD, which is a
f ' resident data-acquisition MBD code, can also be considered part of the oper-
ating system.
Application Programs	 At Los Alamos, the application programs which must be
E prepared specifically for each given application, and, hence, supplied by the
user of the programs, are the event descriptions, the event processors, and
the initialization sequence.	 The event descriptions are provided via a special
95
easy-to-use event specification language (Q system), while the event proces-
sors and the initialization can be written as FORTRAN subroutines.
An application program tailored for each experiment is referred to as
an analyzer program and is written, translated, and task-built with a standard
structure.	 The end result is two files: one an object file containing the
MBD code which acquires the data, and the other an RSX-11 task that processes
the data acquired. 	 Each analyzer program is given a name andis used else-
where when referring to the particular analyzer. 	 Each device is given a name
and is unique by including a module name (e.g., KS3610, Kinetic Systems 3610
scaler) and its address C, N', A. 	 The module names must be part of the Q`sys-
M
tem which defines the legal CAMAC operations on the modules.	 Each event for
the analyzer program is given a number, 0-238 , with 24-32$ reserved for spe-
cial	 system functions.	 Operand commands (e.g., RD24, read 24-bit data) may
be defined for multiple devices which were previously' defined. 	 Control and
test commands may be specified. 	 General CAMAC FCNA commands can be specified.
G The Q system translates the 'above and other normally-required CAMAC functions
to produce the required data acquisition and data analysis files.
	 The MBD
does the data acquisition and the PDP-11 does the data analysis.
What the above describes is a coded procedure to simplify the preparation
` of the application program.	 The specific steps or statements are defined in
i
Los Alamos documents and must be followed with a certain rigor in order to
satisfy the standard established format. 	 The result i.s an efficient coupling
of data acquisition using themicroprogrammed branch driver (MBD) and data
4 analysis using the PDP-11.
CAMAC Driver - As implied in the preceding section on application programs,
Vie Q system provides the required CAMAC driver.	 That is, the Q system at
Los Alamos interprets the input command statements and develops the required
code for the MBD to pass the desired commands to the proper CAMAC modules a
3.2.4	 Aluminum Company of America (ALCOA)
3.2.4.1'
	
General	 Description
The CAMAC support library for industrial systems at ALCOA provides an
extensive library of computer- independent software modules to facilitate the
development of diverse portable applications programsin standard ANSI FORTRAN
i
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supplemented by standard ISA bit manipulation routines. A wide repertoire
of computer/branch-driver-specific CAMAC drivers are available with a standard
FORTRAN call sequence. A flexible logical device table generator scheme is
included to handle diverse or variable hardware configurations with minimum
software impact.
i	 In order to make the software system applicable to a diverse range of
j I
	
	
industrial process control applications using many different control proces-
sors, a conscious effort has been made toward standardization; i,.e., CAMAC
I
	
	 hardware and ANSI X3.9-1966 FORTRAN software. Application programs are nor-
mally prepared in FORTRAN, and the hardware system support programs developed
and cataloged by ALCOA are FORTRAN callable. In addition to the hardware
system support programs; i.e., computer-CAMAC driver programs ALCOA has high-
level (FORTRAN) test programs, adaptor programs, and general utility programs.
3.2.4.2- Software System Description
Operating Systems - Specific operating systems are not required, and any sys-
tem with a standard ANSI FORTRAN complier for a given computer can be used
within the operational limitations of that system.
i
ALCOA has standardized their approach to CAMAC for various operating
!
	
	
systems, This standard is based on use of four registers for interfacing
(i.e. computer bus to CAMAC highway) which are used for-the following: 1)
COMMAND, 2) ADDRESS, 3) DATA, and 4) STATUS. These generic information classes
are kept, separate and intact. The COMMAND register is used right-justified
j
	
	
when mapped from register or data paths of more than five bits such as the
computer I/O bus. As for the ADDRESS register, the bits are given right-
justified as C, N A. Twelve bits are used for a parallel highway, while
fifteen bits are required for a'serial highway. Each crate must have a unique
address in the software and overall system structure. This becomes an"effec-
tive" crate address in multiple-highway systems and the translation between
effective address and physical crate address on a particular highway must be
done in thEt highway or computer-port selection software. for the DATA regis-
ter, which ) °quires twenty-four bits on the CAMAC side of the interface,
sign extension is used with right-justified data bits when the computer word
exceeds twenty -four bits and two or more non-CAMAC registers must be cascaded
with sign extension for computers with less than24-bit words. So far as the
f_
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STATUS register is concerned, the following is the standard: a) the least
significant bit indicates a No-Q response (i.e., it will be 1 	 if Q = 0), b)
the next least significant bit indicates No-X response, c) the third least
significant bit indicates a highway error, d) the next four bits are not
to be used (reserved for future definition). 	 A recommended option is that
the 'eighth or higher bit be assigned as an "interface busy" bit.	 Then,
when the software goes to read the status information, it can readily verify
that the CAMAC operation has been completed. 	 In most cases, the computer's
sign -bit will-,be most useful for this purpose.
{	 Application Programs - Specific CAMAC process control programs at ALCOA are
usually high-level programs written in ANSI Standard FORTRAN X3.9-1966.
These can be implemented by using a Logical Device Table; i.e., a table
formatted to assign a logical device number (LDN) to each device in a sys-
tem.	 Utility programs are available to generate the LDN's,,store this
array in COMMON, and to modify the table of LDN's as required.	 Each LDN
i	 can then be used in the application program as the argument in calls to
specific functional	 handlers; e.g., INTEGER FUNCTION INCHINT (LDN) which
returns an integer value from the respective plug-in module's Group-1 regis-
ter.	 Other FORTRAN callable functions or subroutines are used to handle
data words in arrays, 	 singly, or in bits; to test LAM's; etc'.
ALCOA has implemented the ISA-S61.1 Procedures (Instrument Society of
America) as the standard method for FORTRAN manipulation of bit strings.
Programs are provided for various computers when the manufacturer of the
computer does not provide for the ISA procedures.
I,	 CAMAC Driver - There are many CAMAC drivers used at ALCOA: i.e., one for
each computer-branch driver combir:ation used. 	 They are all used the same
with simply CALL CAMAC (FUNCT, ADDR, DATA, STATUS).
	
For multiple highway,
the driver for each branch drivel, is renamed and CAMAC is then made as 'a
highway selection code.
i
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3.3	 SPACELAB SOFTWARE SYSTEM
The primary hardware interface for data acquisition and control be-
tween Spacelab	 and investigator-supplied experiment instrumentation is
'i the Control and Data Management Subsystem (CDMS).. 	 This subsystem 'incor-
porates a Mitra 125S general purpose computer that is dedicated to support
of experiment operations.	 A complete set of software, including operating
system and user program development bits will be available for that compu-
ter.
	 An overall description of the Spacelab software system from the user's
standpoint is given in Section 4.5, Software, of the "Spacelab Payload
Accommodation Handbook," ESA, May 1976.	 This material
	 is reproduced in
Appendix II for this volume.	 More detailed descriptions of the Spacelab'
software system and the CDMS operating system are contained in "Software
Specification," SR-ER-0001, ERNO, August 1975; and "CDMS Operating System,
Package Design Specification," SS-ER-0012, ERNO, September 1975.
The software provided for users with the CDMS system covers all aspects
of software development, integration, testing and operation, including in-
flight command and data handling.	 A functional breakdown of the total
Spacelab software system is shownin Figure 3-6.
The investigator's experiment specific software or ap plication 'g	 p	 p	 Pp	 program
will
	
interface with the experiment computer operating system (ECOS) and can
^	 4
make use of certain facili ty -type software incorporated in the flight
application software packages (FLAP).
The ECOS will be core-resident except for display .routines and will
consume approximately five percent of the computer execution time.
	 It
will	 handle the scheduling of tasks and allocation of resources with `execu-
tive routines for task scheduling, memory management, time management,
I
computer resources management, and asynchronous task handling.
In addition, it will	 provide; the software interfaces 	 (input/output
drivers) to the remote acquisition units (the hardware interface between
f
the CDMS and experiment instrumentation), the CRT display units and the
	
j
operator keyboards, as well as the standard peripherals. 	 The primary use
of FLAP for experiment operation will 'be in obtaining Spacelab subsystem
operating information such as resource availability.
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The software development aids are designed for operation on an IBM
370-series host computer. There are two HAL/S language compilers, one
producing IBM 370 machine language and one producing Mitra 125S machine
language.	 Programs in 125S language can be executed on a 370 with the use
of a 125S simulator supplied as one of the development aids. 	 There will
also be two version each of a 125S macroassembler and an editor. 	 One ver-
sion will	 run on a 370 and the other will run on a 1255.	 A simulator
running on the 370 for the entire CDMS exclusive of the 125S will be
available for program testing in conjunction with the 125S simulator.
Using the above set of development aids, the investigator will be
required to write his experiment-specific programs in either HAL/S or
in Mitra 125S assembly language. 	 Unfortunately, in spite of the complete-
ness of the available software in terms of types of functions implemented,
this is a serious deficiency from the typical user's point of view. 	 No
provision is made for users to write programs in any of the high-level
software languages commonly used for laboratory data systems. 	 Compounding
this problem for the investigator who is willing to work in assembly lan-
guage is the selection of a computer with which the typical user is totally
unfamiliar.	 The user will thus be forced to invest in the necessary ,time for
his programmers to become familiar with these languages. 	 In addition,
as is always the case when a new language is first learned, the efficiency
of the programming effort will be low initially and the execution efficiency'
of the resulting code will also be less than optimum for early efforts.
These potential problems will be somewhat alleviated if NASA is able
to supply standard software modules to the investigators to handle routine
repetitive operations such as accessing CAMAC hardware modules. 	 As a
result of these factors, it will be very important for NASA to supply as
much standard software as possible to somewhat relieve the burden placed
. on individual	 investigators.
i
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3.4 CAMAC SUPPORT SOFTWARE FOR SPACELAB
In investigating four existing approaches for software to support the
the use of CAMAC hardware, it was found that several different concepts were
used, sometimes even to meet similar requirements. 	 The Spacelab experiment
environment does not exactly match any of these four approaches and, in fact,
includes someaspects of each.	 In considering the software requirements of
the payloads analyzed in Task 2, a natural division into two distinct cate-
gories was found.	 The first of thesewas the use of CAMAC to implement
facility-type functions and the second was the use of CAMAC to implement
experiment-specific instrumentation.
3.4.1	 Software for Facility Use of CAMAC
The simplest of these two cases, in terms of selection of the best
approach, is the facility use of CAMAC. 	 In this case, the requirements_
change either very little or not at all as a function of time. 	 The facility
is reflown many times and accommodates new instruments from time to time but,
in general`, it supplies the same support functions on all flights.	 Because
the CAMAC software is written only once and used for many flights, a some=
what higher programming cost can be justified in order to achieve more effi-
1
cient software-performance in terms of resource requirements: execution
speed and memory size.	 It is universally accepted that programming in assem-
bly language can produce more efficient codes although at higher cost than-
j if a higher-level language is used.` 	 Because of the nature of the long-term
utilization of the CAMAC implemented facility.-type equipment for Spacelab,
the use of assembly language programs specifically tailored for each appli-
cation is the best choice.	 Responsibility for preparing the programs will
i usually best be left with the facility hardware development organization.
}
3.4,2	 Software for Experiment Use of CAMAC
For experiment =specific use of CAMAC, the variability of the software
' requirements means that software development will be a continuing process.
Therefore, a convenient, user-oriented software system is preferable in
F' spite of its reduced operating efficiency. 	 In this case, a wider variety
of techniques appears to be applicable, and the tradeoff among alternative
^i approaches is not always clear. 	 This uncertainty is exemplified by the =
-choice of different, approaches to solve similar problems in the four existing
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software installations surveyed. 	 In the case of Spacelab, however, there
is one major consideration that clearly drives the choice.	 Because of the
unfamiliarity of the typical user with the programming languages used with
the Spacelab computer, the burden on the user can be greatly relieved if
NASA provides a set of standard software modules that can be called in HAL/S
for use with the CAMAC hardware.	 The resulting_ programs will not be as
efficient in utilization of resources as the specially-coded facility pro-
grams discussed above, but the cost of preparing new experiment-unique soft-
ware for each mission will be greatly reduced.
The optimum system for reducing programming effort uses a hierarchy of
several routines.	 The lowest level	 is a single CAMAC driver that provides
i the basic hardware/software interface. 	 This handler is very hardware speci-
fic, depending on the computer and the CAMAC branch driver combination being
used.	 It would be written in 'assembly language for the Mitra 125S and pro-
vided as part of the ECOS and the simulators for the 370.
	 If a standard
branch driver is developed for use with the Spacelab CDMS because of the
high degree of commonality expected for this system-common hardware element
(see Section 3.1.1, Volume II), the development of a driver for the 125S/
branch driver combination would be a one-time effort that should be done in
conjunction with the branch driver hardware development.
The next level of subroutines would be the _standard CAMAC software
modules.	 These software modules would exist in a one-to-one correspondence
' with each type of CAMAC hardware module. 	 They would be callablefrom HAL/S
and, in turn, would call the CAMAC driver.	 They would allow reference to
individual hardware units by means of logical unit number rather than physi-
cal locations within the CAMAC crate system.
	
In this way, the user software
would be independent of the specific hardware configuration.
	 The correspon-
dence between logical unit numbers and hardware location would be established
by an initializing routine prepared by the integrating contractor.
	 This
approach is best illustrated by the logical unit table generation scheme
included in the ALCOA CAMAC support library.	 It would minimize the amount
of software modification required when the hardware configuration is changed.
The standard CAMAC software modules would be written in assembly 1-an-
guage since they will be unchanging with time.
	 In order to assure the auto-
matic `compatibility of CAMAC hardware modules with the software system, the
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standard CAMAC software module corresponding to each hardware module should
be developed in conjunction with the hardware.
The highest level of software would be the unique user-supplied appli-
cation program. This would be written in the high-level language, HAL/S
for each experiment and would access the CAMAC hardware by calls to the
standard CAMAC software modules. The user program would generally consist
of a main observation program along with at least two subroutines, one for
instrument control and one for data acquisitor.
The .CAMAC handler and standard software module would be provided to the
!
I
individual experimenter by NASA. 	 Either the experimenter or his instrument
contractor would prepare the experiment-unique software in each case. 	 Al-
though the resulting total software is not optimized in terms of execution
ti me or memory size, it certainly provides the lowest risk development in
terms of schedule and cost.
f^
The software cost impact of the use of CAMAC will depend on the host
software environment which is available.	 If the complete Spacelab software
system is available, the addition of the standard CAMAC software will greatly
simplify the user effort devoted to input/output data transfers between the
Spacelab computer and his experiment hardware, but this represents only _a
portion of the users application program development task.	 The main advan-
tage to the user would be the capability to write his applications program
in direct correspondence with the hardware with which he is most familiar -
the CAMAC modules used in his experiment rather than the Spacelab CDMS re-
mote acquisition units.	 If convenient, user-oriented, input/output drivers
for the Spacelab RAU are available in the Spacelab software system, the
cost differences due to the use of CAMAC equipment will probably be slight.
On the other hand, if the available Spacelab software support is limited or
	
a
inconvenient to use, the availability of standard CAMAC software can save a	
a
considerable amount of the user effort that would be required to develop
4
special	 input/output drivers specifically for his experiment.
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3.5 SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS FOR REPRESEVTATIVE PAYLOADS
i.- The Shuttle Infrared Telescope Facility (SIRTF) and the X-ray/Gamma-
ray payload were selected as specific examples to illustrate the software
implementation for payloads using CAMAC equipment.
3.5.1 Shuttle Infrared Telescope Facility Software
3.5.1.1 Major Categories of SIRTF Software
In considering what is needed to operate SIRTF during a Shuttle flight,
it is evident that two major categories of software functions are required.
The first is that which monitors and controls the operation of the telescope
facility, itself, and the other is concerned with data processing and con-
trol of whatever focal plane instruments are being used in the observations
being performed. The software in each of these two categories operates
mostly independent of that in the other category and the treatment of each
category as far as the creation and configuration management of the programs
A'wi ll	 be	 ifferent.
A wide assortment of programs and subroutines will be requi red in the
<y
category of facility software.	 An automatic initialization routine will be
necessary, to activate the telescope after the Shuttle has been launched and
-	 i
has arrived on station.	 This will	 include operations for uncaging and
starting cryogen flow.
	
In association with this initialization routine,
another program will be required to perform an automatic checkout and setup
of the telescope including such functions as focusing and establishingopti-
cal	 alignment using a laser source. 	 This latter function is especially
critical	 because the telescope will	 be incapable ofadequate alignment until
it experiences zero-g environment. 	 Additionally, there ,must be a facility
program to handle the overall pointing and control of the telescope during
operation.	 This program must interact with the Orbiter attitude control
programs and with the observation programs for the individual experimentsY
Finally:, an automatic shutdown program will be required that cages the tele-
scope and safes the facility in preparation for landing.;
The software associated with each of the individual experiments will
be primarily concerned; with providing operational control- to the instruments
^ 5 . and processing the data from the infrared observations.
	 The routine.that
i
governs the overall data gathering operation must interact both with the
F
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data processing program for the instrument and with the facility telescope
L
pointing programs. 	 Additionally, the experiment software must provide for
the display of experiment data on the Spacelab CRT's and also be able to
interpret inputs from the Spacelab keyboard, E:.
In order to determine the applicability of modularized CAMAC software
to SIRTF, consideration must be given to the different characteristics of
the two categories of software.
i
!`'
Specifically, since the software associated with the facility is inde-
pendent of whatever instruments might be mounted - i n the focal plane, it will !.
be developed as a part of the development of the facility on a one-time, non-
recurring basis.	 The software, associated with the focal plane instruments,
however, will change with each new instrument and will continue to be modi-
fied as the experiments are modified.	 These considerations indicate that :,z
the facility software is better developed uniquely for each of the facility
requirements and that it is only in the case of the experiment software that
benefit might be had from the modularized concept.
Additionally, it should be pointed out that the modular CAMAC concept
!
in the software presupposes the existence of CAMAC hardware with which to
interface.	 In Section 3.3''of Volume II, it was seen that except for the
housekeeping and fine pointing functions, all of the application of CAMAC #	 ;^
hardware was to the signals from the focal plane instruments. 	 There was
r
very liitle applicability for CAMAC in the rest of the facili ty.
3'
For these reasons, the analysis that follows will concern itself with
the application of CAMAC modular software to the instrument-related category
of SIRTF software almost exclusively.
	 The only exception will be that the
facility housekeeping and fine pointing functions will also be considered.
3.5.1.2	 SIRTF Software Requirements and System 'Design
The specific software functions required to support the operations of
the five SIRTF instruments are analyzed below. 	 Also included is an analysis !
and discussion of what is required to operate the housekeeping and fine :ry	 - i
pointing systems if they were implemented with CAMAC hardware as discussed
in Task 2 of this study.
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Filter Photometer - Operati on - When the filter photometer instrument is
..	
flown, it will have a preplanned program of observation to execute.
	 This
program will be established based on prior knowledge of Shuttle orientation,
sun-moon-earth positions, and the requirements of other instruments during
that mission.	 The observation of a single object (target) will proceed as
follows:
The payload	 specialist will tell the experiment computer (via keyboard'
input) that he is ready to move to the next object in the filter photometer r
'	 observing program.	 The computer retrieves the coordinates of that object
from the mass memory and from the Orbiter computer, gets the current orien-
tation of the Shuttle.
	 From this it computes the operations necessary to
acquire the target and display it for the payload specialist.
	
After the
target area has been acquired, the computer retrieves from mass memory
	 and
displays for the payload specialist 	 instructions about how to observe the
specific object.
	 This will	 include finding charts (to aid in fine pointing
acquisition), expected signal levels, filters and apertures to be used, and
any special instructions for carrying out the observation.x,
The payload specialist will. then perform the fine pointing functions
necessary to acquire the particular object to be observed within the target
area.	 The detailed operations required for this acquisition will depend on
how the facility ultimately provides for fine pointing control
	
(e.g., Joy-
stick, keyboard input, pushbutton).
`	 Having acquired the object, the payload specialist will
	 call-up the
observation mode program in the experiment computer and input the parameters
necessary to perform this observation. 	 These parameters will
	 include speci-
fying the amount of time to observe 	 the	 object before
	 moving to a nearby
piece of background sky and the number of times to repeat the object-sky-f
object cycle.
	 He will also specify the sequence of filters and apertures to
f"	 be used in making the observation.
	 In one mode of observation, he may re-
quire that a particular signal-to-noise ratio be attained before moving to
the next filter and aperture selection.
Having made these inputs, he will initiate the observation process that
will then proceed under computer control.
	 As the observation is made, the
experiment computer will perform all routine monitoring of instrument status
4	 parameters and control the fine pointing of the telescope.' 	 The computer
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it
will also perform real-time processing and display of the infrared data
^
	
	 and, visits interface to the Orbiter, output this data to the telemetry
system.
Filter Photometer - Software Requirements - The major software functions
{
	
	 required to operate the filter photometer as just described are shown in the
top level system diagram of Figure 3-7. The_Spacelab computer system is
indicated on the left of the figure and the CAMAC hardware used to support
	
y
the facility and the filter photometer is shown on the right. Each of the
blocks in between represents a module of software operating within the ex-
I
	
	 periment computer. The diagram does not show the separate subroutine that
is used for the initial retrieval of information from mass memor y to give
the payload specialist the background information required for each
observation.
The central control of any given observation resides in the observation
mode program. This program receives the keyboard instructions of the pay-
load specialist and uses ahem to execute the details of the observation.
In order to do so, it must interface with the facility subroutines for fine
pointing and housekeeping so that it can control the telescope. It also
must interact with the subroutines that process the data from the photometer
since it reacts to the signal-to-noise ratio of the infrared ,
 detector and to
other of the instrument parameters in determining the amount of time to be
spent on any given measurement.
The data acquisition subroutine is specifically oriented toward the
!	 filter photometer. It contains all of the data reduction parameters and
computation algorithms necessary to process the signal from the infrared 7
sensor_. By accessing the CAMAC module subroutines, it gets the digitized
!
	
	 data from the sensor. Information about filter position, aperture and
photometer temperatures are obtained from the instrument control subroutine.
Pointing and frequency of spatial chopping data come to it through the ob-
servation mode program. Upon request it provides processed data to the
payload specialist.
r	 a
The instrument control subroutine monitors the status of the photometer
and generates control instructions for the selection of filters', choice of
apertures, and the insertion of the blackbody calibration source into the
	 r
beam. It accesses the CAMAC module level subroutines as required to
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Iretrieve data from the photometer and generate control signals. 	 Upon re-
quest by the observation mode program, this subroutine provides the instru-
ment status parameters for display or changes the instrument configuration
for the next stage in the measurement process.
Both the data acquisition subroutine and the instument control subrou-
tine communicate with the photometer through the CAMAC module level subrou-
tines.
	 There is one of these for each module in the CAMAC crate supporting
the photometer functions. 	 They, in turn, access the hardware through a
CAMAC driver that is used in common by all of the CAMAC module software.
It is this driver that forms the software side of the software-hardware
interface in the CAMAC system.
The display and keyboard subroutines shown in the figure handle the 3
details of 'operating those two pieces of hardware.
	 If CAMAC is used in
these ,systems, then they also would be accessing module level
	 CAMAC sub-
routines.
The fine pointing and housekeeping subroutines interact with observa-
tion mode program for control of the telescope facility.
	 They will be dis-
cussed separately in a later section.
Filter Wedge Spectrometer'- As discussed in the earlier analysis of this
instrument, it is essentially identical operationally to the filter photom-
eter.	 It would require identical software and could be operated in the
same fashion except that measurements at many more filter positions would
be required:
Grating Spectrometer-- The primary difference between this instrument and
the filter photometer is that here the observation mode program and the a
instrument control subroutine must use and control the grating in the instru-
ment. `	 The particular spectral settings used in a given measurement will
vary depending on the nature of the object and the purpose of the measure-
ment.	 The choice of these settings will be input to the observation mode
program by the payload :specialist at the beginning of each observation.
The data acquisition subroutine will 	 have to incorporate the grating x
orientation into its interpretation of the signal from the sensor.
	 Other-
wise the grating spectrometer requires the`same.software and operates in
the same fashion as the filter; photometer.
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Detector Array - As discussed in an earlier section, the detector array is
functionally identical to the filter photometer except that it generates
256 identical signals and allows simultaneous measurement and mapping of
many points in a region of interest. 	 Each of the 256 signals may be thought
of as that from a single filter photometer and is processed in an identical
fashion.	 However, the capabilities of the data processing subroutine must
be much expanded to handle all of these signals at one time. 	 It also must
average the signal-to-noise calculation over the entire array of signals
in order to present reasonable signal-to-noise information to the observa-
tion mode program.
	
The display software for this instrument should be
capable of presenting the infrared map of the target area as it is accumu-
lated by the sensors'. 	 The only difference in the instrument status subrou,
tine from that for the filter photometer is that control, signals must be
provided to operate the pulse generator which clocks signals out of the
detector array.
Fourier Spectrometer - The software system required to operate the Fourier
spectrometer is organized the samefunctionally as that shown for the filter
photometer.	 However, the operations performed in the observation mode pro-
gram, data processing subroutine and instrument status subroutine and the
uses made of the fine pointing are significantly different from those in
the filter photometer system. 	 The primary reason for these differences ;is
that in this instrument the mechanical operation which causes the signal
variation detected by the infrared sensor is the motion of the Michelson
` mirror in the instrument itself and not the spatial chopping with the second
folding flat of the telescope.
One major result of this difference is that in this system the instru-
ment control subroutine must be more sophisticated than a photometer-type
system.
	
It must precisely control the motions of the Michelson mirror and
must continually keep the data processing, subroutine informed of these
.r
motions.	 In turn, the latter subroutine will have to precisely coordinate
its samplings of the 'sensor output with the movements of the mirror.
	
R
sizable data storage array will	 be required in which to accumulate the
I
samples from each of the different mirror velocities. 	 In order to present
the data as	 spectral distribution, the data acquisition subroutine will, a
u
either have to contain a fast Fourier transform algorithm or be able to
call upon one in the Spacelab software system.
tI
;a
z
r
x
The observation mode program for the Fourier spectrometer will main -
tain overall control of the measurements but will not be as directly in-
volved in the measurement process as it was in the photometer system. Once
it has put the object in the spectrometer aperture by controlling the fine
pointing system, it essentially turns control over to the instrument control
and data acquisition subroutines until the measurement is complete. At that
point, it resumes control and may call for a, display of the spectrum or may
repo'int the telescope at a nearby section of sky to take a background
measurement.
Housekeeping and Fine Pointing - The software to monitor the facility house-
keeping signals and to control the fine pointing of the telescope will operate
within the experiment computer and interface into CAMAC equipment but because
it is a permanent part of the facility and independent of whatever focal`
plane instruments are flown, it will be structured somewhat differently from
the CAMAC software associated with the instruments. In order that they may
be readi ly modified as the facility evolves and in order to be more easily
adapted to the various observation mode programs, the fine pointing and
housekeeping functions will be handled by separate subroutines. However,
instead of calling CAMAC module' level software to interface to the hardware,
these subroutines will access a facility interface routine which itself i
directly accesses the hardware:
The facil ity interface routine is written in the assembly language of
the computer. It is effectively an amalgamation of the CAMAC routines and
the CAMAC driver. In the case of facility_ software, this amalgamation is
acceptable because the hardware system is fixed and not continually being
reconfigured as it is for the instruments. Beicause_the facility interface
routine accomplishes the software/hardware interface in a single assembly
alanguage sta	 it is more efficient than the corre sponding interface in the9^	 P	 g
instrument software system.
The fine pointing subroutine itself performs all of the real-time
functions necessary to close the control loop on the orientation of the
second folding flat of the telescope. Through the interface routine, it 	 LL
relies heavily on the real-time interrupt capabilities of the computer to
react to changes in the pointing status of the telescope as they are detected Y	 2
by the quadrant error sensor.
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IThe housekeeping subroutine also depends or the 'real-time interrupt
structure of the computer in that it must respond to any changes in status
of the parameters it monitors.	 Additionally, it performs regular, routine
checks of all signals in the housekeeping system and stores processed
values for presentation to the observation mode program upon request.
3.5.1.3	 CAMAC Module Software Requirements
l
The requirements for CAMAC module level subroutines can be derived in
a straightforward fashion from the requirements for CAMAC hardware that
i
were established in Task 2 of this study.	 Table 3-1 is a software require-
ments analog of Table 3-16, Volume I'I, which summarizes all of the CAMAC
hardware requirements for SIRTF
The one difference in the software table is that there is no 'need to
indicate the number of module subroutines of a given type that are required
for each instrument.	 At most, only one of each type will be required no
matter how many modules of that type are used inthe hardware system.
	 This
reflects the fact that a single CAMAC module level subroutine can be used
to service many hardware modules.	 For each module, the subroutine is called
with an argument that specifies which hardware module is to be serviced.
i The only modules for which separate subroutines may be required are the
fast ADC's used in the detector array.
	 This will depend on the frequency of
rA
sampling for that system which in turn depends on the frequency of spatial
chopping that is used.	 It should also be noted that a separate type of sub-
routine is specified for the multichannel ADC's due to the slightly different
software structure required by the added complexity of addressing a specific
ADC channel.
Because the housekeeping and fine pointing systems access a custom-
designed interface routine as discussed earlier, they are not listed in the
..
j
table.	 Since they are the only subroutines that access digital-to-analog
converter modules, no module level subroutines for this function are required.
i
Not shown in Table 3.1 is the CAMAC interface level subroutine referred
to as the CAMAC driver in Figure 3-7.
	 This assembly language program accom-
plishes the detailed interface of the software system to the hardware system.
It is accessed by all of the module level subroutines and is, therefore,
required in the software system of every instrument.
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Table 3-1	 SIRTF CAMAC Software Module Requirements
SIRTF Instrument
CAMAC Module	 Filter	 Filter Wedge Detector Fourier	 Grating
Subroutine	 Photometer Spectrometer Array Spectrometer Spectrometer
Input Register	 •	 •	 •	 •	 •
l
Pulse Generator
	 i
Output Register
	
•	 •	 •	 •	 •
Stepping Motor	 ^' •	 •	 •	 •
Controller
ADC's
t
Single-channel, fast	 •	 •	 •	 •
Multichannel, slow	 •	 •	 •	 •	 •
I	 Multipl exer 	 •	 • m
!	 The CAMAC module level subroutines and the CAMAC driver will be fur-
T
nished to each instrument as a part of the package including the CAMAC
I
hardware modulesrequired by that instrument.	 After selecting his hardware
modules, the experimenter for each instrument will also receive a user's
guide to the module level subroutine associated with each piece of hardware
"
he has chosen.-	 Reference to these user's guides will greatly simplify the
generation of his data acquisition and instrument control
	 subroutines.
G ^	 a
K	 j'	 Additionally, the housekeeping and fine pointing subroutines together
with the CAMAC-oriented facility interface routine are available to each
experimenter.	 This will allow him to accurately control the fine pointing4 ,	
a
of the telescope by high'-order software operations.
	 He will not require a
detailed knowledge of the subtleties of the fine pointing control loop or
the intricacies of the software-to-hardware interface for this control:
Similarly, all of the housekeeping and status information from the facility
will_be readily accessible to him either by calling the subroutine car by
having the status-variables passed to him in common.
-Finally, the software necessary to drive the I/O units (keyboard and
CRT display) will be part of the software package available to each experi-
menter.
	 As mentioned previously, these will include the appropriate CAMAC
module level subroutines if CAMAC is the hardware standard used to implement
them.
1 x
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Thus, only three major elements of the software need be rewritten for
each of the instruments. 	 These are the observation mode program, data
acquisition subroutine and instrument control subroutine. 	 These can all
be written in the high-order language of the experiment computer and all
of their interface to the hardware will consist of simple calls to the
appropriate subroutines.	 The use of CAMAC and facility software thus mini-
' mizes the software effort required as differ nt instruments are developed
for use in SIRTF.
i
. 3.5.2	 X-Ray/Gamma-Ray Pallet Payload
3.5.2.1
	
Major Categories of X-Ray/Gamma-Ray Pallet Software '!
The X-Ray/Gamma Ray Pallet is composed of three independent instruments
primarily intended for preprogrammed automatic operation.
	 They _require no
specialized facility support from the Spacelab beyond the normal resource
provisions and pointing capability. 	 Because of these factors, no facility
software is required to support the operation of these instruments other
than the standard operating system for the Spacelab experiment computer.
- Each instrument does, however, require a unique set of experimenter-provided
software which can 'readily be partitioned in the manner recommended in
Section 3.4.
	
The programming effort required to develop this unique set of
software would be greatly reduced if the recommended set of standard soft-
..
ware modules were supplied to the experimenter by NASA.
3.5.2`.2	 X-Ray/Gamma-Ray Pallet Software <Requirements
Because of the similari ty of the software requirements for the three
instruments that form the X-ray/Gamma-ray pallet, Figure 3-8 can be used to
represent; the software and hardware interrelationships for each instrument.
As shown in Section '3 of Volume II, all electronic requirements for these
instruments can be satisfied with NIM and CAMAC hardware with the exception
{
of a limited number of amplification and power supply requirements.	 In
particular, all data and control interface functions are implemented with
CAMAC modules and this interface is represented by the block at the far
right side of Figure 3-8.	 The software interface is provided by a standard
NASA=provided CAMAC driver. 	 In addition, a set of standard, NASA-provided,
'CAMAC module level subroutines are used to reduce the programming effort
z
for the instruments.	 These subroutines provide access to the individua l
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Figure 3-8.	 X-Ray/Gamma-Ray Pallet Payload Software System Diagram
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6CAMAC hardware modules from a high-level programming language on a one-for-
r
one basis.
The only unique software that the experimenter must provide for an
individual instrument is the main observation program and its associated
instrument control and data acquisition subroutines.	 This set of unique
software is executed in the environment of the Spacelab experiment computer
system hardware and software and calls the standard CAMAC software modules
as required.
Large Area Proportional Counter Array - The Large Area Proportional Counter
Array has very few control requirements.	 In the normal data acquisition
mode, the instrument i s completely passive, responding on an event-by-event
basis to detected X-rays.	 Attitude control operations, including- pointing
at sources and scanning regions of the sky with the optional modulation
collimators, are provided by the normal Spacelab facility capability.
The instrument control 	 subroutine satisfies two housekeeping-type
functions.	 The ongoing activity is the maintenance of the gas pressure in
the MWPC's within pre-established limits.	 This requires periodically mea-
suring the pressure in each of the ten MWPC's by means of the transducers
connected to CAMAC ADC's.	 When the pressure falls below the desired range
r	 ,
for a given MWPC, the gas supply valve is actuated by a CAMAC output driver
until the pressure reaches the upper limit of the desired range. 	 The Cali-
bration function is an infrequent operation occurring at preprogrammed
times.	 CAMAC stepping motor drivers are used to position radioactive sources'
in front of each MWPC and CAMAC position encoders are used to determine the
exact source position in each case.	 These sources are left in front of the s
MWPC's for a fixed length of time and then retracted so that normal data ;4
taking can resume.	 The instrument control subroutine would utilize four
standard CAMAC software modules, one corresponding to each type of CAMAC
hardware module mentioned above, in addition to the standard CAMAC handler. 7
The data acquisition subroutine can react to the occurrence of an 4
event in one of two ways, =depending on how the event trigger is implemented
in the hardware. 	 If the instrument is assigned to a computer interrupt,
event data can be acquired on a prioritized demand basis.
	 In this case, the
data acquisition software must be prepared in the form of an interrupt sub-
' S routine with appropriate entry, exit and register save functions as required
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Iby the operating system. If the instrument uses a CAMAC input register for
setting an event flag, then that CAMAC module must be periodically polled
at a rate that is significantly higher than the expected event rate in order
to avoid substantial counting rate type losses. The polling function can
probably best be performed at the system level rather than, by periodically
calling aUser-supplied program. In this case, the data acquisition sub-
routine could be activated by a software generated interrupt or in a less
direct context change, by the time sharing system.
Once activated, the data acquisition subroutine would access the CAMAC
hardware modules to recover the event specific data and the updated scaler
values not directly associated with the occurrence of an event.	 This data
would be buffered in the memory for logging to permanent storage and also
made available to the instrument observation program. 	 After obtaining the
event data, the data acquisition subroutine would perform any necessary
resetting and clearing of data buffers in the CAMAC hardware to prepare
the instrument for the occurrence of the next event. 	 A total of four types
of standard CAMAC software modules are required to perform these data acqui-
sition functions_. a
The observation program would coordinate the activities of the instru-
ment control and data acquisition subroutines, in particular during cali-
bration sequences.-	 It would also provide for any on-line preparation of
the data for quick -look displays used to verify proper operation of the l
instrument.
Bragg Crystal Spectrometer - From the standpoint of the software, the Bragg
Crystal Spectrometer can be treated as two separate instruments, with the
low-energy and high-energy spectrometers operated independently. 	 In the
normal data acquisition mode, both spectrometers respond to detected X-rays
on an event-by-event basis. 	 The instrument control subroutine must provide
active control of the crystal position during data acquisition. 	 The crystal
is stepped through a preprogrammed series of positions to provide energy
spectrum information and this observation cycle is repeated periodically.
Attitude control` operations are carried out by the normal;Spacelab facility
capability and are coordinated with the crystal observation cycling.
In addition to controlling the crystal positions during experiment
observations, the instrument control subroutine also provides for gas
118
pressure control in each of the MWPC's and performs calibration operations
for both spectrometers. From a software standpoint, these functions are
identical to those described for the Large Area Proportional Counter Array.
In total, the instrument control subroutine would use four standard CAMAC
software- modules.
The data acquisition subroutine would be written to correspond to the
specific hardware configuration of CAMAC modules used for the spectrometer.
Its operational concepts and functions provided,, however, would be identical
to those discussed for the Large Area ProportionalCounter Array. A total
of four standard CAMAC software modules would be used for the data acquisi-
tion subroutine,
The observation program would also be similar in functional concept to
that for the previous -instrument. Any on-line data reduction and quick
look displays would, of course, be specifically tailored for this instru-
ment. In addition, the observation programfor this instrument would have
to provide for the coordination of the crystal observation cycles and the
Spacelab attitude control.
High-Resolution Gamma-Ray Ge(Li) Spectrometer - The software requirements
for the High-'Resolution Gamma Ray Ge(Li) Spectormeter are not as extensive
as those for the preceding two instruments, although the basic concepts are
the same. The only function performed by the instrument control subroutine
is the maintenance of the proper temperature environment for the optimum,
performance of the solid state detector. This subroutine requires two
standard CAMAC software modules
The data acquisition subroutine again responds on an event-by-event
basis as for the previous two instruments. It uses three standard CAMAC
software modules. The observation program deals_ primarily with the data
'R
	
	
acquisition subroutine since the temperature_' control provided by the instru-
ment control subroutine is a continuous, unchanging activity except for
periodic assessment of housekeeping data.
3.5.2.3 CAMAC Module Software Requirements
The X-Ray/Gamma-Ray Pallet requirements for CAMAC module level subrou
tines are summarized in Table 3-2. A total of ten different module subrou-
tines are used. As described in the SIRTF payload discussion, each
I 
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Table 3-2.	 X-Ray/Gamma-Ray Pallet Payload CAMAC
Software Module Requirements
Instrument
P Large-Area	 Bragg	 High-Resolution
Proportional,	 Crystal	 Gamma-Ray
r
CAMAC Module	 Counter Array Spectrometer	 Spectrometer
Scaler	 • •_	 •
Position Encoder
	
•
Input Register
	
• •
Output Driver
	 •; i-
Stepping Motor Controller	 •	 •
Time Digitizer
	
•	 •
ADC's
DC level '	 •	 •	 •
low-resolution pulse	 •	 •
high-resolution pulse 	 •
`
DAC	 •
! subroutine is used on a shared basis for all hardware modules of that same
type.	 Thus, although over 100 CAMAC hardware modules are utilized for
' this payload, the ten standard subroutines listed in the table, combined
with the single standard CAMAC driver, satisfy all software interface r
s requirements.
3.5.2.4
	
CAMAC Software Applicability Summary
As was found in the case of the SIRTF'payload, a significant program-
ming burden, and consequently cost, can be removed from the individual
investigator using the X-Ray/Gamma-Ray Pallet if NASA supplies standard
CAMAC software modules corresponding to the hardware utilized. 	 In this way, 3
the individual	 investigator is freed from the hardware/software interface'
manipulation requirements and can concentrate on his observation mode pro-
gram and its associated data acquisition and instrument control subroutines.
r
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INTRODUCTION
The Software Products Section of the CAMAC of the software listed is commercially available,
Products Guide lists a number of software packages, information about other is presumably available
I	 programs and routines which have been developed from respective authors. The correctness of each
f	 by software firms, manufacturers of CAMAC entry	 has	 been carefully checked against data
equipment, and at research laboratories. provided.
Work is going on to implement IML — the inter- Inclusion in the list does not necessarily indicate
mediate level CAMAC language. One contribution endorsement, recommendation or approval by the
to IML implementation is listed below, but at least ESONE Committee, nor ,does omission indicate
five other laboratories are at present engaged in disapproval. z
(	 -	 implementing IML on several computers. The classification used tentatively and reproduced
The products listed below are either in current below, is the same as was proposed in the March
use or will be so in the nearest few months. Some
I
I
I
1974 issue (No. 9) of this Bulletin. t
I
I I
II
I
I
i.
SOFTWARE CLASSIFICATION GROUPS
Page Page
S	 Software. 54	 Support Software I;(translators).	 xLt l
•541
	 Assemblers (with/without macros)._
.50	 Fundamentals Concepts, General Sub-
-542	 Cross-Assemblers, Cross-compilers.jects.	 xxxvu 543 -Compilers.
.500	 General Descriptions, Documentation,
•544	 Interpreters, Algorithms. $`etc.
5
.501	 Languages.
.510,21- .55	 Support Software I1.	 XL III
.551	 Loaders.
.51	 User-Oriented Programs I (full system
.552	 Linking Programs.
support
	
with	 user	 run-time	 and
CAMAC system service programs). xxxvnt 553	 Utility Routines.
.52	 User-Oriented Programs II (specific
.57	 Other Service Programs. 	 xLiv ae
run-time programs).	 xxxlx
.571	 .Editors. p'
.53
	
User-Oriented Programs III (subpro- .572	 Debugging Routines.
grams, routines, Hardware programs).	 xxxtx .573	 Test Routines.
XXXV1
.50 Fundamental Concepts, General Subjects
READER SENVICt REF	 NO	 14,5001 OESCRIPTIUN-	 •	 -
CLASS COOL 50 DEMANDS UN MtAL•TIME SYSItMS SUCH AS MINIMUM EAECUIIUn 	 TIML
- TIT LE • -	 •	 • IMPLEMENTING CA MAC BY COMPILERS MINIMUM CURE REWUI HEMENTS, ETC „ NLCUMMLNO TML USE OF CUM.
AUTHOR(S)-	 - K NE I3, GFK,	 LYKLUTNUN•LM „ PILERS	 IN PkUGMAMMINtr,	 THE FUSS181LIlY	 TU IMFLLMEN1	 A	 LAMACWW,
ARL3RUHE,	 GERMANY LANGUAGE BY A COMPILER 	 15 FIkST UP. ALL	 A FUNCTION UP	 THE
PUPIL , REF,	 • PRUC CA MAC SYMPUS, LUXMBG, DEC 19IJ LEVEL AND CUNCtPT OF	 T-t LAN6VAGL. Mt TA.LANGUA6hb,	 THE SYN-
TAX OF	 A PRUGRAMMIN6 LAN6UAGt,AWEUSED	 IU FUNMULAIE ACUM.
PILLR FUR A SPECIFIC LANGUAGt,	 ?ME M6TMUV UESCMIbtU HAS	 i
BEEN USED	 Tu .N1TE	 A. LUMP.ILEH FUN IML,	 THE	 INTERMEDIATE. LEVEL	 9
- .CAMAC LANGUAGE, 	 I M PLEME N TED	 IN AN ASSEMBLER LNVIWUNMt NT.
- READER SERVICE . RLFNO	 14,5002. DESCRIPTION..
CLASS CODE: -. .50 DISCUSSION OF FRUCLUUkL CALLS AS	 THE B A SI S FUN CAMAC	 SUFI.Akt
.TITLE • • • • PROCEDURE	 C A LLS • A Pk A6MATIC	 - WITHIN HIGH-LEVEL LANGUAGES. 	 CUMPARISU N. -ITM SYNTAX MUDIFIW
APPROACH CATIONS TOLAN6UAGLS,	 DISCU33IUN OF	 IMPLEMLNYATIUN
AUTHOR(S)- • J,	 M IC H ELSON,	 M,	 MAL• L.ING) RESTRICTIONS out	 TU LANGUAGE NEOUIWLMLNT3. FUN EXISTING HIGH-
KFA.,	 JUELICM, LEVEL LANGUAGES, E,G. CLUStD SYSTEM.SU6RUU1INk.S RMICM LXL-
-	 - PUBL, REF,	 • .PRUC CAM AC. SYMPUS,	 LUXMBG,	 DEC	 1973 CUTE ONE DtF1NLO UFENATIUN	 (I N VOLVI N4 UNE . ON MORE .CAMAC
.
CYCLES AS A GRUUF). LUMPARISUN OF USWNIM CAMAC FUN1RAN 	 ='
ESUNEREGSIR - DATE 71 . MAY	 1974 SUBROUTINES AND.FRULEDURE-CALL SYNTAX OF 	 EBUNt S•G'IML
-
- LANGUAGE,	 APPLICATION OF PWUCLDUNL •CALLS TO AFPLILAIIUN.
I •. ORIENTED. SOFTWARE. 	
3
READER SERVICE REF	 NO 14,b00J DESCRIPTION-
CLASS CODE • bOI(PL•11)' PL-11.15AN INTEkMLDIATL •Lt VtL,	 M ACM1Nt-URIEN7tU PHU6k AMMING
TITLE . ' CAMAC FACILITIES	 IN	 THE PRO4NAMM1NG LANGUAGE EXTENDED	 1O I	 CNCLUDE CAMAC PLAI.UNLb.	 SYNTACIIL PURM	 y
- .LANGUAGE	 OF	 PL.•.1.1 OF.	 CA M AC	 STATEM ENTS. AWE ANALUGUUS	 TO	 STANDAWU PL•1.1. STATE..
AUTHOR(S)- .ROBERT	 D .RUSSELL,: CLRN,	 GENEVA MENTS..	 SY M BULIC	 N AMES FUR VARIABLES AND FUNCTIONS AML OE•.	'.
-	 !	 : PUBL, REP.	 • PRUC CAMAC SYMPUS, LUX M BG,	 DEC	 1977 CLAWED AT ONCE . , A N D UPtWATIUNS ANt EXECUJLU BY STAIEMLNTb
YELLOW: NEPURT,CENN 	 74.24, DEC	 1974 . REFERRING TU THL5L. NAMES,	 USE OF	 SYMBOLIC NAMES MAKES PHU•:
NAME/ACRONYM • EXTENDED PL-11 GRAMS NEADABLE,	 AND SIMPLIFIES MUDIFICATIUNS OF CAMAC	 CON.
- OPERATIVE DATE- 1911/72 FIGUNATIUN3.	 .
COMPUTER •	 - PDP•11,	 WORD. LENGTH	 16 BITS EXAMPLE UP STANDARD STATEMENT--
INTLRFACL. (S) .• CA-11.(EGLG/URTLC) WM.ILE PRINTSTATUS • BUSY DU
SOFTWARE TYPE • LANGUAGE, . PL-1:1(EXTLNDED.) EXAMPLE UP CAMAC. STATEMENT-.
INCORP TECMNIGUE IN-LINE CODI NG OF CAMAC STATEMENTS WHILE CRTSTATUS • bUSY DU
- FACILITIES..• SYMBOLIC DEVICE NAME USED
(. .. DEMAND. HANDLI N G 15	 INCLUDED -	 -
ii
READER SERVICE REF	 NO	 14,50.04 DESCRIPTION•	 -	 -
CLASS CODE • ,901	 (CATY) . CATY: IS A MACHINE	 1NDLkt NOtN1	 MIGM.LLVLL LAN6UAGt BASEU UPUN
AUTHUR (5) • 	•'. F R GOLDING,. DAkG$BURY LABUMATVk1ES A. SUBSET OF	 tlA5IC	 WITH EXLENSIUN y P UN	 AUUNt5 y 1NG CAMAC.	 ..
-' NAME /ACRONYM . CATY PNUGNAM3 WRITTEN. I N CATY AWE	 CUMPILED ANU NUT	 INTENPNEIEU,	 -
E COMPUTER - ANY-	 - TMU3,.	 THE	 SPEED OF	 UPLWATIUN- WMEN CA M AC	 18	 TESTED UNOLk . LATY
T .:SOFTWARE TYPE	 • LANGUAGE	 (OASLD ON BASIC) 13 COMPARABLE -1TH	 THE SPEED OF UPERATIUN IN APPLICAIIUNS,
-. CATY HAS BEEN IM PLEMENTED UN SEVE R AL CUMFULERS (SEE	 _b4J),
1p READER SERVICE REF	 NO 14 , 5005 DESCRIPTION -i CLASS COOL . .501	 (CATY) T H E	 MAIN SPECIFICATIUN DESCRIBES	 THE FACILITIES	 AYAIL'AbLt	 IN
TITLE . . • • SPECIFICATION -UP	 THE. L AN GUAGE CATY 01030 THE. M ACHINE	 INDEPEN DENT	 M16H LEVEL LANGUAGE CATY, 	 AFPtNUICtS
AUTHOR($) • • R F CRAN F IELD,	 6EC ELLIUTT TO. THE S PLCIPICATIUN DESCRIBE	 THE ADUITIUNAL PEA 
JUN
	
isbucl.
j (SEE	 ALSO PREVIOUS ENTRY).. ATEU-Wit" IMPLt MENTATIUNS,. ALL USING GEC 	 ELLIUTT SYSTEM CRATE. 	 -
NAME/ACRONYM	
w....
CATY- INTERFACES ON` 
THE
. FOP•11,
	
NOVA, .GLL-4.080,	 AND 6EC..2060
` OBTAINABLE	 F'ROM•.. GEC ELLIOTT .(SEE LIST UP	 MANUFACTURtNS) COMPUTERS,
AVAILABLE UN/AS- DESCRIPTIO N 	-
SOFTWARE TYPE-. .LANGUAGE	 (BASED ON BASIC)
i READER SENVICE REF	 NO	 14.5006.. DESCR:IPT-ION•	 -
CLASS . CODE	 - .501	 (I. ML) IML 13 A LANGUAGE	 USED	 TO EXPRESS	 THE UPLRATIUN3. Ut SCWIBLO 	 -
TITLE . • • . TME DEFINITION UP I M L IN THE CAMAC HARU^Akt bPLCIFICATI.UNS,.AND 	 THEIR IN.IENACTIUN
A. LANGUAGE FOR USE IN CAMAC SYSTEMS WITH A COMPUTER SYSTEM.	 IML STATLMENTS LINK. CAMAC	 STRUCTURES,.
PREPARED BY .. ESUNE COMMITTEE . ,	 SOFTWARE W,G.,. ; AND AND MODES UP OFERATIUNTU UAJA-STNUCIUMEb AND WEAL—TIME'.`
AEC NIM COMMITTEE, SOFTWARE
	
W,G, sEATURLS	 114 	 THt	 COMPUTER	 SYSTEM,	 -
-) ..PUBL,
	 REF, REPORT ESUNE/IML/O1. OCT 	 19/4,	 AND THIS.: DEFINITION 13 A GUIDE PUN	 ?MUSE <IMVLEMENTl.N6 LANGUAGES
- REPORT. ITD.2661b,.: JAN	 1975 AND OPERATI NG SYSTEMS W MU .ISM-TU MAKE CAMAC INPUT/UUTPUI
NANt/ACRONYM . IML AVAILABLE TU USEWS, FEATURES AMC	 INCLOULU wHICt 3URPUR1	 THE
-MAINTENANCE BY. E3UNF CO MM ITTEE	 IN CULLABUNATIUN CAMAC BNANCM MIGH.AY AND THE CAMAC SERIAL MI(,M-#Y,
- WITH.. NIM. COMMITTEE 	 - THE LANGUAGE
	
15 DEFINED SEMANTICALLY --THE
	
SYNTAX USED
	 TU
` OBTAINABLE FRO M F.SONF	 SECRETARIAT : AND U.S. GOVERN. EXPRESS -IML DEPENDS ON THE ENVIRONMENT.	 IML MACRO
MENT PRINTI NG OFFICE RESPECTIVELY SYNTAX	 I M L-m l	 IS DEFINED IN AN APPENDIX.
ESONE REGSTR DATE. AUG/SFPT	 1974 ...
COMPUTER . ANY	 -	 ....
I
SOFTWARE.. TYPE LANGUAGE -
-READER SERVICE	 - REF	 NO	 14.b007 DLbCRIPTIUN• -
P CLASS CODE • .501	 (CASIC) CASIC	 IS BASED UN B A SIC AN U PRUVIULS ALL SIANUARU STATEMENTS
F :.TITLE • -.'•	 • A CAMAC EXTENDED BASIC. LANGUAGE.. OFbASIC PLUS A SETUP-CAMAC kLLATED STAIEMLNTb. 	 -
AUTHOR(S)- J M StRVENT. (SCMLUMBLRGLR) CASIC • LIKE BASIC	 -.I5 CONVERSATIONAL..-	 THE MUST	 RECENL
! NAME/ACRUNYM - CASIC VERSION LONFUWMS	 TU	 THE	 I ML LANGUA6t	 (SEE	 ,5U1(! M L))	 UtFINLU
OBTAINABLE FNUM.. SC M LU M BERGER	 (.SEE LIST OF MANUPACTURLkS)
-
BY	 THE ESONL COMMITTEL,
AVAILABLE.. UN/AS.- DESCRIP TION CASIC	 IS	 I MPLE M ENTED UN	 000 • 11-(SLE	 .54.4).-'.
I
i
:.SOFT*ARE	 TY P E-	 : LANGUAGE	 (EXTE NDED BASIC)
1
i
H
: ORIGINAL' PAGE IS
-_
OF POOR QUALM
r.51 User-Oriented Programs I (full system support) 0
READER 5LRVICL REF NQ	 14.bOOB DL5LNIPTION-
CLASS CODE • S1 THE SYSTL N SUFI. A )tt PALKAGt PLNMITS RLAJ AND •y 11L UP	 uP TU
T.ITLC- CA AC OPERATING SYSILM FOR 100 MODULES. NE AL.TlME	 TASKS MAY BL UEPIhEU uN•L1NL, 	 AbU	 I
CONTROL APP.LICATIUNS 60 ELFMLNTAMY. CUMMAMUS ARE PWt-DLP1NtD, 	 bULH Ab-. A
AUTMOR(S)• w OR B. ,Mt RTENS'	 1.	 EA,	 JUELICH .NAML MUUULt/C 91,. Nat, 	 Aa3/UtF 3NL SYMBOLIC NAME ,.
- PUBL, REF. CAMAC BULLETIN NO 9, M ARCH	 1974 •HEAD MUVULt/F8O
NAML/ACRON Y M + COS •MNITL MUOuLt !21/Fa1b.
AVAILABLE UN/45 PAPER TAPE,	 ASCII LODE .DISAB MUUULt/Fa24
OPERATIVE
	
DATE- 1972 •UkPINL TASK/001EN A TASK•ULFINITIUN .
-	
COMPUTER	 • PDP•15, CORE :REUOIAL MENTS-	 1bK •LNU/CLOSt	 TASK-FILL
INTE RFACE($)	 - TYPL	 2200	 (BONER.) ' . AFTE:R	 15 StCS. 1ASK/LXtCUTL USE R -OLEINLD. TASK
SOFTWARE	 TYPE	 - SYSTEM PROGRAM •IS SEC5 PH UM NU-
:LANGUAGE	 • .FORTRAN L MACRU • ASStMBLER .SULL MODULE .7456/VALUE	 IU Bt WNIIILN NtAT	 TU MUUULE
.CAMAC	 FACILITIES SYMBOLIC. DEVICE. NA MtS USED,	 SINGLE A
-. MULTIPLE ACTION PER INSTRUCTION
RFAL/TI M E. DEMEND HANDLING	 INCUNPURATLU
READER SERVICE REF NO	 14.b009 DESCRIPTIU-•
CLASS CODE - Bbl. THE SYSTE M SUFI-ANC PEMMITS STA R T A NU 9TUP UP	 BLUCK	 TRANSFER
TITLE.	 .	 - SACKGROUND.FOWLGRUUND SYSTEM PON FNUM TML A/U CUNVERTERS: TO 	 THE PU P -15 MEMORY	 (LIST MUOt	 -
PULSE.HGIGMT ANALYSIS OF TWO. OUTPUT .UNTO MA(,TAPL ,UN•LINt SORTING IF 	 Ut S1NtD), ?'
DI MENSIONAL MULTIWI NE PROPONTIUNAL THE BORE R INTERFACE HAS BEE N MUDIFIEU TO ALLU- BLUCK "T
CHAM BER DATA LENGTH$ UP	 TU 4K	 IS MIT bUWDS,
AVTHOR(S)- -
."
OR A MEUSLER,
	
IPM, KFA, JULLICH s,
NAML/ACRO N YM	 .. BFG
AVAILABLE UN/AS PAPER TAPE. .ASCII 	 CODE
OPERATIVE DATE.. .1914E
'	 COMPUTER. • PDP-1b,. CU R E RLUUIREMLNTS -.24N.
:.	 INTtRFACL(S)	 • TYPE	 2206	 (BORER)
MIN SYSTEM CONFIG MAGTAPE,
	
DECTAP L,	 DISK,
.. MEMORY
	
SCANNING DISPLAY	 (IN•MUUSE)..-
SOFTWARE TYPE. • .SYSTEM PROGRAM
LANGUAGE
	
... FORTRAN t MACRO.A33tMBLER
READER OENVICE REF. NO	 14.5010 DESCRIPTION-
CLASS CODE• .51 THE.	 SYSTLP SUFT.ARL PACKAGt MUNITURS UVLR	 1000 ANALU6Ut
TITLE..	 . TRIUMF CONTROL SYSTEM SOFTWARE PARAMETERS AND	 1000 0.161TA6 STATUS PUINTS,	 St ANCHtS UU1.UF-
AUTHOR(S)-	 • C.	 P,	 CURD,	 W.	 K,	 DAWSON.	 IHIUMF, LIMIT READI N 65,	 015PLAYS MtASUNEMLNTS UN NtGUtST,
-,. UNIVERSITY OF ALBERTA, CANADA SETS OVEN	 100 ANALOGUE. PUINTS FROM A CLNIWAL CONSOLE AND,
PURL. REF,
	 • , CAMAC BULLETIN NO 5, NOVE M Ht R	1972	 - -PtHFORMS A NUMBER OF OTHER NUUTINtS,.
OPER A TIVE DATE. 1975 A NLAL•TI M E EXLCUTIVt' PNUGWA M	. NATS	 (POW NOVA ASYNCMWUNUUS
COMPUTER - A SUPERNOVAS TASKING 5UPLMVISUR) 	 . SCHEDULES ANU bUPLNVIStS CAMAC. TASK5,
i	 INTERFACES) IN-HOU7E TYPE SUPPURIED BY	 A. SUBPRUGNAM LIBRA R Y,	 AS	 IHtY	 A R E.	 Rt9ULSILD.
t	 SOFTWARE TYPE . FULL SYSTEM SUPPUNT FUR CONTROL OF JOBS TO Bt Pk.NFUPMLD ANt 	 ST.RUCTUNEU. INIU SLUUENCES UP 	 LAM4C
TRIU MF	 CYCLOTRON. UPLWATIUNS. SPECIFIC	 TO A PIECE UP rANp-ARE	 (• LAMAL MUYULE), 3
TMERE. IS TMVS A'DIRECT MODULAR MANU.ARL.SUPT-AWE CURMESPUNU.
j - tNCE.	 CUNT4UL 13 BASICALLY	 CLUCK.INITIAIEU-bUFT- A R t. SCAN OF
CYCLOTRON MUNITUMING,: BUT INILRRUP15 ► N! INCLUUEU,. MAINLY
- ` INIII:ATLO SY	 CUNSULE,	 _ >`
READER SERVICE REF NO	 1A.5011 DESCRIPTION. 6	
1
CLASS CODE	 M .51 THE PROGRA M UCLUPILS 2A OF	 MEMORY. ANU USES A U4TA	 ARtA OF	 4K
TITLE- - - . BASIC	 51NGLE	 PARAMETER	 MCA	 S.YSTLM.(MISR) FUR UP TU 4096 CHANNELS ACUUISITIUN,
NAML/ACRONYM • M13P THE PAC K AGE ` CONSISTS OF 	 A ULSPLAY 0HIVLR,	 A USER U41LNILP t
OBTAINABLE FROM- NUCLEAR. ENTERPRISES (SEC.. INDEX OF MF R S). TELETYPE HANULtR.,	 ACUUISITIUN CUNTMOL,	 AND 	 A: DATA MANIPULA-
SOFTWARE
	
TYPE- SYSTEM SOFT-ARE TIUN ROUTINE.
COMPUTER	 .. PDf•11,
	
SK MEMORY 6 REAL
	 TI M E CLUCK THE DISPLAY DRIVER 15 NUN AS A BALKGMUVNU 	 TASK .MICR.Ib
INTERFACE(S) 	 - 9030	 ( NULL,: ENTERPR) INTERRUPTED BY	 THE ADC, CLUCKS ANU . TtLETYPt.(
(PROGRA MMED TRANSFERS t INTERRUPT ONLY) THIS PACKAGE C AN Ht OBTAINED -ITM MULTISLALtH UPTIUN. 	 IMt
!^.	 HARDWARE	 CUNFIG -ADC	 CLASEN.OR	 9060),9021	 LIVt TIME RTC, HARDWARE 19 LAILNOtD -1T- A. 900J UN	 004 bCALtk. DATA AkLA IS
TTY/READER	 (7064)#Tt k b03/604 OR LANSCUPt DIVIDED INTO 4 AREAS, kACH ONE	 ThUUSAhu LHANNELS,
READER SERVILE REF NO	 1,4 , 5012 DESCRIPTION -
CLASS CODE . .bI THE PROGRA M UCLUMILS 6K LEAVIN6	 10K OF	 MEMUNY	 PUN UAIA ALUUI. 7.
TITLE. . . . DUAL MC A	SYSTEM	 (DAMCAS)	 '- SITION	 (49.Uf	 16 BITS	 4	 4K OF	 24 BITS),
NLMEYACRUNYM DAMCAS THt	 SOFTWARE PACKA6L LUNS137S UP 	 A DISPLAY UMIVLW,	 A 1LLt TYPE.
OBTAINABLE	 FRUM . NUCLEAR ENTERPRISES	 (SEE	 INDEX OF	 NFHS) HANDLkR }UN UVLRATUR CONTROL OF	 U A T A	 ALUUI5111UY,	 DATA PANT-
SOFTWARE
	
TYPE- SYSTEM SOFTWARE PULATION-RUUIINE, ANU . A ROUTINE FUR AUTONOMOUS CU N IHUL OP Tr_
i	 COMPUTER	 -	 - PDP.11,
	
16K	 MEMORY t NLAL	 TIME LLUCK DATA ACUUISIIIUN AND MA6 	 TAPE	 1RAN5FtHb, ^;T
INTLRFACL(S)	 . 9050 L 9033. (NUCL ENTLRPR)
f(PROGRAMMED-:9 AUTUNU KOUS	 TRANSFt RS) • - ..
MARD14ARL	 CUNFIG ADC (LADEN UR 9060),9021	 LIVE 71ML RTC,
TTY/READER	 (7064),	 PUNCH	 (7.065),
	
MAGTAPE
_
(CS-0042),TFKb03/b04 Ok LANSCOPL
READER SERVICE REF NU	 14,SOI1 DESCRIPTIUN•
CLASS CODE• 51 TML	 SYSTEM	 15 LAPABLt OF	 ALCL P TIN6 FIVL PANAMEIkK tVLNIS AND :.
TITLE.	 •	 •	 • 'MULTI
	
PARAMETER DATA ACUUISITIUN SYSTEM -STUHING :THE M ON MAR. LAPt,. s.IMULTANtUUSLY 	 PLWEUNMIN6. MUCTI • ^.
NAML/ACRONYM	. MUDAS	 j CHANNEL ANALYSIS. ON Uht	 St LEL T tD PA4A MLTtW. i'F
OBTAINABLE FROM. -NUCLFAR ENTERPRISES'(SLE 	 T NOLK OF MFRS) MINU(J.5 MAY Bt SLI UN LAC- PARAMLILN PUN BUTH MUDES,:.TuGLTMEN. I,
SOFTWARE TYPE. SYSTEM SOFTWARE KITH	 A CUUNI	 DIVISIUN FACTOR	 SET	 UVLN	 flit	 Wt61UN UP	 INIEMLSI,.
COMP UTE R - - POP-11,	 BW	 MEMORY &REAL	 TIME CLUCK DATA DU M PLU	 IN LISA MODE MAY BE	 NkAU BACK	 FUM	 ANALYSIS;
INTtRFACL(S)	 . 9050	 (NUCL.-ENTLkPR)
(PROGRAMMED
	
TRANSFERS	 L. INTERRUPT	 ONLY).
HARDWARE CUNFIG AOCIS (LARth OR 9060) 	 L C. UI N C SPLECTuR
';. (CS	 0049.),	 9021
	
LIVE.	 lIMER..RTC.	 TTY-K
_ HAG TAPE,-TEK	 603/604,
^F
XXXV111 I-4 I1„
i4
CAMAC SOFTWARE PRODUCTS GUIDE
H EADER St w VICt REP	 Nu 14.50IA VESCRIPTION• .
CL A SS CODE • ,51 Y.t	 S Y STt • 41,161.4Nt. CAMAC • CUN414 1 6 UP	 Stvtk66 bwv.UUTjNk
AUTMIIM(S) •	- D GURO, TN1U-P,UNIv, ALHtwta,tA N ADA' CALLS,	 T -Est	 A.t.
NA-t/AC ITUhY .	 CAMAC PRIMITIVE
	
SURNUUTINtb Pt. ► Ukr1h4	 T.t	 ACTUAL	 AN UPt4AItU%S.
OPI LwATIVt
	
UATt• 1973 MUUULf SvB1qvUTIhtS. 1.9 .Ua /AOL bwwwwwIl hti, CA-if 6A.6 yR
SUP T. Awt
	
TYPE
	 • SYSTF• bUFT.A R l INIEMRUPTS,
	 bt-IAL
	
tASN61
	
ANU
	 4%	 INTEM Y0 L1kW	 (PUP YA16),
52 User-Oriented Programs II (specific run-time programs)
READER SLMVICL
CLASS CODE .
TITLE.
NAPE /ACNUhT.
MAI N TL4 14Ct tlT.
OBTAINABLt $MO.
OPERATIVE DATE.
CUMYUTtO •
INTLwFACE(S)
SUFT.Awt TYPE
NtF NO 14.5015
.52
UPkwAIING bv3tt- 9001 -AMt PAC•A4tS
3tE DESCRIPTION
DEC
DEC (SEE I N Df n -If wA%UFACTUNt0Sj
1975
POP•t1
SEE DLSLMIPTIUN
CA"AC St P VICE R UUT14 3, USE"*,
INTLMPACF- a Dt SC w 1 • TU R Pw(1GRA.b
OtbCw1011UN• •
TML bO OT -A RL VAL.A4Lb ARE LU.060k Yrt w All%6 btllt.s.
CUN T OOLLtwb Ahu UPtwATIN(I bvSTL M 3 Art NE6AIE61 AS PULLU-S•.
C A• I1•C 63tb 444.11 .0 U6`twATI%4 bTbtt-
CA • 11•t U.Sts wbl•11•0 UN 101 -11CA • 11•0 UStb M 31 . 11 •• UN .11.11
HEADER SE RV ICE No Nu 14,5016 Utstklol1UN•	 .
CLASS CODE	 • .52 1 "t STstto up	 A SSE MBLER 01JYT1Nt3 A LLY- CY1AMyNILA1IUM PAT.
TITLE • . • . CA3YAC • A 30f?-AWL P AC-AUF	 PUN CUM-Uhl. (A.AC.FMUCESS•rtwlr w tNALb US1h4 13N4Lt--U 0 U IRANbFtw M UUt AS
CA110N -IT- CAMAC•PMUCtSS.PLklP.tNALS .ELL AS bLVCM INANbPtM RUDA UN FUNTMAh AND A ►bt M BLt M LEVEL,
NA M E/ACRUNT. • CASPAC INTERRUPT	 ACIJU%S LAN BE UBTAINtU 1%	 T.k PUM,I yt	 AN AN•IIM6NV
OBTAINABLE P RO-- 1045	 (3EE INDEX Of MAhUPACTUMtR5) sE4uthCE UP	 CA P AC	 TRANSFERS UN PUMTNAN LLVLL,SOFT.ARL TYPE- SYSTEM OF	 RE-ENTRANT	 ASSE M BLER k UU T I N tS NU SOPT.A w l UPt"AT06 51 At- 13 N EEDED, ANY CAbPAL CANCOMPUTE R POO-11 (DEC),	 M1% 740 -URU3 OF	 Pt"UMv TMtKiPUMt BE Vb1U AUIUNU-UUSLT AS 466 AS 1% CUNhtLTIUN -11"
INTE RF ACE(5)	 • I	 CP-11 (SC-LU-OLNGt-) a REAL
	
11-t	 UM bAll- Urtw6TIN4	 S131EP.
53 User-Oriented Programs III (subprograms, etc.)
DtbLNIF1:Uh• •
T-tit tlA3IC •CA6LAB6t CA P AC SWOM0 T 1-tS IN I MNtt Vt- NUNS FUN
T.MLt INTERFACES PN UvIUt -UST CU- M ANU PALILIIIL! Puw CUNTRUL
AND DATA TMANS ► tw. DATA .UMUS -AV BL 1• UM 24 w$ LUNG(UNLY 16 bill OUR wPIL•066). B1hANT, BCO UM 6U4IC (0 UN 1).
NUUTINtS CUVkQ OLULA 1"ANSPL-3, YwyGMAMMtO AND ltwwtNTIAL
ADDRESSING 6 U T ILIT Y ROUTINES, I N TOTAL 11 S 3 UPT1UhA609
GENERAL ► Uw. UP CALL STATE M ENT--
. . •CALL (lUb w UUTI%k NU-tltM,C I h,A,f ,D,RJ
• •CALL (bu$ N UJTI%L NYMBtM.C,hr6,F,U(1)rw,P)
.Mt w t• . Is -UNU COUNT. D IS UAtA. G, N . A . ► . 6 R -AVt USUAL
MtAN1%G
tt- •
 CALL(lVr1,2.0,161U(jI,Yr20)
EI RE 1! APrw S M 5l1.3/3161k •EhT1 SLUG- IwAhbftw CALL 4911-
N ATtO DiwEC T L V tlT INItwFAtt ARt •UCH taut-,
HEADER SE R VICE	 MLP NU 14,5017
CL A SS CODE .	 .53 (BASIC)TITLE.	 CAMAC AND INTLBACIING v•,:4NAM-1•. ,,
AUT .UR(S) • •	 DR E - kl--ER. Ctk%, GENEVA
PUBL. REP, .	 POOL CA M AC 3Y"PUS, "K-%G, DEC 1973
S "&SIC CALLABLE NUUTINES,
NP GROUP NOTE, NP•O-G, CEMN
NA M t/ACRU%T M •	 .PC-a, M PC .B I .PCPC
MAINTENANCE BY. 	 DR E - RI--ER
OBTAINABLE FRO-	 hP DIV, CEwN, C .• 1211 GtNtvk
AVAILABLE UN/AS
	
PAPLM TAPE, ASCII CUOE
OPE R ATIVE DATE-	 197102
CO M PU T ER •	 .•P 2100•SEMIL41 VA 16 BIT -UwU5
INTtNFACE(S)	 220I(BOwFR)I 72(tl L •PCC•06010EHN)
.1N 3T STEW CO", IG 71V ON IF. 4010 TfR.INAL S LC•AI
S UPTPARL tTPE •
	
SET OF SUBROUTINES
LANGUAGE •
	
.P ASSE-BLY
MUST LANGUAGE -
	 NASIC ( NP EaTth31UN UP)
CA M AC FACILITIES	 IN-LINE CODED CALLS IN BA31L,
IUBRUUTINES IN A 33f-110, A03 ADUN
FACILITIES	 SINGLE t MULTIPLE ALTION PEN
INSTRUCTION, NO Dt"ANU •ANMLING
HEADE R SEMYICt
CLASS CODE
TITLE • .
AUT-UM(3)•
PUBL, REP. .
"APt/ACRONY.
OB T AI N ABLE PRU-
A V A IL A BLE UN/AS
OPERATIVE DATt•
CO.PUItw -
INTEMPACE(S)
SUPT . ARE TYPE .
LANGUAGE
CA-AC PACILITILS
REF NU 14.5016
.53(FURTNAN)
S P ECIPICATIUNS PUN O T AND6 N D CAMAC
3UBMOUTINES
R IC • A00 P THO M AS JR.
CA M AC BULLETIN NO 6. -A R C M 1973
!EE DESCRIPTION
USAEC h1N CUM P ITTtt, CA-AC S-G
ALGURIT--
1973
INDEPLNUENT, ME-UMY SILL NOT SPEC.
ANY
SET Of SUBMUUTINts
FUMTMAN
FUNDAMENTAL CA N AC UVt•ATIUNS, STANOA,IC
BLUCN T R ANSFERS IN bI N GLS S MULTIPLE
ACTION STATEMENTS
Uk SCwlPTjUN-
a SET r1f 6 SU00UVTjhkS, UP .-IC" UNt 11 LALLtD BV ALL 1-t
UI.ER PkMPITb A 4RtAT VAwItTT UP S1h46t ANU M U01 0 6t CAwAC
UPE w k1IOh3 T U BE Pt NPUMPt D, Ut MANU -64OLIN4, Uf.tw THAN %v
T"t, LAN, 15 NUT CUvkktU,
T"t SUbNUUtl h kb Latt,0i CA P AC UFtwATIUNS AS PULLU-b••
C M Cb3C • 31 % 66L LA-AL PUNC'1UN At 61 N 66L AUOMtb3
ON E ON -URE II-ks
C M CSIY • 31NULL LA-AL FUNCTIUN AT 6ULCt3blUN UP ADDRESSES
C w C	 Sv ► AC ► uNCt1Jh yh AUD.E65 SLAh MORECMCM ►CAl.T • StG!-tC I ► ItU
lk0 CAN
CA .AC F y NLT 1Uh lh MEYt AI MOUE
1"C3TP	 S P LCIPILU CA-AL PUNCTIUN 1% 3100 MUUt
C • CLu P • Svt LI ► Itt) CA-AC FUNCTION Al A -1t"A N CM1LAl Sk4UtNCE
OF ADDRESSES -IT" UPIIUNAL $RIP UP 3t NUt NCI BASED UN 4,
6LNkOAL OUR. UP 5TATt Pt NT..
CALL C PC.., (PAMA-LILN LIST)
kaA-YLE-- C46L C M C3T 1' ( ► .tl.C.N,AU,LN.UAtA,lwMUwA,wtXJ
HEADER SE R VICE	 REP hn 14.5019
CLASS CODE •	 .53(FUwTRAN)
TITLE • . • •	 FORTRAN 31UMRUUT1NtS
6UT-UR(S) . •	 - PURL
NA-E/ACRUNT- •	 PUMIRAN CALLS
VLW310N.	 Y002
OBTAINABLE FwU-	 - ru-L, EEL, .Fa, JUFLIC•
AVAILABLE UN/AS	 OLCYAPf
O PFwA T IVF DA1L-	 -AMC. 1972
CU.►UIF H •	 POP-11, 161 16 BIT •0 0 US -E-ORY
INTE H FACE(b) •	 TVYL 15334 (HOMER)
SOFT-ARt TYPE	 PMUCIOVMt CALLS
LANGUAGE •	 FORTRAN ( IN POO-11 (I-N kADtD CUUt)
INCUHY T EC-41QUL	 IN-LINE 3UNROU T I N L LALLS
CA • AC FACILITIES	 SI N GIt ACTI( IN STA1t"tsts
"Iti
DLSCMIPTIUN• -
FUwTMAh 5UBMUU T INLb PUN 51%66L a0lufts, M UCH SIMPLE. IMAM
TMt him APP-UAL" ( • t P , k. F. T"UMM PUw TIRE bUNtw 033A
LUNTMOLLtN -.ITtt% IN ME-thTMANI CODE,
XXXIX
9-1
Ix
-	
409 S!]ndd 1SOd•7AA1	3Nv-13ns	.
Et(.NIS)	CZoa	3l(S)39T1H31NI.
(((INInd 9NTIV(114	LnrIHIJ.H11.). VAnN ANY•: bIIndwn7:
CL61.	AYN310	9AI.IVH3dtl
A11IlgiiYAwn3	SIaM	ilni	'tSOaH)	NSIO•SI/Nn 119TIlVAV 
r
hisAM	7]N0N..3lN1Vw
3rIn1Nnh1I113 NIS	'N3NNndS9 v-(S)dnH1nc
1NV-IinS	33V3h714I	A -imibn3/Ovwv). .	•	•111I1
• -NITld1bl931[c•
Stos'ri	ON	41H
• lam SS.II
13IAMis	M1gY3d
LNvNIN3.3M	'9YIIONVH ONTw30	'S83l3NTbI
!c11r't	7NTIAn-orIC nll.i	n311A4r]	iWv	clN3wil V.l$	NOLl7v: 11
1INNI-3	VIVO	'9N(171YM3dn6 IVHT7 3ISW18S111IITOV3 3Vwv0
€
ci7vn9NVl 31wa7 31vnn.rnl]rvvl w7VPwe M	lib-il•n+l gStil	RNnT13wIl	OV01	1V	03-ANTI
w11SAS AB031b0AdnSANV
3n0IN4331 eHn3NI
+19009 N.Vl	1SOW «..viANn7	1AI1]I,h LSIN+Nnv	-1!	v	IIIAnVSon OYT. cvnTlV-3dn II/I
	NMIH31Hw3SSv
+	
39vnONV1 MEAT-O 141.	nl	C11YI	1v11nnhGnc 9NI1n111C9nS	AG	
A1,411S	7VAVI nIiNI1nnMNnS	lspiw] .'SH3lavTw	431Ago n/I
`•i7TA10
	Cnl MIT	NV. Mnq	-1InNvw v	levnv nl	ASV3	AIIATIV13M ST	IT-'14i001111AS	83IONV4 wVl/MIAIM0	)VUV3-3dA1.3bV,1lnS`
'1YIFVdRNrM1
CI	]Vws7
	
'cNalnvsw IIIAln	wnq	'lbNTwMII	0100	rlMMlw31	r(SSQV)	H31cAR	NIIlINnw 330 -	(3Mv-l4nS)W31SAS	9NI	lY .lVN3d
ONv
	
'HI.Ilr,ld	IYINIw INONT	1MInvIN nMv7	'N71v1MA	1NII	r	ionl]NI
IcTVI AI1NiNNn7 cMIIMNOM -IT-- NMI 31IIA10 0131 01INI	]VWV]
(]!O)	Sl•V]
Abnwlw. qn NR	NIW	Ill-d0d	310
•	(S)311v3m1NI
831ndw07
FL AITWn 1+'A	1-v-nMVw wvl	Mn uViMlSVivw wn M.i. wiwlil	'SlvMiw djMid
vL6T
(3003	11]SI)	1dViI30
I1VO
	
3AIIVoIdO
•S.Y/Nn
	
119TITYAT 011viH31N.T	IVwVI: Nni	cNIIoNvw n/T	nN,v	-	1ArlWV	CG'.31S-
-	
MOHI.nV•W083 718YNIV180- (IS93WI 11TI 4]T4- R1NTln94 ST.	in -7w1n III	I7N14).]Sg71w]
HuglnYAR.17NrN71NIVw 1NilnnManS 
nMrnvvlR jcvunwl	IS4vb9'18d MISM , ninni M1IHWISST(03H9119nd	311 1711)
Aq nallbl 3P	AVW 11	SMn7In W11. Y N3N-7NilnnW M1pn tll dnMd6401 1-V ]IvnwwO] S7ISAwd 113111du0]•	'd3b'iPnd 14
1u1 nl In Hl4nl nv TAtn 'NI	'RI.Inn v1A 1;	NNV-I VtIll	IMV•OMTwSavr IN74I14	'N1941NOw9	in AINn	'11Y1 W 7•(S)8n4lnv
t
`7. n1	SSi7ly	n4 t'71nMINn7 !CNn11v-1An	7vHVlil9N 
IS
	9'^iln]1xi. Hn3M11gNYu 3rH3u diH3d.]Y4 V]	13A 3i-n-1-	.-.	•31111.
INTlnnw inc 1119411	Allrgnln v ST Nil NV- Nv1/MIATNn IYHV] 1415,9'- 9003 SSvll
R
•	-NOTI'll Mlcla-	7zoC'rl	ON	410131AMi S. H30►ib
3NTInNVH wvl91111113VA	lrwV] IIgVTNYA	=	IV	'•,nTllvnllSClwn(Iv4n$'NnTlvic	=	1010111	3H3w.-	•
(t:v00'0'TT'4VN'w3):IIY3S3NT1nn8Hn$ nl -S11vl 31SY9 a10alpw3inAINH731. dbnONI
• -	1ldwVxlH31TAwM 31919 qNV All913Nn7. H319AS NIW
I'al ln37x1	78`01	N(IT1189el)s3NI1,lU8pnS.36AJ	98VAIAOS `
tIwl	9NTAgTI3AS	c-1111MV43	in 94TNLS	r	CI	IISTI	M111WVMVArOZC ]]($)3lVfM11NI
wVI NMI	9NILIT, •(93gnI7x3	Hllidwn3	IISTH)	SiI9 9T.	in	XI13Yds AMONIH NIW1
1411nn-.94TInNvw uV1 nl	AWnr nNV Nrinimis 71138 IdnHM31NI -oaf,	nd- H31ndwn3V
'(InMLNn3
	11110-	'nviw)	Nn11vM3dn 119NIS -CL6I•.11VO 3AI1V8IdO
-•	n3inlixa '7P Nil SNntlyNidn ]vwvl nv1-nIjUA 141SOHV]	'3dV1	bldVd-9V/Nn 119TIIVAI
r	-'n7llv7 1'/TlnnMgnc nl	dwnr n1	WV-9nMd SISnV3(SM3Hn13VinNVw All XIONI	11S)	SN3w316-wnNA 31OTNIVIRO
r
`	(1911-M311WVHVd	'WJ)	11WOS11YO -	31SV8• WANn83V/3WVN.
1113W11a1S	INI1W HRINTN	'9V SN1w3T$	'N3omehiN3nls a- .(s)Hnwtnr
'(LM313MAw 3:147)	hilldwn]53NI1n0MHnS •	719TH. • .	.gilr1
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`• -NOTIdIM3910CZOC	ptON 338:33TANIS	N30v38
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3dA1 38Y;IAOS
9I 1403..W3ISA
	N1II
P'swvdnnbd7MV40MIH NO 9NTON1aA31]
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CAMAC SOFTWARE PRODUCTS GUIDE x
11i
F .54 Support Software 1 (translators)
-	 READER sL H YICL REP	 1,U.	 14,5026 .EStn1PT1^..'.•	 -
;,. CLASS CODE . b4 S/uN1	 1S	 A	 LA'NUUAUL	 INUt 3 L-41 t •, l	 -• c t n.,	 r H ^„E oS:,H	 A,,	 - y
TITLE . 	• 9 /UNjP	 AN u,. j VE45 AL	 AC RD PKU[t SSt;N Tnt NEF LI4E	 A	 TOOL	 FUN	 -ALHu	 kXt ANSI +N N 	 iF	 EYLH Y 	k X ibi!' . ti	 fin !AUTHUR(S)• SOFT 11k	 PVTVNk	 Y.uGH ArM1NU L1NGu AUk.	 [ •.uS	 S/uhl P	 V AINTAI'NS	 AhJ
MAINTENANCE9Y•
:ARE.PARTNLNS
SUFTARE. PARTNER 9 vkhCE 55tS MACkvs	 Ih HIGH 1 tVEL	 LAN.. v A„ LS	 I,Uk T HA .h,	 bAb	 L,
OBTAINBLE FHUM 9ANE,.	 (SEE	 INDEX OF	 MANUFACTURERS) ALL,"	 Rt ► NL'	 LIL,)	 AS	 HELL	 AS	 Asst	 0 ' 1	 LANGvAUES,	 5/..Nlr.
0 
PER 
ATVL UATE..I APRIL	 1974 t^ENA TES	 AS	 A	 VNL • 3 kuCt SS('. t,,,'1AI I '• G	 SLU11	 LJUt
SOFTWARE TYPE MACRO PkOCtSSUR STATE.•( NTS FUR Sub SEGutNT	 CV • V1LA Llu TV	 "USS IbLY	 uN	 A N.JINt.
LANG UAGF
	 • dRITTEN	 IT.	 HIGR Lt YLL	 LA N UUAGL.	 - [J"VVTE N,. 4CUMPU TER • LAN	 RUN	 UN	 IR T'r UNIv4L, LUCrICI,
SIE M E NS,	 EYL,
CAMAC FACILITIES INCURPLINATED. IN-LINE 	 FUR	 AULL.SLT
IML
	
IT-	 MACQV PWLCt5S!/N UIMFCTIVt5
READER SERVICE REF	 NO	 14,5027 itSLklVil	 ••
CLASS CODE	 . .bAI ' •ALNI`	 AsSF .. NLt,	 HAS	 ott'N JLYr,+, P t.	 T ,. FA LILI.ILIE	 Trt
TITLE.	 .	 - A	 M ACRO	 ASSE M BLt k	FuR	 TYPE *`bD • 11 n	 ,1IN:,	 OF	 3 k uGHA M S	 iu^	 THk	 bU • 11.	 M IC W .M M ULLSSL*+ jNl t ni ALE, l
M ICROPNUGR A- -to b H ANC 	 URIYt • '	 E	 ASStkbLtn	 IMANSLATt S. PHUG#A"S	 .k I11EN . IN	 MAC H O	 Cuut	 1'NT+,
COMPUTER	 -. POP.11. iN ) T MUCT ILNS	 ALOE 3 a btt	 b y	 1	 t	 3 0J	 I1,	 UP iu 4K	 lhbJkVCI*
OBTAINABLE FRUM BI	 RA	 SYSTEMS	 (SEE	 INDEX	 OF	 -FNS) :_NS	 CAN	 bE	 bTUNku	 1^•	 T.nt.
	
bc• jl,.	 A	 i„'.Lflt+'N	 OF	 VLMJK.	 SIZE -^
SUFI-ARE. TYPE -ACkO ASSEMbLEM. (IH A N5L.AI UR ). a-)LH	 60 FK I.. M 	 2',b	 I U.4a	 -JM US	 1',	 INC n IrtNTS vT	 [b6	 All,. 11,-
INTERFACE(S)	 • -RD-11	 (B1	 kA	 SYSIL M S) I%STNUCTI(NS	 AKt	 °1C R U • Sf P VCIUnEu `v	 0 1NI, A	 VU-EKFVL	 StT,
READER .SERVICE etF	 NO
	
14.b028. VT ILN-I"SERI
CLASS CUDE • ..541(MACROI	 ) 1.'IS	 A	 51 M VLE	 'AC EXEC	 T	 (NU	
I
mjL mE	 FUR	 S1.NULt
.4	 PrEL AIAI
TjiLE• • MACROS FOR	 35334 ACT TUN STAtt nkNTS^	 EXECUTION	 SVc tU	 15	 nyUnEn	 (APRkpa	 4t
AUTHOR(;) • • MR. HE E M M;CMUbECS PtR	 1NSTKUC7IU 1-,	 UtPLNU1NU UN	 lv 3 E Us	INSTMU01u'..
NAME/ACRONY M • MACHO	 1533A +. ',	 T Y P E	 uF	 PUP•1 I ),	 NUT	 1N T tkl',V IA.CL	 -AC-• b	 tPKI ORII IS/).
MAINTENANCE MR . HEE4
OBIAINABLL FROM Mk.	 MEE R #-. IEL,	 KFA,	 JutLICH ^.
AVAILABLEU N /AS OECTAPE
OPERATIVE UATL• FEBRUARY	 1973
COMPUTER - PCP.11i
	
M I N	 SK	 16	 811	 -U4U5 j
INTERP.ACE(S) 	 • TYPE	 1b33A	 (BONER). -	 9
MIN SYSTE M CUNFIG DOS V004,	 000,	 009 7
SOFTNARE
	
TYPE
	
• MACkU.SE T -
LANGUAGE . MACHO	 11
CA MAC FEATURES . ARE	 INCURPURATED IN-LINE 199
ENVIRONMENT fUR. • CA M AC	 9UFTWARE	 1S	 ASSEMBL ER
CAMAC FACILITIES SINGLE	 ACTIO N STATEMENTS,	 -
SYMBOLIC DEVICE NAMES
READERSERVICE REF NO	 14,5029 DESCRIPTION• i
CLASS CUDE - .54I(IML) I-L	 15	 jMFIEMENTED 
ON 
YUN . 31	 IN ACLUNUANLt -11M	 THE MALku a
TITLE• • • .	 - MACHO•IML IMPLEMENTATIONS FUN DEC SYNTAX	 AS..UEFI NEU IN THE UUCUOLNI	 LSUNt/IML/01	 (stt CLASS
POP-11
	
COMPUTERS ,b0I	 ABOVE).	 VENSIUNS	 ARE	 AVAILABLE. PUM . INttkPALE. {
AUTHOR(S)- . M KUBITZ,	 R KIND,	 HMI-BERLIN CONTROLLERS ANU .DEL UPLRATIhG	 SYS1tM5	 AS MtNT1UNLU	 IN	 Int
- POOL,
	
REF.	 . CAMAC BULLETIN NO	 12,	 AP R IL	 197b LEFT	 CULuMh.
OBTAINABLE PROM M KUBITZ,. BERLICH . 0/L,	 HMI -bERLIN	 - IMPLEMENTATION LUVLHS	 THE FULL	 SET UP	 I ML MALRUS AND ULMANU
!
-
GERMANY HANDLING EXCEPT bLUCA 	 TRANSFER ON SPECIAL .LAM,	 X•ERHUR
AVAILABLE UN/AS ALL MEDIA CONTROL STATEMENTS,	 ANU 5UH3LMIPI	 MUUE,	 TKANSttK..MUULS NUT
OPERATIVE DATE. 1974 IMPLEMENTED b y . HAITU.ARE ARE SIMULATED b y SUFIWAkt,.
.COMPUTER PDP•11,	 16K,	 24K,	 44K,	 OR	 b2K 1/U	 TRANSFE R	INSTkUCIIUNS	 ARE	 tMbLUDLU	 IN	 TOIL	 MACROS	 AND .ARET
' INTEHFAC'L(S)	 • CA - IIA	 (DEC),	 Sb3dA	 ( BUREN) PtHFUR'LD UIKLLTLY	 IN	 ACTION 	OY	 THE	 HACNUS,
MIN SYSTL;. CUNFIG DOS	 VCB/09,	 RSX - tab,	 RSX•11M ADDRESS CALCULATION	 AT	 ASSLMbL . Y	 FI R E	 61YtS UYTI M I.ZEU e
SOFTWARE TYPE • MACRO SET. OF	 I ML	 (I MP LL P E N TLO) ADDRESS CALLvLAT1UN AT ASSLMnLY T I M E
 
61Vt S: OPTIMUM. NUN 	 TI-L n
. LANGUAGE	 • PDV..il - ASSEMBLY CODE,	 MUST	 LA N GVAGkS CAN bE. P OP • 1.1. MACHU ASb LmdLEk uN
.CAMAC	 FEATURES- INCORPORATED BY MACHOS- PURTRAN	 (VIA	 SUBKUUIINL	 CALL),
CAMAC FACILITIES FULL SET OF	 IML.MACHOS Mt MURY NEUUIHE MENTS VARY	 KITH UPLKA1/NG SYSTE M ANJ.It	 PULL
INCLUDING DEMAND HANDLING SET	 IS	 NEEDED,	 UK	 A	 SUb•SE1	 1S ALCLPIABLL...	 16K	 is 	 Rtuu IRLG
.. FUR	 A	 SUb.SET	 -IT. DUSV08/09 UH	 KS9.IIM	 AND	 52A	 FUN FvL.L	 SET -
1.
;
AND	 RSX.11U,.
READER SE R VICE
:
REF	 NO	 14,bOJO OtSCRIpTION.
j CLASS CODE • .543(CATY) uSERS TEST	 P kLWRA M S ARE	 T y YEV	 IN AND	 TKE„EAFIEM CO M PILED AND 3
TITLE-
	 . A CAMAC	 TESTING AID FOR USE ON POP-11 HLIN.	 IT 	 IS	 P USSI:BLL	 TO	 LVIT	 THE	 I+ HUGHAM	 AND	 kLHUN.	 11	 Wj1 .M. Y
AUTHUR(9 )4 F	 R GOLUING,	 APPLIED COMPUTER SYST, uui	 HAVING	 TU NEiYYt THE Jk IG1h AL YHUGMAn	 LA-AE COMMANDS
NA ME/ACRON Y M . [4711 `AML	 E M BEUDEU	 IN	 PRU(sk AM	 AS	 STATEMENT	 LINt .S..	 -
OBTAINABLE FROM `APPLIED	 COMPUTLk:-SYSTEMS tTU, 'CATII HAS	 INTLRHUPT	 AS	 SYSTE M FLATUNE,	 I.L USER	 MAY	 IYML HIS
M E N ZEL LLLKTRUN IK. NUCL ENTERPRIStS, U•N	 INTLkk U3 t	 RUVTINE,	 -
(SEF	 INDEX OF	 MANUFACTURERS) THE	 CA.TII	 L.LCU.TIVE	 Vk(14KAM	 LhANULS	 bL14HTLY	 NITH	 INIEMPACt
UPFRATIVL DATE-
1 913
USED,	 BUT	 ALL RUUT1NLS	 AML	 IOLNTILAL, -y
j COMPUTER . PDV.11,
	
AK OR SK .MEMORY REUVIRLU VLRSIONS OF	 ]HIS SVSfLr	 IS ALSO A VAILAOLL FkUM GLC tLL1UlT
DEPENDING LIN VERSION ..(SEE	 FOLLO-ING ENTRIES) ai
INTERFACE(;)	 • C.CSC•11.	 (WENZEL),	 9030	 (N,E,)
_
MI EN	SYSTE M'CUN FIG CONTNEI L VISTA, RLADtk, 	 PUNCH
SUFTMARF	 TYPE	 • SYSTEM .(FXECIJ	 VE,	 COMP ILER	 ETC)
LANGUAGE.	 •: CATY	 (BASED ON MASIC)
a
READER SERVICE REF	 NO	 14.5031 UtSCRIPYIOh.	 -
CLASS CODE . -.543(CATY) SEE	 PWILCLE01 1 ..	 "	 ^'
TITLE.	 .	 --. A CAMAC	 TESTING	 AID	 •	 CA T Y	 • FUN	 PDO-11.
j . AUTHUR(S)--L F	 R	 GULDING,	 k F..CRANFIFLD
OBTAINABLE	 FNUM. GEC	 ELLIOTT	 (SEE	 INJLX Oc	 MANUFACTURERS)
OPERATIVE DATE - 1974
I. rUMPUYER	 • PDP-il,	 M I N	 4K	 HEUU1RtD
! MIN.. MEMORY	 SPACE -
INTLRFACL(S.) PTI-tlC/D,	 IVG-I1.	 (GEC	 ELLIUTT)
MIN SYSTEM CONPIG CU 14TROL. TTY	 OR	 VISTA,	 H LAUt k ,	 PUNCH
.LA NGUAGE	 •..-• CATV(BASED ON NASIL)
E	 ^
T ORIGINAL' PAGE IS i
.:
OF POOR QUALI'1'YL
I-7
	
XLl
READER	 SERVICE REP	 NO	 14,5032 DESCRIPTION- -
CLASS CUDt - ,b41(CATV). (SLE CLASS	 ,b01(LAI Y )	 AhU PHt CEEU1NG L%TKItS CLA5b 	 .b41)
TITLE .	• A	 CAMAC
	
?FSTIN(,
	 Alt)	 .	 CAIY	 - FUR NOVA
AUTMUR ( S).	 - F R GC4.UING,	 R F	 CRANFIELU
-	 OBTAINABLE	 FROM- GEC	 ELLIOTT
OPERATIVE
	
VAIL	 - MARCH	 )9.75
ryCO MPUTER	 - NOVA.. SE k IES	 (DATA	 GL-L*AL),
	
MIN 4R -
INTFRFACE(S) . NUVA. EXf CUTIVL
	
Sultt	 (GtC	 ELLIOTT)
MIN SYSTEM CUNPIG CONTROL
	
TTY OR
 VDU, kf ACER, PUNCH
LANGUAGE
	 - CATY	 (BASLO ON NASIL)
.	 READER SER V ICE RLF	 NU	 14.5011 1)LSLkIPTION•
CLASS	 CODE. - ,b4.J(CATV) - (SEE CLASS	 ,41(CA T Y)	 AND kPIECLILUIN6 LNTHIES
	
CL A SS	 ,543)
TITLE-	 - A	 C AM AC	 TESTING	 AID	 . CATY	 . 
FUR	 THE
 OBTAINABLE FOUR. GLC. ELLIOTT
.COMPUTER	 - 2050 AND 4080 (GEC) -
-	 INTLRFACE(S)
	 - EXECUTIVE
	
SIIITE FU4	2050/4080	 (GEL)
-	 LANGUAGE	 .	 • CATY	 (BA SED UN HA.SIC)
'..	 -	 READER	 SERVICE REF	 NO
	
14.!1034 DESCRIPTION -
CLASS CODE	 - ,b4J. THIS CU MPILtN	 lNAN56ATLS TESTED	 (INTtMPRtTjVt) BASIC
TITLE.	 - A	 B A SIC	 MACRO-II	 COM PILE R. PROGRAMS INTO MACRU•11
	
SOUR CE. CODE,	 N,-N	 TIME	 15	 1MPHUYED by
AUTHUR(S)-
	 - B 8LCKS A PaCTOR OF	 16	 TO 20,	 EASILY ADA V IABLt	 IU UIMLA CUNINULLLRS
PUBL,. REF. CAMAC
	 BULLETI N NO	 10,	 JULY	 1974 (MACROS),
NAME/ACRUNYM . MABAc OUTPUT	 CODE LINREO -IT:H FLOATING POINT PACKAGL CAN NUN ON
-.
M AINTENANCE	 BY . 8 BECK S STAND -ALONE MINI-CUMPUItkS.
OBTAINABLE FRUM 0 HFCK9,
	
W., '(FA, JULLICM -
AVAILABLE UN/AS DFCT.APE
OPERATIVE DATE- JANUARY
	 1974
-	
COMPUTER.	 - PDP.11,
	
I6K, 16 BIT K URDS OF MEMORY
INTERFACE (6)
	 - TYPE: 15JSA	 t.HUNtW) -,
MIN SYSTEM CUNFIG DOS V09 OR V09,	 16K
SOFTWARE	 TYPE+ COMPILER
-	
LANGUAGE
	 - BASI . 0
INCURP	 TECMNIUUE IN-LINE
. ENVIRONMENT	 FUR . CAMAC..SUfT w aaE	 13. MACRO	ASSEMBLER..
CAMAC PAC161TIES SINGLE	 ACTION. STATEMENTS
- x
i
READER SER VICE NEF	 NO	 14,b03b DESCRIPTION •
CLASS COOL - 543 MLIA.II / X	 15 A SYSILM PUN AR1T1N4 CUMP1LtNb.
	 Imk
	 IMPLt- -
TITtE. . PRECOMPILLM FUR IML SU14SE T RENTED VERSION UP
	 THE IML PNECUMPILEK 13 A CHUSS.CUMPILLW
AUTHUR(S)-	 - w,	 KNEIS VERSION,	 l,t,	 IHANSLATIUN	 IS OUNL ON AN IBM/J70,
	 t X tCUI j vN
PUHL,
	 REF.	 - CAMAC BULLETIN NO 10,	 JUNE	 1974,	 AND GFK UN A CDC	 J100 CUMPUTtk,	 THE OBJECT LURE FUN PRELUMP1L1N9 13
REPORT
	
KFK212l,	 GFX,	 1975	 (IN PRESS) THE MNEMONIC CO MPASS ASSLnbLLR.(CDC)-.
	 IHLWLFURt AN AUV4TjU.
NAME/ACRUNYM... MLIA-11/X NAL	 ASSEMBLER. STEP
	 15	 INVULVLU,	 - ITM MEIA • I I/X A PNtCUM-
OBTAINABLE FROM W.	 XNt1S,	 IAK	 II/CYCLL^TNUN,GFX, PILE:R CAN at	 -MIITtN AND
	 TESTED IN A ft- DAYS, 	 THE	 IML SUB.
D 7500 KARLSRUHE, PUSTFACH	 4640 SET CONTAINS THE DLCLAMATIUN.	 (LUCL, LUCU)
	 AND ALTIUN•STAIE•
AVAILA13LL	 ON/AS TAPE,	 CARDS MLNIS	 (SA,	 SJU, SJNU, MA, UBL,
	 ALL LAM MANULI NV-, b W1:14-
OPERATIVE DATE- JULY	 1974 AND CRATL-CUNT"ULL"M •
 STATLNLNTS),
COMPUTERS-	 : IBM/170
	 (TRANSL,),
	
LDC
	 3100	 (EXECUTION) SET	 CONTAINS	 THE DECLARATION STATEMENTS. LULL
	 AND LULU,	 IHL
INTERFACE($)
	 • IN-HOUSE TYPE SUBSET ALSO L:UNTAIN ACTION STATE MENTS SUL.M	 45 34,	 bJU,	 3JN9,
MIN ME MORY	 SPACE 36K	 BYTES (MAX	 86K	 MY.TFS.) -A.	 UBL,	 ALL LA M -MANULING. STATEMENTS, SYSTEM SIATLMENTb,	 AND
`	 SUFTwARE .TYPE
	 • PNECUMPILEW
	
(METACUMPILFR	 SYSTEM) . CHATL CUNTMULLtR STATEMENTS.	 -
LANGUAGES- IML (USER),	 FORTRAN IV	 (SYSTEM),
.
`	 t "Et.-II-(FUR	 COMPILER/-Rj11NG) -
-INCURP	 TE: CMNIUUt .. IN-LINT	 -	
-
-
MUST LANGUAGE- COMPASS	 ASSE MBLER	 (CDC
	
3100)	 -
FACILI T IES SINGLE	 ACTIONS. M ULTIPLE	 ACTION(MA)
BLUCKTRANSFER:(UHL),	 AND LAM.,
I CRATE.,
	
AND SYSYtM-STATEMENTS.
REAULH	 SERVICE, NLF	 NCI	 14,503E DESCRIPTION- -
CLASS. CODE	 -. ,b44(BASIC) THE. SUB R OUTI NES -M IC R EXTEND:: THE dAS1C - 1NTERPNLTtM TO LAMAL
^- TITLE ... .	 . A PDP-1:1
	
BASIC EXTENSION FUR . CAMAC - ANt CALLED HY	 AN EXILKNAL PUNCTIUN SIAIL ME.NT,	 WMLKL ADUWLSS,'
k PROGRAMMING	 '.. FUNCTION,	 ETC,	 ARE	 TRANS M IITED	 AS ANkUMLNTS,	 THE
	 STAILMLNT.
AUT"OR(S)-	 - I	 HALS,	 E	 DE	 AGOSTI N O,	 CNLN,. ROME	 - HAS THE PULLU.ING GENLRAL FUN". .	 -
r[	 PUPIL,
	
REF,	 - CAMAC
	 BULLETI N NO 7,	 JULY	 1973 LET	 U	 n 	 EX P .(AI, A 2.	 ....	 .A10)
OPERATIVE DATE:- 1971 THE FIRST
	
ARGUMENT
	 SLLt.CTS THE APPROPMI.AIE
	 S.UBKUUTINL -
COMPUTER -. PDM•11 DATALESS,	 NLAD., -ANU »RITE O P ERATIONS 'a.1T.H	 UIMLCT/INDIHEC1	 -
'	
-	 INTERPAC6..(S)	 . EXECUTIVE
	
SUITE	 (GE.0	 ELLIOTT)' .ADDRESSING	 ARE PUSSInLL,	 ALSO 51NGLL UK bLUCK	 TMANSFLRS. IN
SUFT.ARE
	
TYPE
	
^. INTERPRETERS AUDMLSS SCAN,	 REPEAT ON STOP MUUtS CAN at PERFORMED,
INCURP TECHNIUUL SUBROUTINES IN. ASSEMBLY. CODE THE :EXTENSION PLATU4LS LAM MANULING, -
ENVIRONMENT
	 FUR	 - . CA M AC SOFT-ARE 15 BASIC
r	 LANGUAGE
	 - BASIC
	
(EXTENDED)
I	 READEk	 SFR V ICE REF NO I4.5037 DESCRIPTION. :•
:CLASS COOL	 - ,544(.HASIC) STANDARD
	 BASIC IS EXTENDED wI.T.M A	 SEI UP	 CAMAC
	 RELATtu. r
:TITLE- :-'•	 - A CAMAC FXTENDED BASIC LANG IJA(,t.
	 - STATEMENTS,	 EXLCUI1UN	 11ME	 PUN A	 106 LINE PROGRAM	 1S A8UU1
AU.THUR(5)-	 -	 "' J	 M. SLR.YENT'(SC1,LUM8LNGE.R) - 10 SECONDS,.. OLCLAMA.TIVE 	 STATEMENTS	 ALLUW .SY MBOLIC MtFtNtNCE
PUPIL,
	
REF,	 .	 : PRUC CAMAC
	
SYMPU5,
	 LUXMbG,	 UEC 1911 UP	 A MUDDLE.	 AUUNtSS PARAMETERS CAN bt. LUh5f AN15 	
-
NAME/ACkUNYM CASIC UM VANIAaLES . , tVth EXPRESSIUN3. THUS PMUVIUING GWLAT
-
".OBTAINABLE	 FROM. SCHLUf10 RGLW	 (SEE	 INDEX OP	 MFRS.) PLEXIBILITY.:	 SEVERAL CUNTMUL FUNCTIUNS ARE	 IN MACMU-SIATL-
(	 (1PERATIVE	 DATE- . 1971 RENT FUMP, SUCH AS	 -.TST	 LAM MUUULL	 (SAML	 AS:M000LE(a)),.
F	 CuMPUTEN	 - PUP-11,'f6K	 WORDS MEMORY SOME SYNTAA LHANGES FACILITATES 1 M PLtMLNTA1I.UN OF	 7ML SEMAN.
!	 INTERFACE(S)	 - ICPIY UM JCCII	 (SCHLUMdLRGLW) TICS OF	 I M L	 (SEE .,501 (InL)),.	 TYPICAL STATEMENTS 	 AKt	 -	 .	 -
j 	MIN SYSTEM CONFIG TTY ASSIGN AI)U kESS	 - - SIATIUY(MUDULL) 	 8	 (b,L,N,A)
SUPTw ARE
	
TYPE
	 -	 - INTt RPRLTIVE
	 LAN GUAGE,
	 EXTE N DED." EXECUTINU	 STATEMENT	 -	 -	
-
-ITM PACRII-INSTRUCTIUN GE NE . ATOW SINGLE	 TRANSFER	 - - SA4(F,RUUVLL.,A)
!	 LANGUAGE	 - BASIC	 (EXTENDED) MULTIPLE	 TRANSPLN	 - 'A(P,MUUULL,A)
I N C(IR P	TECHNIUUE IN-LINE
	 CA M AC	 STATEMENTS CUNIwnL PUNCIIUN 	 - EIEL-MUUULE(P)
CAMAC FACILITIES SY M BULI.0	 DEVICE	 NAMt S,	 INTLRkUPI LAM REG UPL-AT1U N• CLN LAM MQOVLt	 (•MUVULt(I0))
-AN y L!Nkl,	 R E.FN .TN AN T, LAM/INTEHRUPI. . . ON LA"( RUOULL) UU 100
E	 i
i
XL11
I	 ^^
a
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i
READER SER V ICE
.CLASS. CODE •
REF	 NO	 14	 5030
54, 4.(F OCAL)
DESCRIPTION.
THE
	
INTLN P WElf ' k. IS P MI H A W ILY INTtNULU FUN tAbILY PHU4MAMMEU
s
TITLE
	 •	 • ;UCAL OVE RLAY FUN CA MAC DATA I1N•LINt CA
MAC bYStLMb 1N nUNa IME •LRITICAL CONIWUL ANU DATA
.AND COMMAND
	
MANULING HANDL ING APPLICATIONS Ahv FUN	 7EA1	 MUUIINEb.
AUTMUR(9) • . F MAY, M MALLI N I„	 K PLT RELZLK THEME AWL	 9 LAM AC	 STAIL M LNI	 TYPLh LUVENING 6tNLNAL LUNIkULS
PuBL,	 REf,	 • CAMAC BULLETI N NU i,	 JUNE	 1971 ([,	 C,	 1)	 A N D CAMAL	 COMM A' + US	 .IT:+/.11MUU1	 UAIA	 THANSFEW, )
NAME/ACRON YM FOCADAT iME GLNERAL POHM OF 	 A LAMAL	 bTATL M t NI	 IS	 ••
OPERATIVL VAT;- 1970 •A	 CF,C, N , A ,F,FB, MW 	 l,L.,UJ
COM PUTER	 •	 .. POP-8,	 4K UP BR	 12 BIT WORD MLMUWV .MLML	 SEVERAL. VAWAMLILRS MAY BE OMI T ILU, ]
IN T ERFACE (b) IN•HOU9L. CCB	 INTERFALF
-
SOFTWARE TYPE INTERPRETER	 (ExTENUtO)
INCURP TECHNIQUE CAMAC E XT ENSION OF	 UVFRLAY,
Y	
3
I N•LI NE CODING UP CAMAC CUMMANDS 1t
ENVIRONMENT FOR	 . CAMAC SUFTWA R F	 IS FOCAL
READER SE R VICE ' REP:NU	 14, 5039 DESCRIPTION- • '
CLASS CODE ,SAANU 1 4. THE B.USE W 04S1C CAN BL kUN UNUEW OUb. A HlL,' FILL CUNIA1Nb
TITLE. . • . B.USER BASIC 	 UNOE W UUS • ITk ALL	 MUDIFICAIIUNS UP	 ?ME	 (	 i4	 B . uSEW	 BAS1C, .NU1nItMRUM1;
INTERPRETER EXTL NDEV FUR CAMAC MANOLING.	 CUMMUN.ILAIIUN BtTWttN	 THE B USEkSIb MUSSIBLL BY
. 5
AUTKOP (S) • • PFEIFFER,	 SPICK MAN, CANLEBACM ONE COMMUNICATION .UWU PER USER, 	 LXRANULD LMRUW AkSSAQt
VERSION. .
•
001 HANDLING.	 F ILE. MANOLIN4 EXTENUEU.	 LIMt CUM M ANU AVULU, j
-MAINTENANCEBY. D P PFEIFFEN
OBTAINABLE FROM D 	 PFEIFFER , ZU M , A FA,
	
JULLICM
AVAILABLE UN/AS DECTAPE	
-
OPERATIVE DATE- JANUARY	 1974
COMPUTER • PDP•11,	 169 4F	 166 BIT -ORD MEMORY: ,...
IN7ERFACE(3) TYPE 1533A CRM )	
-
MIN SYSTEM CORP IG DDS. V00 OR	 V09,	 1.6K _ s
SOFTWARE TYPE • DOS SYSTEM	 INTERFACE	 TO CANAL-
. LANGUAGE •. BASIC
INCURP TECHNIUUE EXTENSIUN OF INTEWPNETEW I
READER SER VICE REF	 NO	 1 .4.5040 DESCRIPTION. .
CLASS. CODE	 • ,544 URACL	 INTLKYWLIS AKIIM M ETIC S14Tt MkNls,	 MMUUKAM . LUNTMUL
TITLE. .
•
ORACL
	
UM),	 AN INTEMPRLTIVL	 REAL- STATEMENTS,	 LOM MLNTS,	 1 /u S.TATE M L N IS,	 ANU HAMU . AKL CUNIRUL
TIME MONITOR WITH CAMAC SUPPORT STATEMENTS AND LXLLUTEb. THE DESIRED PUNCIIUN,. j
AUTHOR (9). • L	 BYARS,	 R	 KEYSER	 (URTEC	 INC) 	 -
NAME/ACRON YM • ORACL
	
(TM)
MAINTENANCE BY. ORTEC.
OBTAINABLE FROM URTEC
	 ( SEE . INDEX. OF	 MANUFACTUREks)
AVAILABLE UN/AS PAPER TAPE AND DISK
OPERATIVE DATE. APRIL	 1974
COMPUTER PDP•11,	 MIN	 5K	 IL BIT	 MEMORY
INTERFACE(S)	 . TYPE DCO11.(EGSG)
MI N SYSTEM CONFIG TTY A DC011
SOFTWARE	 TYPE: • INT4kPRLTLW, .SYSTEM MONITOR
s LANGUAGE . PDP.)1. ASSEMBLER
;.. INCURP TECMNIUUL EMBEDDED CAMAC FEATURES
CAMAC FACILITIES SINGLE OR	 MULTI PLt IN9TPULTIUNS,
I
DEMAND HANDLING 19 INCLUDED, GWACL	 (T M ).. 18	 A	 TNAUL	 MARK WL(jISILNEU UY	 UNTIL,	 INL,
READER SERVICE REP	 NO	 14 .,5041 UtsCbIRTIUN•
CLASS CODE '. .544
TITLE • 	.	 .. • GENERAL PURPOSE I/U I.N7ERFACE SUFT•ARE
AUTHOR($) • . F WURM,	 SEN LLLLTWUNIUUE
j MAINTENANCE	 B Y SEN
;.: OBTAINABLE FROM. SEN(9Et.	 INDE,.X. OF	 MANUFACTURERS)
Al•.'. OPERATIVE DATE	 •
- A
V
. I97b -
AVAILABLE UN/ AS DISK...
.COMPUTER	 •: NOVA SERIES (DATA (iENERAL)
I:NTERFACE ( S)	 . ANY	 (IR R ESPECTIVE OF	 MAKE)
SOFTW ARE	 TYPE- INTERPRETER.
OTHER REMARKS FULLY RDnS/SOS COMPATIBLE
55 Support Software 11
READER SERVICE REF NO 14,5042 - ULSLRIPTIUN. • a
CLASS CODE	 .. . 553(FUCAL / PAL) PUCALINT	 IS	 A GENLMAL RUNPUSk- SYbTLM VHUGWAn, 	 AUAPIAULL FUK
:TITLE .•	 •	 •	 • -. A FOCAL	 INTERRUPT. HANDLER 	 FUR CAMAC SPECIAL. USE,	 UP	 lu	 J C W ATLS MIT M	24...INrtWWuPTS LALH CAN HL ..
AUTHOR ( S)- • F M AY,	 HMARSCHIK, H HALLING SLRVICEU^.	 UNE YRUGRAM I LI . NL IN fULAL	 lb WLSLKVtD FUN EACH +
PUBL.. REF,	 • ',1MAC BULLETIN NO b, MARCH	 1973 INTLkPUPT,	 SNORT ROUTINES CAN BL	 IYPtU	 INIU	 IMESL LINES -'
! NAME/ACRONYM + 'ffLICALINT SERVICINQ	 TMt	 ASSULIA:TEV	 IhTLWRVPTS,	 AL:TtWNAII.v ELY 	 A FOCAL
j OPERATIVE DAVE. .SIT SUBHUU7INk LAN. UL USLD, 	 CUkktht L1Nt IN TML UALAGNUUNU
COMPUTER • 1l.7P •S PWUGRAM WILL	 BE	 FINISME :U d0 uRL JUMPINU IU INIENMVVT WUUIINE
SOFTWARE TYPE INI6RRUVT	 HANDLER	 (SYSTEM PMUGRAM,) ANU	 WFTUWNS. 11) NLxl	 LINE	 IN	 IRE. BALKUHUUNU V'WUGNAM 	 A.F TLH
SLWVICING.'
5
I	
,
I-9
XLI11
ki
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.57 Test Rutitines
READE R 	SERV ICE "to	 NU	 I4.%047 Dtb4MIPfIUN• - i
CUSS COD! • by a St/ OF	 1"%t! Uj&N%vbljL YRuS,w&-f &Mt SYvYljtN -IS- IMtT
I
T
LE-	 •	 •	 • TEST PRUGRAMS OUR SYSTEMS. NN&NLN
-fD•Il -1LMVYRUNMA r rLU RMaNE- "w i nw.	 t tflf UO Pt"UNY , Y l lt
OR1YtR S rUO UIt{ REN1{TE R {r	 1 +f I M UC1IUN {tf.	 u-a	 lrANfltr ► .	 I N TL rwurff RICA
0{TAIN4Slt FRUr 11 RA S Y fTl M f 	 (itt	 S wot . uP	 "FN&) a 111--L;:;	 Srftt M	1l8t	 iffuvlllLV -jIM alM7.
OTNIa nEM&Raf FOR RRANC" Df1VEN rRU • Ilr
	
SY31EP It YI A Ca"AC
	
It 6 1	 MUMTINt	 Is bvwvLIEO O UR L & MAL muuvui	 ItbTINN
MUDuLt	 O SO2r	 AND 04IA M0OMLt{ FNUM 7.1	 It LtTTYt.	 NU &SSE-RA Y LANNUANt •NW-61,04t M&NVl-k VT
alADE R	SER VICE REI	 NU	 14.5044
11181"1"1111%,
	 .
C6&9S CUOC	 • ,117 & ., /LuNt rfUNN& rf tkft fu-! Fu NCi1uNf W	 Iwt RUN S . 1Trt
TITLE•	 • C&-AC	 TEST	 PRUGMA- 2200 I NT f MOAL1,	 1-9 LMAIL LVN I-ULLtM ANY iW IN.FUUSL
&UTMOR(f)• Da,	 & MERTENS,
	
1401
.	 nF&.	 2VtLIC • MUUULf$
	
(C0S
	 & CO2).
AVAI64661 UN/&f PAPIO	 Taft,
	
ASCII
	 CUDt LMMUN -f SS A NtS &at
	
UUTYNI	 1 0 	T-k -L 	 &ME ..ARN•akt	 0Aj66wtS.
OPE RATIVE OATt• 11171
CUMPUTER • PDP-11,
	 1&a UP	 16 &IT	 -URU& -t MUMT
INTERF4Ct(S)	 • TYPE
	 2200	 (bunk.)
SUOT.Ant	 TVPI	 • TEST P oufl%f&.
	 S T ANU-ALUNt 01RUNMar3
READER SE R VICE RIF	 NO	 14.9049 Dt{LRiPTION• -
CLASS CODE	 - .977 A STAND ALONE rfUG-&- PUN t&t MUSING A CA NAL SV41t • tNUP A
TITLE.	 - 7911 & 	TtST	 CA-AC TLLiTYPE,	 IT &VVPURTf UP TU 0 CwATti .IT- RUUtL	 AVI U
AU / NUR (f) • 	• ► A M LAI& NL N UN1RM8 &) COATS. LUNT . ULLk M&. 	 A F V%016 ft M4V RL	 kALLUT &U
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4.5	 Software
The Spacelab Computer Software comprises the software used for Spacelab during software develop-
mentsintegration,testing, and operation. This includes subsystem testing, integration, checkout, on-
board data handling for subsystems, on-board data handling support for experiments, and checkout for
the CDMS portion of thei experiment interfaces. Also included is certain support software used in the
generation and validation of software and for the off -line reduction and analysis of checkout data.
Software especially dedicated to experiments is not included in the Spacelab computer software. a
The Spacelab computer software is made up of sets, each of which is the assembly of software, used
for a particular phase of the Spacelab program, with a specific computer system (experiment computer,
S/S computer, ELSE, or Software Development Facility).
A set is made up of a number of packages.
A package consists of a group of software modules which are used together, to perform some clearly de-
finable functions.
Fig 4.5-1 thru -3 give an overview about SL computer software and the interrelationship between packages.
The Spacelab ,
 computer software is designed in a modular way in order to allow for good testability and {,
maximum use of common functional units. Thus commonality can be achieved between the experiment
a
and subsystem computers concerning the operating system and general facilities, such as operator inter-
face, monitoring, fault isolation, subroutine library, etc.i
tI Packages relevant for the experimenter are:
e	 COMS Computer Operating System Packages
I
This package consists of the subsystem computer operating system (SCOS) and the experiment computer l
'	 operating system (EGOS).
	 For details see 4.5.1.1 -
i
•	 Support Software Packages.
I s9
The experiment application software packages running in the experiment computer under the ECOS will
be supplied by the experimenter and/or the payload integrator.
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4.5.1
	 Spacelab Software Environment
The experimenter - when linking up his experiment software with the Spaeelab computer software - has ='
to deal with the COMS computer operating system package running in the experiment computer, (ECOSa
and with those modules of the flight application software packages (FLAP) which are also applicable to the
experiments and which can be regarded as facilities available for applications. Furthermore, means are
provided to support the experimenter in compiling, testing and integrating his software.
4.5.1.1	 COMS Computer Operating System
1
The CDMS computer operating system is at present the same for the subsystem (SCOS) and the expe rt- ^
ment (EGOS) computers. However, because of the requirement that the experiment compute r* operating y
system accommodates a variety of experiment applications 	 the ECOS may eventually grow to include
greater capability in the areas of control and data processing.
The ECOS allows for asynchronous as well as synchronous tasks to be performed. The executive per-
forms initialization, scheduling and termination of tasks. It assures time scheduling,' loading of 'tasks in- 1
eluding overlay and memory allocation to them, management of the various data tables in the data base for
program control and housekeeping. It controls the allocation of the computer peripherals, such as
memory, keyboards, data display unit, telemetry channels, and data bus. The executive allows
for initialization of the computer system and for convenient recovery after system failure. The executive
includes a computer self check which is executed periodically, providing a message in case of failure.
The input/output functions provide all services necessary to operate the remote acquisition units (RAU's
para. 4,4.2.1). They format and transmit data to the CRTs for presentation to the crew and experiment-
ers, receive and process external event messages based upon usage of the keyboard and inputs from ex-
perimenters. They permit communication with the Orbiter, for reception of commands, state vector and
aiming data. They perform the transmission of data to the Orbiter for inclusion in downlink telemetry.
They check the status of the peripherals (parity checking, data ready bits, data available bits as appli-
cable).
The functions summarized as general facilities are functions common to all or most of the application
programs and include services such as converting of raw data into engineering units, library of
mathematical functions, etc.
The EGOS is able to monitor, experiments, and to perform limit checking and calibration of data for dis-
play.
3
:,	 1
The ECOS is considered to be core resident with the exception of display formatting routines which will
s-	 3
be stored on the mass memory (ref, para. 4.4).
i
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T'
The SIZe of the ECCS is T8D.
Average operating system overhead is estimated to be 5 % of CPU time. Reaction time of external events
is estimated to be 100 /usec maximum.
The S/W - S/W interface between the ECOS and experiment application packages is managed by super-
visor calls and data tables.
The S/W - H/W interface between the ECOS and the peripheral hardware is randled via drivers in the
ECOS which perform activation, status check data transfer and termk ,, ation on tre peripheral.
A keyboard language for communicatton between operator and experiment computer will be provided, thus
the ECOS provides the interface between the operator and the computer system.
The functions involved are calling for data display and computer status display, initiating and termination
of experiment modules at predefined points, interprdtation of keyboard commands and changes to experi-
ment modules.
The ECOS will be capable of displaying on CRT structures representing all the groups of data which may
be selected for display. In addition, the capability will be provided to generate and display on-line a spe-
ciPic list of data on operator request.
4.5.1.2
	
Facilities Available for Application
The experiment application software for the experiment computer is the software executed by the ECCS
and consists only of the monitor and fault isolation module for the experiment portion of the COMS. All
experiment related software packages to be loaded in the experiment computer are produced by the ex-
perimenters.
Only some of the modules of the Spacelab flight application software (FLAP) can also be used by the ex-
perimenter.
Within the F(-AP there are modules available for management of electrical power and energy which make
the respective information available for the experimenter on CRT by re quest via a keyboard entry to the
subsystem computer. In addition, it will be possible to update- in predefined areas of memory-values and
limits per telecommand and/cr keyboard.
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4.5.1.3	 Software Integration
For integration of his experiment application software, the experimenter will be supplied with the follow-
ing software (para. 4.y.2);
•	 COMS - simulator 11
This software will simulate on a host computer the MAS environment
a	 Interpretive computer simulator (ICS) r
This software simulates the Mitra 125 S/MS on a host computer
•	 Experiment computer operating system (ECOS)
The CDMS environment simulator and the ICS can be integrated in order to simulate the complete COMS 1
:.._	 on the host computer.
4.5..2	 Software Development Aids
i
This software is part of the support software packages to be used for the effective development and main-
tenance of all Spacelab software, i.e. not only for the experiment software but also for operating systems,is
ground checkout packages and the flight application packages.
This means the experimenter, in developing his experiment software, shall utilize the facilities provided
as far as possible. Experiment software shall be written in one of the languages explained in pare.
4.5.2.2 which are available with the host software system (see pare. 4.5.2.1). For debugging the simula-
tor software shall be employed. y
4.5.2.1	 Host Software System
The host software system comprises all that support software necessary for the development of all experi-
9
ment software and executed on a host computer (IBM/370). The following items will be available.
E
•	 HAL/S - 370 Compiler System
This compiler system can be used to test programs written in HAL/S on an IBM 370.
The compiler will compile HAL/S statements into code executable on an IBM 370 - a
computer. The system also includes an execution monitor under which the compiled
code can be executed.
e	 HAL/S - C II Compiler
This compiler will compile HAL/S statements into code executable on a Mitre 125S/MS
k	 !	 computer. The compiler itself will run on an IBM 370. i
E
4	
'
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e GOAL Compiler
The GOAL compiler will compile GOAL checkout statements into interpretative code.
The interpretative code can be executed by an interpreter running on a Mitra 1255/MS 3
computer. The compiler itself will run on an IBM 370.
e Interpretative Computer Simulator (ICS)
The ICS will simulate the Mitre 125 S/MS. This simulator will execute on an IBM 370.
e Mitre 123 S/MS Macro Assembler (MAS) j
Two versions of the assembler will be available. One will execute on IBM 370 and one
will execute on the Mitre 123 itself. Code generated by either one can be processed by
the EDL (see below).
e Mitre 125 S/MS Linkage Editor (EDL)
Two versions of the SOL will be available. One will execute on IBM 370 and one will
execute on the Mitre 125 itself. Code generated by either one can be processed by the
preloader. J
• I/O Box and Peripheral Simulator (IOBPS)
This simulator will simulate the reactions of all COMS hardware (except the computer)
with respect to computer input/output and outside events. The IOBPS can work together
with the ICS. It will execute on an IBM 370.
4.5.2.2 Programming Languages 3
• HAL/S
Experiment software may be written i n: the programming language HAL./S. This is a real
timeremm	 language which allows the scheduling andpr'og	 in9	 gung 	 	 synchronization of programs.
The language also allows the manipulation of vectors and matrics and data structures in a
simple manner.
A wide range of mathematical functions is available with HAL./S.
e Experiment software may be written in C 11 MITRA 125 S/MS assembler language,
• Checkout software for experiments may be written In the checkout language GOAL. This
language is oriented towards the convenient specification of checkout procedures by scien-
tints and engineers:
Go
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i
4.5.3
	
Software Development Guidelines
Software development guidelines and standards, as well as procedures for the technical management,
will be provided within the Software Standards Manual (Doc. No. MA-ER-0001).
i
There are two main topics: One covers the part of technical management such as verification (reviews
and acceptance) and configuration control. The other specifies the necessary quidelines and standards
to be followed during software development (design, implementation, test and documentation) to satisfy
the requirements of software control.
Sj
As far as the user's interaction with NASA/ESA is concerned and to enable NASA/ESA to control and
	 j
integrate the experiment software, the user will also have to follow some of the corresponding procewres
and guidelines within the Software Standards Manual. 1
The relevant topics will be referenced in a manvat of guidelines `or experiment software. Additional
guidelines, e.g. safety requirements, constraints or; size and frequency and overall memory require-
ments, will be included.
1
1
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